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ABSTRACT 

The importance of developing competitive commercial energy systems for the economy 

cannot be overstated. Existing research in design literature indicates that the question of how 

to carry out technical development of commercial science-intensive energy conversion 

technologies is covered inadequately. To cover this gap, the present thesis proposes a novel 

design methodology, which was validated by a real commercial development process of an 

energy conversion system based on the thermodynamic Stirling cycle. The design methodology 

contains five new design methods, each concerned with how to choose among alternative 

design configurations at different design stages. The first method offers an approach to a 

literature review at the conceptual design stage for Stirling systems using big data technologies. 

The second method describes an approach to perform trade studies at the system design stage 

for commercial Stirling machine configurations. The third method applies game theory to 

improve interactions between designers during the detail design stage and reduce negative 

influence of designers’ collaborative decision-making on the design process outcomes. The 

fourth method shows how to improve the critical performance characteristics of the Stirling 

machines experimentally during testing stage, based on the example of the piston-cylinder 

sealing mechanism in a Stirling refrigerator. And the fifth method focuses on the problem of 

scaling the Stirling machine at the stage of scale-up by developing an experimentally validated 

numerical model using the example of the Stirling refrigerator. The application of the proposed 

design methods provides several insightful results. For example, the literature review shows 

that many existing designs of commercial Stirling machines for on-Earth civil applications are 

disadvantageously based on the design configuration that was initially developed for space 

applications. The results of trade studies indicate that alpha-type engines are better suited for 

high-power applications and beta-type – for high-efficiency applications. Game theory analysis 

shows that inappropriate designers’ decision-making can lead to design outcomes with key 

perforce metrics 20% worse than the global optimum design. Experimental optimization shows 

that the choice of the sealing mechanism can significantly limit the commercial applications of 

the Stirling refrigerator due to its high-stress operation and complex behavior. Finally, the scale 

modeling, in combination with experimental data for the Stirling refrigerator, shows that its 

cooling performance demonstrates an exponential dependence from the cooling temperature. 

This relation is critical for accurate technology scaling. The results of this work show the 

possibility to apply the proposed design methodology to the development process of other 

energy conversion technologies. The work formulates a simple visual model that integrates key 

aspects of developed design methods and is named the Pentagon Model. This model can be 

used in the commercial development process of other science-intensive energy conversion 

systems, apart from Stirling machines.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

his work aims to formulate a standard approach that enables to select any science-

intensive energy conversion technology (ECT) and develop it into a commercial 

product. The term “technological pathway” in the title of this dissertation loosely means 

“design methodology.” The latter seems to be static, relating to initial design stages, whereas 

the present work describes a design technique that addresses several design stages in one 

comprehensive manner. These stages follow consequently from the conceptual design stage, 

through detail design, to manufacturing and scaling. For the multi-stage consideration, the term 

“technological pathway” is more appropriate. One can think about a multi-stage design process 

as an “assembly line” of different design methods applied sequentially to technologically treat 

the object of design as it moves from the conceptual stage to the product stage. The 

performance of this “assembly line” directly affects the quality and cost of design process 

outputs. The innovative technological pathway includes a collection of novel design methods 

focused on commercial development. It is essential to select a particular type of science-

intensive ECT and use it as an example to formulate key principles of the technological 

pathway. This work uses the energy conversion system based on the thermodynamic Stirling 

cycle as an example of ECT and offers a collection of novel design methods that address each 

stage of the design process from concept to scale-up and are adapted for new commercial 

applications of Stirling machines. However, the general conclusions from this work have 

important implications for the development of any science-intensive ECT. 

Since this work offers a technological pathway that simplifies the commercialization of 

science-intensive energy conversion systems, I ground this study in the framework of the 

“technology push” concept [1]. Scientists typically carry out the commercial development of 

T
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science-intensive energy conversion technologies, such as gas turbines, nuclear power plants, 

and fusion power systems. There is a differentiation between scientific and commercial 

development activities in R&D intensive organizations [2]. However, the academic literature 

often overlooks or assumes implicitly that the same people  scientists  would carry out the 

commercial development because of the high scientific intensity of energy conversion systems. 

Scientific approach can be characterized as curious, rigorous, reflective, systematically 

establishing relations for natural phenomena. The problem arises when scientific perspective 

engages with the commercial development that is market-oriented, limited in time and 

resources [3], and characterized by the bounded rationality of decision-making [4], which 

stems from finite nature of commercial development. This is a paradox of developing science-

intensive products: it needs scientists, but its driving factors inherently conflict with scientific 

thinking. The result of such a contradiction could be a low success rate of development, poor 

product functionality, high product cost, and low reliability. Therefore, there is a need to 

develop a set of design technics that take into account scientific uncertainty and forces of 

commercial development, systematize and standardize the development process, and allow to 

churn out (despite some negative connotation to this idiom) commercial systems based on 

energy conversion technologies. This work attempts to build an “assembly line” of novel 

design methods to churn out commercial systems, using the example of the machines based on 

the thermodynamic Stirling cycle. My aspiration for the future is to apply the same 

technological pathway to develop other energy conversion technologies into commercial 

products.  

As a general note, in the course of the chapters, when referring to designers, I use the 

masculine pronouns generally and sometimes the feminine form when appropriate. Each 

chapter has its own list of references. For more than two consequent references, for example 

[1], [2], [3], I omit the references in the middle and write [1]-[3] for simplicity. 
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I.1 MOTIVATION 

An attentive reader of the dissertation title may immediately ponder over four questions. 

Why was it essential for the author to focus on energy conversion technologies and in particular 

on Stirling cycle systems? Why was the author interested in commercial applications rather 

than fundamental ones? Why did the author felt the need for an innovative technological 

pathway for new commercial applications? And finally, was it so vital to write a whole Ph.D. 

thesis about it? One could use a plethora of academic literature to argue the importance of 

Stirling cycle systems or the commercial potential of Stirling machines. But to give these four 

questions justice, I would like first to discuss my intrinsic motivations for this research. 

I believe two factors encouraged me to focus on energy conversion technologies and 

specifically on the Stirling cycle systems. One is a deep family tradition in the development of 

energy conversion technologies, and two is technical elegance, which I see in the Stirling cycle. 

Three generations of my family before me worked in the design and construction of energy 

conversion systems. My great grandfather German Kiselev was awarded the Order of Red Star 

in 1937 by the head of the Soviet State Mikhail Kalinin for the development of a new aircraft 

motor. Forty years later in 1977 my grandfather German Gusev developed an advanced jet 

engine and was awarded the Medal for Labor Valor by the Presidium of USSR. Family 

exemplary achievements and multi-generation legacy forged my interest in the development of 

energy conversion technologies. It crystallized first through family stories and library, and later 

– through family professional activities and knowledge in the practical development of energy 

systems. While being enrolled in a BSc program in power machine building at St.Petersburg 

Polytechnic University, I learned about the Stirling engine in the beginning of 2010. I was 

interested because the motor could be applied to harvest waste heat of gas turbines and generate 

useful energy, reducing the energy cost. Upon closer look, I was amazed by the elegance of the 

Stirling cycle. A quiet and closed thermodynamic system, capable of operating on any external 
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– and thus optimized and most preferable – heat source. The cycle has the highest ideal 

theoretical efficiency equal to the Carnot efficiency [5]. My immediate reaction was to develop 

a project with my like-minded colleagues to utilize, using the Stirling engine, the waste heat of 

gas turbines generated by natural gas pumping stations. The project received a winning prize 

at the conference of Gazprom young specialists [6], which encouraged me to work on this 

project further. This technology captured my engineering imagination. The idea of building my 

own Stirling engine incepted, and in 2011, during my free hours, I started devising a plan to 

build a real Stirling machine. At the end of my bachelor studies, the amplifying interaction 

between the influence of my family legacy and my subjective preference towards the Stirling 

machine motivated me to continue studying this ECT scientifically during MSc studies in 

Skoltech. My research interest inclined towards the commercial development of the Stirling 

machines, and here is why. 

I believe the commercialization of scientific results is the most efficient way to make 

my research useful. In the first part of 2012, after working as a research assistant in a power 

machine building lab and before starting my MSc studies, I became discontent how applied 

research and related know-how in power machine building rarely found its way to markets. 

And even if it happened, then it is most certainly had to be large Russian companies who could 

succeed in this assiduous task. At least, this was a believe that they could. The reasons why it 

had to be industrial companies were clear to me: financial resources, administrative advantage, 

qualified scientists and engineers, and the understanding of markets. Yet, my experience in 

research projects for two large machine building companies showed that big companies are 

extremely selective, rationalizing, and frequently too slow in adapting the results of applied 

studies. Similar tardiness was apparent at the side of scientific institutions that conducted this 

research. Prior studies of commercialization practices in Russian universities confirm this 

observation [7]. As a consequence, many experimentally tested and prospective technical 
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solutions were sunk into the oblivion of dusty unread reports or were lost in vain somewhere 

in scrap equipment of research labs. I did not want to be a part of this slow and unproductive 

culture. I felt the urge to prove wrong the prejudice that only big companies can succeed in 

energy conversion technologies. I believed a small group of committed individuals could find 

resolve and resources to build a commercially successful energy system fast and efficiently. 

And these believe reformed the original discontent into a latent (at that time) intention to start 

a commercial venture in energy conversion technologies. In 2012, I enrolled in the MSc 

program of Skoltech and embraced its bold idea of commercializing science-intensive research. 

The same year, I wrote an essay “Why the Skoltech idea matters to me.” It has been viewed 

more than 400 times on my LinkedIn profile since then. During two years of Master studies, I 

was learning how to find a way for science-intensive engineering systems to market. In my 

MSc thesis, I focused on studying the Stirling engine to understand better the scientific 

principles behind it and how to make it competitive. In my free hours, I kept planning and in 

2014 indeed started a company Thermal Motors LLC with a long-term objective to develop 

commercially energy conversion technologies, where the Stirling engine would become the 

first example. The existing preconceptions and methods of commercializing energy conversion 

technologies through research institutions and large companies proved in my eye inefficient, 

and I was convinced in the need to find new technological pathways to market energy 

conversion technologies. 

The preliminary studies during the MSc work showed the scientific complexity and 

multidisciplinary nature of developing a commercial Stirling machine. Therefore, it was 

necessary to combine scientific and business activities to develop a successful Stirling system. 

I decided to engage in Ph.D. work to complete the scientific part of this development. A 

distinctive qualification of this thesis is that it chronologically replicates the development of 

the commercial Stirling machine. This process required to address several critical research 
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questions related to the Stirling cycle technologies, which were worthy of a Ph.D. thesis. The 

commercial development started with the focus on the Stirling engine, and over time, the focus 

pivoted towards the Stirling refrigerator. In 2018, the project resulted in an operating 

experimental Stirling refrigerator with possible applications in several commercial segments. 

A reader may ask how the specific research questions that arose during the development of the 

Stirling machine are related to the design methodology to commercially develop other energy 

conversion technologies apart from those based on the Stirling cycle? There are two important 

comments here. One is that although the results from investigating those questions are 

specifically related to the Stirling machines, the methods that were used during the process of 

solving them are general enough and are concerned with “how” and not “what”. The second 

comment, it is the main assumption of this work that other energy-conversion technologies 

would have similar design problems during the commercial development due to high degree of 

scientific work embedded in them, the material nature of hardware devices required to take 

control over energy conversion processes, and common laws of energy conversion and heat 

transfer.  

A reader may further inquire “Why would not we explore the existing development 

methods employed in industry to find an appropriate technological pathway? Lauff et al. [8], 

p. 1, argued that there is currently a small empirical base about current design practices in 

companies. This account may seem unfair since the design literature is abundant with novel 

design methods. However, the focus of the work of Lauff et al. was rather on the methods 

actually employed by industry engineers, and these methods may be oftentimes different from 

the proposed in the academic literature. During the creation of the operating Stirling machine, 

several design methods were developed. In most instances, elements of these methods were not 

known a priori and instead were crystallized by the trial and error tinkering at times of 

important engineering challenges or were imposed by project constraints. The full formulation 
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of these methods was completed a posteriori under the assumption that similar problems may 

arise in future and it would be prudent to manage them more formally rather than in the original 

ad-hoc fashion. Therefore, this dissertation in part offers a solution to the problem coined by 

Lauff and her colleagues by systematizing in a comprehensive manner a set of design methods 

implemented during the commercial development of an ECT with a strong scientific 

component.  

Unlike one may expect from a typical doctoral dissertation, my motivations for the 

selection of the present topic are not extrinsic and do not stem from a methodological selection 

based on academic literature with careful evaluation of novelty and relevance. Instead, the 

choice of my topic was motivated by intrinsic factors: personal experience and subjective 

judgment. I choose ECT over, for example, a computer science because of my family legacy 

calling. I chose Stirling cycle systems and not, for example, solar cells or wind turbines because 

I am fascinated by the technical elegance of this conversion technology. I selected the 

commercialization focus for the technology choice because I strongly believe that the society 

cannot solve energy problems without bringing perspective energy-conversion technologies to 

the market, while the development of the commercial system is the most efficient way to do it. 

And I am convinced that there is a need for a more efficient pathway to develop energy-

conversion technologies because I am dissatisfied with the way it is carried out presently 

through large market players and research institutions. My highest hope is that by writing this 

thesis not only I contribute with original results into the field, but I would also demonstrate my 

qualification for organizing development work of market-relevant energy-conversion 

technologies, building and optimizing experimental systems and scale it for different 

commercial applications.  
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I.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY CASE STUDY  

Before discussing the methodology of this thesis, it is important to define an ECT that 

was used as an example or a case study to validate the proposed technological pathway.  

I.2.1 SHORT HISTORIC REFERENCE OF STIRLING ENGINES AND REFRIGERATORS 

At the beginning of the 19th century, the industrial zeal for coal resulted in the 

excavation of deep mines that, as a result, were flooded by underground waters. The steam 

engine pumps dried the mines, but frequently exploded due to weak iron-based construction 

materials. The high-pressure steam would burst out and violently attack operational personnel, 

causing casualties and even deaths. To prevent pains of his parish, the Scottish reverend Robert 

Stirling designed a pumping engine that would be safer by operating air as a working gas 

instead of vapor. After the invention of Bessemer steel in 1856, the material strength and power 

of steam engines grew, outperforming and obliterating the Stirling engine. In 1861, Alexander 

Krik developed the first Stirling refrigerator by reversing the cycle with the application of the 

external work. Instead of power on the shaft, the machine produced cooling capacity. In the 

middle of the 21st century, the principles of the Stirling engine saw the lights of the day once 

again and were implemented in new thermal machines by a small number of industrial 

companies. From that time, the devices based on the Stirling cycle have gained the interest of 

the scientific and industrial community. 

Why is it essential for society to conduct research activities related to Stirling engines 

and refrigerators? In theory, this technology possesses several advantages and engineering 

challenges that are reported commonly in the literature. Due to the unique process of heat 

regeneration, the theoretical energy efficiency of Stirling machines is the highest among 

alternative heat engine systems [9]. However, the real-world mechanical realization of the 

Stirling cycle in a way that can compete with conventional alternatives is a challenge. Also, 

the studies that systematically compare the performance of Stirling machines under controlled 
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conditions are scares. Most claims about the high potential of Stirling cycle technology are 

subjective because they were made without reference to rigorous experimental comparison 

studies. Some limited references to this analysis include Teruyuki et al. [10]. The comparison 

of the Stirling engine with other alternative energy conversion technologies, including gas 

turbines, gasoline engine and diesel engine, shows that this system has the highest heat 

efficiency up to 40% for powers ranging from 1 kW to 20 kW, which is more than 50% 

compared with the efficiency of 20% for gasoline engine in the same range. Studies for Stirling 

refrigerators include the comparison with conventional vapor-compression systems. Examples 

include the work of Hermes and Barbosa [11] for the cooling capacity approximately 20 W at 

a cooling temperature around 250 K. An important parameter reported in this work is the ratio 

of cooling capacity to input energy (also known as the coefficient of performance). For the 

vapor compressor refrigerators based on the Rankine cycle, it was 0.79 for the reciprocal 

compressor and 0.62 for the linear compressor, while the same parameter for the Stirling 

refrigerator was 0.98, with at least 24% efficiency increase. These studies show significant 

efficiency improvements for engines and refrigerators and warrant further research studies in 

the field of Stirling machines.  

I.2.2 STIRLING CYCLE FOR ENGINES 

The Stirling cycle for engines is a physical concept that describes a thermodynamic 

cycle, which produces useful work. Fig. 1 exhibits an ideal Stirling cycle [12] for engines, 

which is also known as the direct Stirling cycle. It consists of two isothermal (1-2, 3-4) and 

two isochoric (2-3, 4-1) processes. During a single-phase isothermal compression (1-2) the 

working gas (for example, helium) is compressed and at the same time cooled with rejection 

of heat cQ . During the isochoric process (2-3) the gas is pre-heated with the regenerated heat 

rQ . During isothermal single-phase expansion of (3-4) the heat hQ  is supplied to the cycle 

from an external sources and at the same time gas produces work. After this, a part of gas heat 
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rQ  is conserved in a regenerator (heat-storage) in order to pre-heat gas in the next cycle during 

process (3-4).  

I.2.3 STIRLING CYCLE FOR REFRIGERATORS 

The Stirling cycle for refrigerators is a physical concept that describes a thermodynamic 

cycle, which produces cooling capacity. Fig. 2 exhibits an ideal Stirling cycle [13] for 

refrigerators, which is also known as the reversed Stirling cycle. It consists of two isothermal 

(1-2, 3-4) and two isochoric (2-3, 4-1) processes. The heat lifting capacity cQ  of the Stirling 

refrigerator is created during isothermal single-phase expansion (3-4) of refrigerant gas (for 

example, helium, nitrogen or hydrogen). The rejection of accepted heat hQ  is realized during 

single-phase isothermal compression (1-2). The process of the refrigerant temperature 

reduction is conducted during the isochoric regenerative heat rejection rQ  (2-3) and isochoric 

regenerative cold charge rQ  (4-1). The next section explains how the mechanical system of 

designed Stirling refrigerator realizes the reversed cycle; however, it is worth making several 

comments here. 

  
Fig. 1. Ideal Stirling engine cycle. Fig. 2. Ideal Stirling refrigerator cycle. 

A similar thermodynamic cycle at the level of first principles can be operated in two 

different ways, which results in the creation of two separate industrial segments – Stirling 
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engines and Stirling refrigerators. From the engineering point of view, these two segments 

would most likely require two different designs of Stirling machines. The same design of a 

Stirling machine would not be optimal at the same time for the engine application and the 

refrigerator application. This conclusion can be deduced from the operation conditions. The 

operating temperature for the engine is around 800K and for the refrigerator is around 100K. 

This significant difference affects the choice of materials for the heat exchangers, the 

regenerator, and the piston-cylinder sealing mechanism. Besides, the heat transfer for engines 

and refrigerators has a different regime and thermal resistances. This difference affects the 

design of heat exchangers. Another aspect is the objective performance metric for the system. 

For the Stirling engine this could be power and for the Stirling refrigerator – efficiency. The 

arrangement of gas channels inside the machine and as a result, the choice of the mechanical 

drive will be different and depend on whether the objective is to maximize power or efficiency. 

These design aspects demonstrate that the optimal design for the Stirling engine and the Stirling 

refrigerator will be different. However, the critical questions are how much different and could 

the same conclusion be made about the necessity of different designs from a commercial point 

of view? These questions extend the concept of technical optimality that is typically used in 

scientific and engineering literature and involves a commercial consideration. Perhaps, the 

benefit of design cost savings from using the same design configuration both for engine and 

refrigerator applications could balance the loss of corresponding performance metric. The 

systematic study of this problem is not known to the author. This work represents an example 

of the design process that kept the option of choosing the final application (engine or 

refrigerator) open as long as it was possible to account for real-world factors in developing an 

optimal design of a Stirling machine. This approach relates to the notion of set-based thinking 

[14]. The next paragraph discusses a design configuration that was developed for the engine 

application but later was reconfigured for the refrigerator use. 
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I.2.4 STIRLING REFRIGERATION MACHINE 

This technical specification section describes in detail the structure, technical 

parameters, and operational characteristics of the studied Stirling machine with its test rig.  

a) The structure of the Stirling refrigerator 

Figure 3 presents a schematic diagram of the Stirling refrigerator elements. The 

kinematic mechanism 1 is driven through the shaft by the electrical motor (not shown). The 

mechanism converts rotational movement of the shaft into reciprocal movement of the 

compression piston 2 that increases helium pressure in the compression space 3 (process 1-2 

in Fig. 2). Compressed helium concurrently moves into the refrigerator radiator (heat sink) 4 

where it rejects heat to the externally supplied cooling water. Thus, the compression process 

can be considered isothermal. After the isothermal compression, helium enters the regenerator 

5 and rejects heat to the material of the regenerator, which works as fast charge-discharge heat 

storage (process 2-3 in Fig. 2). Precooled compressed helium enters the expansion volume 7 

through cold head pipes 6 and expands (process 3-4 in Fig. 2). The expansion causes further 

temperature reduction of helium. In parallel, the heat exchanger pipes and the external surface 

of the expansion cylinder accept heat from the external environment, thus providing the cooling 

capability. After the displacer 8 reaches the lowest expansion point, it is returned back by the 

expansion piston 9. The piston is driven by the kinematic mechanism 1. The expanded cold 

helium enters the regenerator and accepts previously rejected heat while cooling the 

regenerator to even lower temperature (process 4-1 in Fig. 2). After the regenerator, helium 

moves through the cooler and enters the compression space. The cycle is repeated again. For 

each new cycle, the curve 3-4 in Fig. 2 moves down, demonstrating lower cooling temperature. 

With each new cycle, the regenerator precools the refrigerant to even lower temperature. This 

would happen until the point where heat losses of the regenerator equilibrate 
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the cold charge. The achieved cooling 

temperature can be considered as the 

lowest steady state cooling temperature 

of the Stirling refrigerator. This 

description shows that the regenerator 

plays a key role in providing cooling 

capability for the Stirling refrigerator. 

Not surprisingly, the results of 

bibliometric studies for engines and 

refrigerators will show that the 

regenerator receives a strong attention of 

the international scientific community.  
 

Fig. 3. Internal structure of the Stirling refrigerator TM1. 

b) Technical parameters of the Stirling refrigerator and the thermal chamber 

Table 1 describes key technical characteristics of the Stirling refrigerator TM1 (Fig. 3) 

and the thermal chamber (Fig. 4). Subsections in the Table 1 “Cold head”, “Piston sealing in 

cylinders”, “Mechanical drive”, and “Thermal chamber” have references to supporting figures 

below the table. 

Table 1. Technical parameters of the Stirling refrigerator TM1 and the thermal chamber. 

Parameter Unit Value 
General parameters of the refrigerator 

Working fluid  Helium 
Charge pressure range MPa 0.12.5 
Shaft frequency range Hz 1.89.1 

Cooling capacity at 2.5 MPa and 9.1 Hz W 75 
Cold head temperature at 2.5 MPa and 9.1 Hz K 108 

Power consumption at 2.5 MPa and 9.1 Hz kW 1.51 
Width × height × depth mm 262 × 474 × 205 

Mass kg 35 
Compressor 

Bore diameter mm 48 
Stroke mm 30 

Compression volume cm3 54.3 
Compressor volume gap mm 2 
Dead compressor volume cm3 3.6 
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Expander 
Bore diameter mm 48 

Stroke mm 23 
Expansion volume cm3 41.6 

Expander volume gap mm 2 
Dead expander volume cm3 3.6 

Radiator 
Channel length mm 83 

Channel diameter mm 2 
Number of channels  30 
Volume of channels cm3 7.8 

Material of radiator body  Copper 
Type of cooling  Colling jacket with tap cold water 

Temperature of cooling water K 287295 
Cooling water flow rate 1l min  5.1 

Regenerator 
Regenerator diameter mm 51 

Regenerator length mm 35 
Volumetric porosity % 80 

Regenerator void volume cm3 57.2 
Material  Layers of stainless steel wire mesh 

Cold head, Fig. 5 
Pipe length mm 220 

Pipe internal diameter mm 6 
Pipe external diameter mm 8 

Number of pipes  3 
Volume of cold head pipes cm3 18.7 

Pipes material  Stainless steel 
Diameter of the bases, bD   mm 60 

Height of the base, bH  mm 10 

Parameter 1s   mm 15 

Parameter 2s  mm 20 

Parameter 3s  mm 10 

Total area of cold head 2m  0.024 
Intermediary gaps 

Gap between radiator and regenerator mm 1.5 
Gap between regenerator and cold head mm 1.5 

Diameter in the gap areas mm 53 
Volume of intermediary gaps cm3 6.6 

Dead volume 
Dead compressor volume cm3 3.6 
Dead expander volume cm3 3.6 

Volume of radiator channels cm3 7.8 
Regenerator void volume cm3 57.2 

Volume of cold head pipes cm3 18.7 
Volume of intermediary gaps cm3 6.6 

Total dead volume cm3 97.6 
Piston sealing in cylinders, Fig. 6 

Cylinder material  Stainless steel 
Cylinder wall arithmetic mean roughness μm 0.32 

Piston ring material  Ecoflon4: PTFE 75% + Coke 25% 
Type of cooling  Colling jacket with tap cold water 

 
Mechanical drive, Fig. 7 

Type of the drive  Ross yoke 
Kinematic type  Alpha configuration 

Pistons phase angle deg. 90 
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Shaft sealing  Two radial lip PTFE seals with oil  
Friction loss of shaft sealing at 550 rpm and internal 

pressure 2.5 MPa 
 20 W 

Thermal chamber, Fig. 4 and 8 (7) 
Width mm 135 
Length mm 225 
Height mm 275 

Wall thickness mm 62 
Material of the wall  Foamed polystyrene 

Thermal conductance of the wall 1 1W m K    0.0397 

Internal surface area 2m  0.259 
External surface area 2m  0.724 

Internal volume 3m  0.0084 
Air fan heat production W 2 

Speed of the air approach flow to pipes of cold head 1m s   1 

Speed of air free-stream flow near chamber walls 1m s  0.7 

 

 
Fig. 4. Internal view of the thermal chamber with the cold head, air fan and thermocouples. External view is in 

Fig. 8. 
 

  

Fig. 5. External views of the cold head inside the thermal chamber with key geometrical parameters: the top 
view (left) and the approach flow view (right). 
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Fig. 6. Piston-cylinder pairs. On the left: Installed piston pairs for compressor and expander with dismounted 
cold head. On the right: the external view of the aluminum compressor piston with PTFE piston rings. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 7. Schematic depiction of the Ross-yoke drive with instantaneous cycle pictures. The compressor piston is 
on the left, the expander piston is on the right: a) the beginning of compression, b) the end of compression and 

beginning of expansion, c) the end of expansion d) the beginning of compression. Credit for the dynamic 
model of the mechanical drive: Vladimir Dvorzov. 

c) The structure and technical parameters of the test rig  

The principal diagram and the external view of the SR test rig is depicted on Fig. 8. 

Key sub-systems included: the helium supply system, positions (9)–(13), the cooling water 

supply system, positions (16)-(22), the electric motor system, positions (23) and (24), the 

temperature measurement system, positions (4) and (5), and the electrical heating system, 

position (1)–(3), (7) and (8). Table 2 summarizes measured in the test rig parameters with 

information about the measurements accuracy. 
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d) Operational characteristics of the Stirling refrigerator 

Fig. 9 depicts the relation between the efficiency of SR, charge pressure and shaft 

frequency for a better characterization of the objective ECT. The efficiency is characterized by 

the coefficient of performance (COP), which is the ratio between measured cooling capacity 

and the consumed grid power including losses in the electrical motor. The pumping power for 

cooling water and the electrical consumption of measuring devices were excluded from the 

characteristic in Fig. 9 because the cooling water was taken from the municipal system and the 

measuring devices were not a part of the original SR design. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the 

charge pressures for the maximum cooling capacity and the maximum efficiency are not the  

 
Fig. 8. Principal diagram and external view of the in-house Stirling refrigerator test rig. 
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Table 2. Measured parameters and instruments in the in-house Stirling refrigerator test rig. 

Parameter Unit Accuracy Fig. 8 Instrument 
Current of heating load, dcI  A ±2% 3 Digital multimeter Robiton 

Master DMM-200 

Voltage of heating load, dcU  V ±0.8% 8 Digital multimeter Robiton 
Master DMM-200 

Cooling temperature, cT  C ±0.25% 5 (T1) Thermocouple  

Chromel Alumel (K),  

270C…1372C  

Ambience aT , electrical heater plate 

ehT , cooling water hT , bearing system 

bT  temperatures 

C ±0.25% 5 (T2, T3, 
T4),  

6 (T5) 

Thermocouple  

Chromel Alumel (K),  

200C…780C  

Charge pressure p , MPa ±2.5% 13 Manometer YAFU 4.0 MPa 

Shaft frequency f  rpm ±0.05% Not shown Digital tachometer Sinometer 
DT2234B 

Cooling water flow rate, cm  1l s   ±5% 17 Digital flow meter Gardena 
8188 

same. This effect is present at different shaft frequencies. The percentage difference for COP 

values at maximum cooling capacity and maximum efficiency for frequency 550 rpm is 

significant and is equal to 40%; therefore, the question of operational strategy “maximum 

cooling power VS maximum efficiency” is relevant for future studies and the search of market 

applications. In the present work, a general strategy was to increase the cooling power and 

reduce the cooling temperature. These two characteristics are good indicators of the system 

refrigeration capability and helped to track the progress during the experimental optimization 

of the system with different piston-cylinder sealing (Chapter V). In addition, this strategy helps 

to extend the range of possible market applications at an earlier stage and perform early 

experimental prototyping to demonstrate the proof of concept for different applications.  
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Fig. 9. The coefficient of performance from the refrigerator charge pressure and the shaft frequency. Each 

point indicates the steady-state cold head temperature and the cooling capacity. 

I.2.5 SYSTEM LEVEL DEFINITIONS 

The existing literature rarely differentiates with resounding clarity the difference 

between the design-independent thermodynamic Stirling cycle (e.g., Fig. 1), the design-

dependent Stirling machine (Fig. 3), principle-oriented Stirling technologies, and more 

complex systems that include a Stirling machine, either engine or refrigeration, as a component. 

These differences become extremely important in the process of commercial development of 

Stirling machines. NASA reported on the study to evaluate the technology readiness of the 

55W free-piston Stirling engine as “an alternative power technology for NASA's future deep 

space science missions” [15]. Does this mean that the free-piston Stirling engine is the only 

type of alternative power technology that can be build based on the Stirling cycle? Another 

work argued the need to “advance automotive engine technologies such as the Stirling cycle” 

[16]. Is this cycle a technology or rather a fundamental law? There are accounts of using the 

terms “Stirling technology” and “Stirling machines” interchangeably [17]. Does this mean that 

there could not be technologies related to the components of Stirling machines? One can even 
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find anecdotal references to the Stirling refrigerator as an engine. It is essential to differentiate 

the terminology because at each level of component design in Stirling machines, there are 

possibilities for innovative and even breakthrough designs configurations and technologies. By 

calling the Stirling technology a cycle or a machine, we limit those possibilities. In this 

dissertation, the following definitions were adapted: 

The Stirling cycle is a theoretical concept that describes a physical process, in which a 

working medium (a working gas) consequently undergoes through four thermodynamic 

processes to produce work or cooling capacity as in Fig. 1 and 2. These four processes include 

compression with constant temperature, expansion with constant volume, expansion with 

constant temperature, and compression with constant volume. The states are characterized by 

a change of macroscopic parameters, such as gas temperature, pressure, and volume. The 

Stirling cycle is a solution neutral concept, which does not specify how exactly and using what 

equipment, the cycle is realized in the real world. For simplicity, the cycle can be called a 

fundamental law for Stirling machines. 

The Stirling machine is a solution-dependent mechanical device that realizes the 

Stirling cycle and has a specific form like in Figure 3. It defines the arrangement of internal 

channels, the selection of materials, and the exact geometry of its elements. Typically, the 

design of a Stirling machine is optimized for a particular application to maximize efficiency or 

power output, or to minimize the cost. The Stirling machine is a component of a more extensive 

Stirling system. 

The Stirling system is a combination of different mechanical, electrical, and software 

subsystems, including the Stirling machine. These components work together to serve a 

particular market application. 

The Stirling technology in the broadest sense is the method of converting energy using 

the thermodynamic Stirling cycle. This conversion method may take many different forms 
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represented by various configurations of Stirling machines. Therefore it is always important to 

specify whether it is the Stirling refrigeration technology or the Stirling engine technology and 

clarify key design features. Within the domain of Stirling technology there could be many 

technologies at sub-system level, for examples for the mechanical drive – free-piston drive or 

crack-shaft drive; or for the level of the regenerator – mesh or porous medium; or for the level 

of the piston sealing – rings or high-tolerance gap. This variety of possible design 

configurations calls for a more critical approach to evaluate alternative design decisions at a 

sub-system level. 

These definitions help to describe better the energy-conversion system that was selected 

as an example to validate a technological pathway in developing a commercial product from 

different science-intensive ECT. 

I.3 OBJECT OF STUDY 

This dissertation focuses on the design process of energy-conversion systems as an 

object of its study in the framework of the design research field [18]. Although the specific 

technology based on the Stirling cycle is an essential aspect of this work, nevertheless it only 

informs the results of this dissertation. This work is not seeking to identify market requirements 

on the demand side of ECT. It assumes that the requirements are known and offers general 

tools to choose among alternative design decisions when developing a commercial Stirling 

machines in accordance with some assumed market requirements. The thesis primarily 

objective is to develop an innovative design methodology, and the intended thesis contribution 

is to the science of design [19] with a particular focus on the field of science-intensive energy 

conversion technologies. Strictly speaking, the results of proposed design methods are tested 

only on the design process of a Stirling machine. The applicability of the proposed design 

methodology for other technical domains in energy conversion, such as electrochemical 
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systems or solar cells, should be verified first. However, due to a high degree of scientific work 

embedded in other energy-conversion systems, the material nature of hardware devices 

required to take control over energy conversion processes, and universal laws of energy 

conversion and heat transfer, it is assumed that the proposed methodology applies to other types 

of energy-conversion technologies. Therefore, this dissertation offers a comprehensive design 

methodology to develop commercial energy conversion systems and unifies design methods at 

different development stages validated by the experimental process of the development. The 

results of applying the proposed design methods are reported for Stirling machines in various 

scientific publications, but the overarching connection of the methods that were used to obtain 

those results represents a single technological pathway and is the main contribution of the 

present work. 

I.4 RESEARCH QUESTION 

According to the seminal work of Eppinger and Ulrich [20], p. 9, a typical product 

development encompasses six phases: 1) Planning, 2) Concept development, 3) System-level 

design, 4) Detail design, 5) Testing and refinement, 6) Production ramp-up. Moving from one 

phase to another requires making design decisions, choosing among alternative design 

configurations. Phases 1 and 2 typically include extensive literature reviews and require the 

selection of the conceptual design based on benchmarking. System-level design involves trade-

studies to select the design architecture and identify system-level requirements. Detail design 

is the stage where a group of multi-disciplinary experts is involved to make sub-system design 

decisions. Phase 5 is concerned with experimental system improvement and with design 

decisions about the most efficient design alternatives. And the production rump-up would 

require to scale up the system depending on applications. A closer look would reveal that at 

each mentioned phase there is a need to make design decisions among available alternatives. 
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Obviously, these alternative design decisions and the circumstances for their choice would vary 

depending on the phase and the nature of the project (scientific or commercial). But the need 

to have a formalized design decision methods based on practical experience still remains at 

each phase. In Section I.1, I mentioned that the purpose of this dissertation is to propose novel 

design methods for each mentioned development stage. In the light of the need for formal 

design-decision methods, the proposed design technics and subsequently this dissertation 

answer to the question how to choose among alternative design decisions when developing a 

commercial Stirling machines?  

I.5 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 

The content of this dissertation spins around and is informed by my practical experience 

of developing a commercial Stirling engine and later a Stirling refrigerator. The nature of this 

development carried several specific characteristics: constrained resources [21], stemming 

from this finite nature of project bounded rationality of decision-making [4], focus on 

increasing commercial value by fulfilling market requirements rather than following scientific 

objectives [22], and the need for a novel design because of the required patent protection and 

generally competitive organizational landscape [23]. At each development stage (Fig. 10, the 

framework of Eppinger and Ulrich discussed in the previous section), there was a specific 

design challenge that required scientific research to find a solution. Therefore, the objective of 

every chapter was modulated by a particular design challenge faced at a related stage. The 

following paragraph will discuss the design challenges and connect to them relevant thesis 

chapters. But before turning to this, it is essential to mention that the nature of design challenges 

changed along the process of technology maturity, which I characterized in Figure 10 by the 

TRL (Technology Readiness Level). I intentionally placed chapters in a chronological order 

along the process of maturing technology to demonstrate what design and organizational 
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challenges one would face at each step of development, and what design methods would be 

necessary to organize the process of efficient selection of alternative design configurations for 

the commercial energy-conversion systems. 

 
Fig. 10. The relation between chronological development of a commercial Stirling machine and the chapters 

of the thesis. 

As mentioned before, the concept stage required a novel and competitive concept 

design. The original focus of the development was on Stirling engines. The main design 

problem was how to identify existing design configurations of Stirling engines and analyze 

their performance. Chapter II proposes a method for the literature review to identify alternative 

design configurations of Stirling engines developed both in the academia and in the commercial 

sector. Unlike a conventional selective literature review, this chapter proposes an alternative 

approach to study literature based on big data technologies. It represents a substantial amount 

of work atypical for results of traditional literature reviews and therefore deserves a separate 

chapter in this thesis. Before discussing the approach further, it is worth mentioning that 

besides technical literature, there is another valuable source of innovation, which is the input 

from potential end-users during market analysis. The objective of the concept stage is to 

generate novel design alternatives, and investigation of what customers can suggest 
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consciously or unconsciously is important. This input is different from system-level 

requirements derived from the initial market analysis and assumed to be known for the 

analyzed ECT in this work. Different design configurations suggested by end-users can satisfy 

the same system-level requirements. Therefore, the analysis of the market can recommend 

innovative design configurations that can be embedded in the list of concepts for design. In 

other words, literature review offers a tool that reviews “supply side” alternative design 

solutions. Market analysis is a tool that can generate “demand side” design alternatives. Ideally, 

both tools should be employed at the concept stage. However, given the assumed earlier in this 

chapter “technology push” character of ECTs, there are some methodological limitations to 

integrating market analysis into this dissertation, mainly limited information in the market for 

previously unknown technologies and resourcefulness to obtain reliable market information. 

There is a very limited information about novel energy-conversion systems that can be 

derived from the market. Novel energy conversion technologies classified in the category of 

“technology push” solutions include such problems as: “Information with regard to customer 

needs, potential applications, competitors and suppliers is missing” [1]. The author interviewed 

at least ten companies in engine and refrigeration sector each as a part of the commercial effort. 

Technical experts from companies do not know Stirling cycle systems or have no experience 

in operating them. Therefore, they could not formulate a list of requirements, were unwilling 

to offer one because they did not want to discuss technical systems that would imply additional 

significant investments, or did not consider potential problems in operation of conventional 

ECT systems as problems, but rather as normal operational conditions. Therefore, it is unlikely 

that they would recognize technical problems, and as a result offer alternative design solutions 

or create the demand for the application of new technologies. As an example, the growing LNG 

sector has a problem with the generation of explosive boil-off methane in fuel tanks, which  

if not used in the combustion during the driving mode  is emitted in the atmosphere through 
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the blow-off valve every 5 days. The Stirling refrigerator could be used as a small and efficient 

ancillary system to condensate the gas back to the liquid form and extend the drainage free 

operation to 365 days a year. Interviews with three technical experts from different Russian 

companies that sell LNG fuel tanks indicated that they do not perceive boil-off gas drainage as 

a problem, but as a normal operating condition of equipment. And yet, they recognized that 

this condition requires additional measures to optimize how often the vehicles should be driven, 

specific ventilation equipment and receiving safety licenses for the building. This indicates, at 

least inherently, that there is a problem of increased costs for LNG fuel tanks. Should the 

experts knew about a solution to the boil-off problem, such as Stirling refrigerators, they could 

call the generation of gas “a problem”. The only industrial field with mature understanding of 

Stirling cycle systems is aerospace and military that are outside of the author’s interest. 

Technologies based on the Stirling cycle are known to limited groups of scientists and 

engineers from different institutions and technology companies. Getting access to them for 

reliable input is expensive. This conclusion leads to the second methodological problem. 

Reliable market analysis for the thesis is a resourceful task in working hours and 

monetary value. It is difficult to find a significant number of potential users of the system that 

would be a reliable representative group due to the problem discussed above. In addition, there 

are more than five possible application segments for Stirling refrigerators. Collecting high 

quality and statistically significant market information for each of these segments is difficult 

in the absence of market information. An alternative validation sources could be market studies 

conducted by analytical agencies. But the licenses for these documents are at least $3000 per 

user, there is a limited number of such agencies that can produce a reliable results for Stirling 

machines, and the results would be most likely rather generic. Other sources are not reliable. 

As an alternative to a direct market analysis, the analysis of patent literature can be 

considered as a substitute. The patent literature is not only the product of researchers. It also 
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reflects the situation at the demand side. For example, the results of patent analysis that will be 

discussed in details in Chapters II and IV supports this assumption. The study of patent 

literature for Stirling engines (Fig. 6, Chapter II) before 2006 showed that all ten top-filing 

organizations (46% of all patent applications) were companies. After 2006, five out of ten top-

filing organizations (8% of all patent applications) were companies. Similar situation was 

observed for the Stirling refrigerators (Fig. 6, Chapter IV). Companies are economically 

rational agencies that reflect the requests at the demand side. Patent literature can be used with 

caution to gain an insight in customer preferences. 

Given significant limitations to conduct a reliable direct market analysis, the author 

decided to conduct a high quality and in-depth analysis of at least knowledge sources at the 

supply side (technical literature) with a claim that patent literature is a good indicator of the 

end-user expectations. Naturally, this approach does not capture some valuable insights from 

the market analysis and this drawback could be considered as a limitation of this work. On the 

other hand, the complexities associated with obtaining reliable market information encouraged 

the author to put this analysis outside the scope of the thesis. 

The next step of the commercial project was to identify what engine architectures to 

choose among many available alternatives for predetermined market applications. Our key 

application idea at the time was waste heat recovery. For this reason, during my MSc work, I 

developed a novel method with the application of tradespace exploration to numerically model 

the performance of different Stirling engine architectures and to organize an easy and visual 

process to select most desirable architectures for different commercial applications [24]. 

Although the developed method as such and results based on this method are not included in 

this thesis, its integration into the novel technological pathway is relevant and explained in the 

discussion section of Chapter II. The next development step was to initiate detail design and 

construction of the selected engine architecture. This project stage involved a group of 
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disciplinary designers, engine component developers, and suppliers working under several 

constraints, including conflicting objectives, communication barriers, fixed allocated time with 

a limited budget and bounded rationality. The main design problem at the time was the 

management of the interplay between designers and the influence of this interplay on the final 

design outcomes. To that effect, Chapter III offers a novel mathematical design optimization 

method based on game theory. This method accounts for the influence of designers on the 

outcome of the design process carried out under information uncertainty, conflicting objectives, 

and bounded rationality. From the engineering point of view, two main questions had to be 

answered for the expected operation of the Stirling engine: the design of high-temperature 

sealing mechanism and the efficient heat transfer from the external source to the engine. Before 

the engine tests, we conducted a typical routine of break-in tests at the 500 rpm shaft speed for 

the mechanical drive to wear freshly manufactured components. During the break-in tests, we 

observed a strong refrigeration effect. Be it an engineering or scientific project; the focus would 

continue on the engineering or fundamental activities related to the Stirling engine. However, 

the main factors that drove this project were commercial: profitable application, limited 

resources, and bounded rationality of the decision-making. The observation of the refrigeration 

effect initiated the evaluation of the refrigerator market applications, which was carried in 

parallel with engineering development. The result of these two parallel processes was the shift 

in the commercial and design focus from the engine to refrigerator applications. As discussed 

in Section I.2.3, the shift from the engine to the refrigerator using the same design configuration 

would most likely limit the performance of the refrigerator. However, the question is by how 

much? If the operation of the refrigerator can demonstrate satisfactory characteristics for some 

market applications, then the design can still be implemented at a reduced development cost. 

Also, the operation of the refrigerator generates real indispensable data that can be used to 

optimize the design and reach the highest performance. The change of engineering and 
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application focus, which is also often called a “pivot” [25], led to a similar bibliometric analysis 

of scientific and patent literature reported in Chapter IV for Stirling refrigerators. The next 

stage of the project was the process of testing and improving key performance characteristic of 

the refrigerator to serve several market segments. The key design challenge at this stage was 

to reach a high performance of the system, that would warrant the possibility to target as many 

market segments as possible and thus to maximize the return on the R&D development. The 

main technical obstacle was the sealing mechanism between the piston and cylinder. Chapter 

V focuses on the experimental optimization of this technical element. After achieving 

satisfactory key performance characteristics of the experimental Stirling refrigerator, the next 

question was how to scale the developed system for different commercial applications? Chapter 

VI discusses the process of developing a numerical model validated by experimental results to 

predict the performance of the Stirling refrigerator for different operational and design 

parameters. Chapter VIII offers concluding remarks about the limitations of this work and its 

prospects. With some clarity about the case-study technology, the structure of the thesis and 

initial comments about the proposed design methods, the next section announces and discusses 

the thesis statement. 

I.6 THESIS STATEMENT 

The process of selection between alternative design decisions at different design stages 

during the commercial development of energy conversion systems requires a unique set of 

design methods  the bibliometric big data analysis of scientific and patent literature, 

tradespace exploration, application of game theory, experimental optimization of critical 

components, and technology scaling based on experimentally validated model  to respond to 

commercial factors of the development process. It is challenging to formulate a more specific 

statement for the work that focuses on several design stages, each having a specific design and 
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commercial characteristics. However, the statement connects different elements of this 

dissertation into an overarching treaty. When developing commercial ECTs, the process of 

choosing design alternatives is altered by the presence of commercial requirements. This work 

argues that several novel design methods shall be used to respond to the pressing forces of 

commercial development effectively. Specific commercial factors influence each development 

stage, and it is essential to discuss now how commercial requirements affect the choice of 

design methods. 

I.6.1 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT (CHAPTER II AND IV) 

At the concept stage of the commercial development, it is crucial to obtain competitive 

and novel concept alternatives that would satisfy general market requirements supplied as an 

input to the concept stage. Design concepts need to be competitive with existing direct 

competition and novel for intellectual property (IP) protection. Therefore, there is a need for a 

method that helps to find high number of alternative design configurations in scientific and 

patent literature for the comparison and the development of competitive design concepts. To 

respond to this design challenge, I developed a bibliometric approach to literature review using 

big data technologies, which is described in Chapters II and IV. 

I.6.2 SYSTEM DESIGN (CHAPTER II) 

At the system design stage of commercial development there is a need to select designs 

for market requirements. On the one hand, there is a specific set of system-level market 

requirements, and on the other hand, there is a significant number of alternative design 

configurations that could be produced, but that do not necessarily satisfy those requirements. 

There is a need in a design method that helps to compare and downsize the set of alternative 

system designs. I developed the objective method during my MSc thesis by adapting the 

“tradespace exploration” methodology from systems engineering literature. However, the 

application of this method in this dissertation is essential, because the method links the concept 
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stage and the detail design stage, which are both studied in this work, in a coherent and novel 

life-cycle design methodology for the development of commercial energy conversion systems. 

The relevant discussion of this method is given in the discussion section of Chapter II. 

I.6.3 DETAIL DESIGN (CHAPTER III) 

The development resources during this important design stage are finite. There are 

limited time and funding for the development, and there is the pressure of commercial 

competition to place the product in the market before the competitors. A group of disciplinary 

designers begins a detailed development of the system. One of the most challenging design 

problems at this stage is reaching an optimal design outcome for collaborating disciplinary 

designers under finite resources. This problem calls for a design optimization method that 

accounts for the designers’ interaction during the design process. Such method was developed 

with the application of game theory. 

I.6.4 TESTING AND REFINEMENT (CHAPTER V) 

Many technical aspects in the operation of a real system are difficult to predict during 

the detail design. This limitation poses a question. Will the experimental system reach market-

level performance? At this stage, it is important to reach a satisfactory level of performance to 

meet market expectations under the complications caused by the operation of components that 

are both critical for performance parameters and work under highly stressful conditions and 

difficult to model. In Stirling machines, one of these components is the piston-cylinder sealing. 

The optimization of such elements cannot be performed effectively only by numerical 

modeling. There is a need for experimental optimization. This design approach is demonstrated 

on the example of optimizing the piston-cylinder pair in Chapter V.  
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I.6.5 PRODUCTION AND RUMP-UP (CHAPTER VI) 

The main design challenge at the production stage is how to scale technology for 

different applications. The main objective is to size the experimental system for different 

commercial applications. It is critical to be able to scale the system for a different set of 

requirements, because this set of requirements changes with new information about customers 

and because more market applications should be covered to maximize the return on the R&D 

investment. Therefore, there is a design challenge to develop an accurate physical model of the 

technology to be able to size it. To solve this problem for Stirling machines, in Chapter VI, I 

offer a model for a Stirling machine verified by experimental data. 

This discussion vividly shows that different development stages and related commercial 

factors create the need for a set of unique design methods for Stirling machines. Similar design 

challenges may be relevant for the development of other science-intensive energy-conversion 

systems. The interplay of these design methods is depicted in Fig. 11, where on the left, there 

is a development stage and on the right – the defining commercial factor that both play a 

decisive role in rendering the required design method. Chapter II and IV focus on the 

bibliometric study. Chapter III discusses the tradespace exploration and studies in details the 

application of game theory in design. Chapter V demonstrates the method of experimental 

optimization of critical components in Stirling machines, and Chapter VI reflects on the process 

of scaling the Stirling machine.  

The combination of design methods in Fig. 11 defines the innovative technological 

pathway to design commercial energy systems, and in particular, Stirling machines. A reader 

may ask, “Was it necessary to focus on both the engine and the refrigerator? The author could 

develop the pathway only for the Stirling refrigerator.” I agree that since I conducted the same 

bibliometric study for the Stirling refrigerator, the thesis could have had a more straightforward 

structure by informing the proposed design pathway only using the results for the Stirling  
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Fig. 11. The visual representation of the main thesis of this work. 

refrigerator. However, I believe it is vital to use the results for both the engine and the 

refrigerator due to several reasons. I intended to use the real development process with all 

challenges and the pivot as they were as a core storyline for the thesis. This process started 

with the engine and later focused on the refrigerator. The change of commercial focus from the 

engine to the refrigerator finds some precedents in history [26], and technology developers 

would most likely observe the engine and refrigeration capability in the systems that they 

develop regardless of the initially intended application, which makes the proposed thesis 

structure relevant. I also believe that a similar pivot may occur in the development process for 

other energy-conversion technologies with an active scientific component. The technological 

pathway follows through several stages, including the system-level design stage. At this stage, 

the results were obtained for the Stirling engine; therefore, it was essential to include the 

Stirling engine in the thesis content. Besides, the object of this thesis is the design methodology, 

and it is of the secondary importance whether the proposed methodological recommendations 

were tested on the Stirling engine or the refrigerator. Last, but not least, both types of energy 

conversion systems operate the same thermodynamic principle; however, only a small number 

of studies attempted to analyze both technologies within the same methodological framework 

to compare their characteristics. These reasons encouraged me to focus on both the Stirling 
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engine and Stirling refrigerator in this thesis. It would be difficult to exclude the Stirling engine 

without breaking the continuity of the proposed technological pathway. 

I.7 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

I.7.1 CHAPTER II 

 Developed a method of analysis for scientific and patent literature with the use of big 

data technologies and bibliometric information; 

 Identified historically accurate account of scientific and patenting activities for Stirling 

engine over the last 58 years; 

 Identified statistically significant distribution of research topics about Stirling engines; 

 Developed a theoretical framework that defines factors – apart from technical – that 

need to be taken into account when making design choices at the concept stage for 

commercial development of Stirling engines and other energy conversion technologies. 

I.7.2 CHAPTER III 

 Developed a formal approach to apply game theory in the process of engineering design 

to account for the influence of disciplinary designers on results of detail design 

outcomes. Proposed practical recommendations of the design proces; 

 Developed the notion of Nash front as an alternative concept to the Pareto front, which 

accounts for the influence of design authority reallocation in a multidisciplinary design 

process; 

 Calculated the difference between Pareto-efficient solutions and Nash-efficient 

solutions for a two-team design process for the Stirling machine; 

 Proposed algorithm to apply game theoretic framework to other energy conversion 

systems apart from Stirling machines. 
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I.7.3 CHAPTER IV 

 Identified historically accurate account of scientific and patenting activities for Stirling 

refrigerators over the last 58 years; 

 Identified statistically significant distribution of research topics about Stirling 

refrigerators; 

 Developed a theoretical framework that defines factors that need to be taken into 

account when making design choices at the concept stage for commercial development 

of Stirling refrigerators and other energy conversion technologies. 

I.7.4 CHAPTER V 

 Systematized the knowledge about existing designs of piston-cylinder seals with 

advantages and disadvantages; 

 Conducted experimental optimization of the piston-cylinder sealing in a real Stirling 

refrigerator with the alpha configuration of the Ross-yoke mechanical drive with the 

improvement of the minimum refrigeration temperature from 173 K to 108 K; 

 Obtained the performance of the high-tolerance piston cylinder seal with the 10 µm 

gap; 

 Demonstrated how the performance of the Stirling refrigerator can be improved through 

the experimental optimization of the sealing mechanism. 

I.7.5 CHAPTER VI 

 Developed a physical model validated experimentally of the system “Stirling-

refrigerator – thermal chamber” by unifying the thermo-electrical analogy model of the 

thermal chamber and the model for the operation of the Stirling refrigerator; 

 Discovered the effect of declining value for the refrigeration performance parameter, 

Otaka number, previously believed to be a constant value; 
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 Offered a relatively simple, yet effective approach to scale ECTs using mathematical 

modeling and experimental validations. 
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CHAPTER II 

BIBLIOMETRIC STUDY OF STIRLING 

ENGINES 

he conceptual stage of design process requires the generation of alternative design 

concepts. The present chapter offers a method to perform this task and tests this 

method in the conceptual analysis of Stirling engines as an example of energy conversion 

technologies (ECT). Chronologically, the concept generation stage for the development project 

of the Stirling machine occurred before the period of my Ph.D. studies; however, the method 

itself was developed in 2017 because of frequent and non-systematic inquiries to the academic 

and patent literature. The purpose of these inquiries was the identification of alternative design 

configurations, possible market applications, and design configuration of competitors. Apart 

from that, I was interested in making sense of historical technology development, leading 

geographical regions and sources of published knowledge. As was mentioned in Section I.6.1 

in Chapter I, design concepts need to be competitive with existing direct competition and novel 

for intellectual property (IP) protection while satisfying the market requirements identified 

prior to the concept stage during marketing research. To address this design challenge and 

systematize knowledge inquiries, I developed a method that helps to research existing scientific 

and engineering literature using big data technologies. A similar analysis would likely be 

relevant for other ECT, apart from Stirling machines. Therefore, this method can also be 

applied to the analysis of alternative ECT and is recommended for the implementation at the 

conceptual design stage. 

 

 

T
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I INTRODUCTION 

The design process of Stirling machines for commercialization inherently contains the 

problem of choice. What design alternatives are available and how to choose among them? 

This design problem can easily be illustrated by the extraordinary variety of design 

configurations for Stirling machines developed by commercial companies like Toyota [1], 

Hyundai [2], Yanmar [3], and Isuzu [4]. The most common approach to choose among design 

alternatives is to perform design optimization. This procedure includes the maximization of 

conflicting figures of merit –quantitative parameters of technical performance – attributed to 

objective design alternatives. The design configuration with the highest figure of merit is then 

selected. The term “design configuration” here means any alternative specific design of a 

system element with the same functionality. Such a machine element could be a piston sealing 

or the mechanical drive. The evaluation process of alternative design configurations very often 

starts with a numerical modeling and sometimes proceeds with actual experiment. In most 

instances, a literature review precedes technical design and experiment to evaluate the state of 

art, existing approaches for alternative designs, and their modeling and experimentation 

methods. It is easy to see that a selected approach for literature review strongly influences the 

final selection of design alternatives and the success of a commercial machine. 

One of key criteria for literature review according to Boote and Beile [5] is coverage, 

which justifies for inclusion or exclusion of research. However, authors offer a cursory 

discussion on techniques to obtain the appropriate coverage. Randolph [6] lists three coverage 

scenarios, including exhaustive review with considering every available research relevant to 

the topic, representative sample of documents with inferences about the entire population of 

research from the sample and purposive sample with the examination of transformative articles 

in the field. In addition, the author offers some practical recommendations for the exhaustive 

search of relevant research papers, suggesting to search electronic databases, perform the 
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analysis of paper references, and ask experts for help. Several studies, for example Daim et al. 

[7], extended these techniques by using bibliometrics and patent analysis to derive insightful 

conclusions about state of art in the field.  

Most academic studies about Stirling machines employ exhaustive reviews of specific 

topics in scientific literature. In theory, this approach helps to identify the most relevant papers 

and study specific research questions; however, it is a demanding task to devise a truly 

exhaustive review [6]. Therefore, typical reviews have many gaps [5] and at their best are more 

selective rather than exhaustive. In addition, unlike for scientific research where the focus is 

on a very specific problem, during technology development process it is important to have a 

list of design alternatives to choose from; therefore, the development of Stirling machines 

requires information about different design alternatives that often goes beyond specific 

scientific questions. Selective scientific literature reviews have three key limitations that 

negatively affect the quality of the design selection process and, as a result, the competitiveness 

of the commercial Stirling machines: the wider picture of the existing knowledge is often 

missing; the evolution of research focus for key countries, research organizations, and 

publication sources is difficult to trace because some vital research studies could be missed by 

a researcher; and the choice of sources is often limited to academic literature and does not 

include patent documents.  

Missing the wider picture of research activities has several consequences for the quality 

of a selected design configurations. It is difficult to select relevant and reliable design 

alternatives without the knowledge of what countries, research organizations, and publication 

sources contributed the most into the knowledgebase of a specific technical domain. Selective 

review may be misleading about what technical choices yield high operational performance or 

how mature a design alternative is. In addition, it is difficult to understand application areas 

without the knowledge of active research organizations and their motivations. 
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The lack of understanding how key countries, research organizations, publication 

sources, and their focus changed over time also may have important implications on the 

selected design configurations. The evolution of activities could be an indicator, for example, 

of relevance, complexity and maturity of research in a specific domain. Without analysis of 

these indicators, the design choice may be poor. The evolution of published documents clearly 

shows when and how much knowledge about a technical domain was generated over time. The 

evolution of research outcomes by countries or organizations may also represent the degree of 

knowledge concentration and opinion influence, which may or may not be a good design 

influence and may require to be balanced by alternative design choices before making final 

selection. The change of publication sources can demonstrate, where the community of the 

qualified experts in the field publish their findings.  

The last limitation I mention is the very scarce amount of patent documents in selective 

reviews, which has a negative effect on the choice of design configurations. Patent documents 

are a rich source of different design configurations. A similar bibliometric analysis helps to 

identify design alternatives and allows discuss of their performance.  

These shortcomings show that the sole process of reviewing literature for a relevant 

research area using only bottom-up selective reviews is flawed and has a negative impact on 

the quality of selected design configurations. In order to solve these shortcomings, an additional 

top-down approach is needed. In this chapter we develop and discuss a bibliometric approach 

to literature analysis in the domain of Stirling machines based on big data from academic 

literature and patent databases to give a historical account of how research and patenting 

changed over time in this technical domain. The results of this analysis provide valuable 

insights into the state of the art of Stirling machines and into the principles of selecting their 

design configuration alternatives. 
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II METHODOLOGY 

II.1 DATABASES 

The data used in the analysis of academic literature was derived from two leading 

indexing databases  Scopus and Web of Science. Although there is a significant overlap in 

some of the data, this complementary approach serves two purposes. First, for some periods it 

allows validating common trends and results – such as top-ten publishing countries or top-ten 

publishing organizations – by comparing data from two independent and reliable sources. 

Second, it allows covering documents that are unique to each database.  

This approach has limitations. During some periods, there can be a significant 

difference in the number of published documents in the two databases. The data itself pose 

several limitations for the analysis. For example, when categorizing publications by a 

publishing source, some documents in databases have unidentifiable sources. Countries where 

English is not the first language have publications in native languages and are not referenced 

in selected databases. There also exists classified research, which is not indexed. These 

shortcomings may not allow reflecting adequately the state of art in the domains. Although 

these limitations do affect the accuracy of results, their impact is considered insignificant to 

undermine the outcomes of the research. A different number of published documents and trends 

in two databases illustrates a more complete situation in the technology development. In most 

instances, unidentifiable parameters of data are related to conference publications that have 

lower quality standards as compared to peer-reviewed journal papers and thus do not affect the 

results significantly. Here, I do not attempt to provide an exclusive referencing of papers; 

therefore, we consider Scopus-referenced documents to be representative of all country 

activities regardless of the language of papers. Although, classified research may exhibit a more 
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advanced state of art, it is not in the public domain and cannot effectively be used for 

commercialization purposes. 

The data for the analysis of patent activity were drawn from two databases – Scopus 

and Cipher. Scopus contains data about publications that are primarily related to scientific 

work. Cipher, on the other hand, is more related to engineering and technological literature by 

citing only patent documents. 

The patent data from Scopus database have a number of limitations. First, it does not 

provide the categorization of patent documents by country or organization, similar to the 

analysis of scientific literature. Second, the data do not differentiate between patent 

applications and granted patents. Furthermore, the unit of Scopus database analysis is any 

patent document registered in patent offices, and not a patent family, which accounts for the 

same inventions filed in different countries. This approach may cause double-counting of 

patents from the same family. Therefore the data from Scopus were used only for the analysis 

of patent activities over time. 

The Cipher database enables required categorization of patent documents. However, 

the data for patent family applications and for granted patents are available only beginning 

from 1980 and 2000 respectively. Nevertheless, in case of granted patent families, the data 

indicate the total number of granted patent families to date, which allows counting granted 

patent families before 2000, beginning from 1980s. The data for patent family applications are 

avaliable from 1980. 

I believe there is a considerable amount of scientific and engineering activities that are 

not published due to reasons not mentioned above. This knowledge exisits in the tacit form. As 

a result, the conclusions derived based on data from Scopus and Cipher only, may not represent 

the actual status of Stirling engine systems. Interviewing domain experts and visiting 

specialized labs would be necessary to draw a better picture and could be addressed in future 
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work. Presently we assume that Scopus and Cipher provide sufficiently full account of global 

research about Stirling machines for the purpose of the current research. 

II.2 TECHNICAL DOMAINS 

Two technical domains in Stirling technologies were explored in the databases: the 

engines and refrigerators. For the former domain I used the search term “Stirling engine”; for 

the latter, a combination of terms that reflects varying terminology in the field: “Stirling AND 

( refrigerator OR cooler OR cryocooler OR "heat pump")”. 

II.3 DATA ANALYSIS 

For the scientific literature the data were categorized by the number of documents 

published each year between 1960 and 2018. It was further categorized by countries, 

organizations and publications sources. To identify the most common research topics in leading 

publishing countries, we analyzed a number of leading publishing organizations within each 

country. The exact number of leading countries and research organizations in each of two 

analyzed domains varied depending on the variety and the amount of published work, but was 

typically ten. For Stirling engines, we analyzed three countries – United States, Japan and 

China. And for the Stirling refrigerators five countries – United States, Japan, China, France 

and Netherlands. The analysis of research topics was conducted based on the information 

provided in paper title and abstract. In cases, where the information was not sufficient, I 

analyzed the main text of the paper. The results section shows only the analysis of Scopus data 

because it referenced significantly more documents than Web of Science and to avoid 

unnecessary volume of data presentation. 

In order to track the evolution of patent activity, the following approach was used. We 

normalized the number of patent documents by the maximum value per year of the 
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corresponding group of patent documents because absolute numbers for patent documents per 

year in Scopus are significantly higher than for Cipher due to the lack of differentiation between 

patent applications and granted patents, and a patent and a patent family in Scopus. The 

categorization of granted patent families was made by territory and territory expenditure in US 

dollars. The categorization by territory expenditure allows assessing commercial commitment 

of organizations to commercialize patents on the indicated territory. Additionally, we made the 

categorization of patent family applications and granted patent families by organization. 

III RESULTS 

According to Scopus, during the period between 1960 and 2006, there were 1942 

scientific documents about Stirling engines published worldwide. In the period between 2007 

and 2018, the number was 1455 documents. This means that the last twelve years generated 

43% of scientific knowledge about Stirling engines referenced in Scopus during the past 58 

years. Here we present 6 figures that help to understand the scientific and patent worldwide 

publishing. Figure 1 depicts the publishing trends of scientific and patent documents over that 

time. Figure 2 depicts the geographic affiliation of published research before and after 2007. 

Figure 3 shows the scientific sources where research about Stirling engines was published 

before and after 2007. Figure 4 illustrates the geographic distribution for the cumulative 

number of granted patents and patent expenditure since 2000. Figure 5 helps to look into the 

structure of organizations affiliated with 1942 scientific documents published before 2007 and 

1455 documents for the period between 2007 and 2018. Figure 6 helps to compare the results 

in Figure 5 with the record for patent family applications for the period between 1980 and 2006 

and the period from 2007 to 2018. 
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Fig. 1. Publishing activity for scientific papers and patent documents for the search term “Stirling engine” 

based on data from Scopus, Web of Science and Cipher for a period between 1960 and 2018. Absolute 
numbers are normalized by the maximum number of documents per year. 
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b) 

Fig. 2. Document affiliations by country in Scopus with identifiable countries of origin: a) 1960-2006, total 
931 document affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 1556 document affiliations. 
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Fig. 3. Documents by source in Scopus with identifiable sources: a) 1960-2006, total 677 documents;  
b) 2007-2018 total 768 documents. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 4. Geographic distribution data in Cipher in 2018, cummulative since 2000 for: a) 1008 granted patents and 
b) $34 million in patent expendature. 

 

a) b) 

Fig. 5. Document affiliations by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 1243 document affiliations; b) 
2007-2018, total 1278 document affiliations. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 6. Patent family applications by organization in Cipher: a) total 1715 families, 1980-2006; b) 2007-2018, 
total 1649 families. 

In next three sections, I specifically analyze the scientific and patent activities in three 
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a) 
b) 

Fig. 7 Document affiliations in the United States by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 571 
document affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 327 document affiliations. 
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free-piston SE engine technologies for a wide number of applications, including military and 

space. Sunpower has gone through the organizational modifications that would allow 

manufacturing the engines in larger series with a higher quality. 

The activities of Mechanical Technology Inc. are recorded only until 1992 It reveals 

arguably one of the most complicated SE technology developments that resulted in the 

automotive Stirling engines of three consecutive generations – Mod I (peak power 53.9 kW, 

peak net efficiency 37.4%), Mod II (peak power 58 kW, peak net efficiency 38%) [17], and 

Mod III (completed design project for 115 kW power) [18] engines. The research activities 

were carried out under the funding of the US Department of Energy and NASA. The results of 

this development were not applied in the transportation sector due to cut funding. 

Beginning from 2012, recorded research indicates that Los Alamos National Lab 

(LANL) has focused on the design and proved the operational feasibility of the heat-pipe 

cooled fast reactor together with the free-piston Stirling engine [19]. The recorded scientific 

investigation at LANL demonstrate the availability of operational Stirling engine nuclear 

reactor. 

Auburn University was conducting research related to the SE technology in 

collaboration with Foster-Miller Inc. under the funding of the NASA Vision for Exploration 

program [20]. The program aimed to provide a nuclear reactor with a free‐piston Stirling 

convertor at a power level of 30‐40 kW to generate power on the Moon. It was a large 

governmental program introduced in 2004 by the President Bush that, apart from the Stirling 

engine, included other topics. The program was discontinued by the political decision of the 

Obama Administration in 2010. 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of research topics in the sample of documents published 

by leading organizations in each corresponding time period. Figure 9 analyzes the ownership 

structure of active granted patent families in 2018 and depicts organizations that spurred the 
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growth in granted patent families over the last decade. Toyota Motor has obtained a fully 

developed alpha-type crank-shaft engine, integrated into the thermal system of a transportation 

vehicle, with a sophisticated electronic control [1]. The recorded patents indicate that the 

research focus of Sunpower was on the control systems for free-piston engines [21] and on 

various inventions related to the linear alternator, sensor system, free-piston engine and the 

mechanism for minimizing  

 
a)  

 
b) 

Fig. 8. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by ten top-publishing organizations in the 
United States: a) 1966-2006, 158 analyzed documents from 402 total b) 2007-2018, 69 analyzed documents 

from 176 total. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 9. Granted patent families in the United States: a) distribution of 200 active granted patent families by 
organization, active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in the US over the 

last decade. 
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vibrations [22]. The analysis of patents by Microgen Engine Corp. indicates that most of the 

patents are not related to the design of engine as such, but rather to the integral design and 

operation of the gas-fueled combined heat and power units based on SE [23].  

The research activities in the US over the last thirty years represent a coordinated by 

NASA and governmentally funded effort to design and develop a power system based on the 

free-piston Stirling engine for deep-space exploration. 

III.2 JAPAN 

According to Scopus, during the period between 1960 and 2006 there were 116 

scientific documents with identifiable country of origin about Stirling engines published in 

Japan. It is 3.5 times less than in the United States over the same period. In the period between 

2007 and 2018, there were 46 documents, 3.8 times less than in the US. Figure 10 shows the 

document affiliation for the two time periods. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 10. Document affiliations in Japan by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 175 document 
affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 82 document affiliations. 
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thermodynamic and mechanical operation and of the cooling system [24]. The research 

activities of Nihon University, Tokyo Institute of Technology and Ashikaga Institute of 

Technology have included experimental evaluation of a number of technological options for 

Stirling engine with built and tested prototypes, such as solar-dish systems, regenerators, steam 

cycle Stirling engines, and mechanical drive configurations [25, 26]. Research activities at 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) related to the development of Stirling engines 

started in 1999 and have focused primarily on the solar concentrator free-piston SE for space 

applications [27]. Joint research activities at Nagoya University and Aichi University recorded 

in the Web of Science database are related to low-power output thermo-acoustic engines [28]. 

Research activities in Ichinoseki National College of Technology beginning in 2000s resulted 

in the design and development of a beta-type SE 3 kW in 2005 [29]. Further research activities 

focused on an integrated approach of investigating engine operation within a cogeneration 

system for different types of biofuels. Activities at Kanagawa University have mainly been 

related to the investigation of new configurations of SE regenerators [30]. Figure 11 shows the 

distribution of research topics in the sample of documents published by leading organizations 

in each corresponding time period. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 11. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by top publishing organizations in Japan: a) 
1966-2006, 65 analyzed documents from 116 total b) 2007-2018, 17 analyzed documents from 46 total. 
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Figure 12 illustrates the ownership structure of active granted patent families in 2018 

and indicates organizations that defined the growth in granted patent families over the last 

decade. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 12. Granted patent families in Japan: a) distribution of 275 active granted patent families by organization, 
active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in Japan over the last decade. 
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different applications, including a power unit for prosthetics drive [33] and a waste heat 

recovery for vehicles [34]. The patent activity of Estir Co. indicates a consistent development 

of the beta-type crank-shaft Stirling engine by Estir Co. Ltd. and the subsequent development 

of the waste heat utilization system for ships [3]. 

Although the total amount of research publications is approximately 3.4 times less than 

in the US over the same period, the variety of topics and applications related to Stirling engines 

is more complex and less coordinated by the space exploration agency. Also, Japanese 

companies show much stronger patenting activity than in the US. This observation indicates 

that Japan has a rich variety of design configurations for different application fields. 

III.3 CHINA 

Between 1960 and 2006, there were 26 scientific documents with identifiable country 

of origin about Stirling engines published in, which is 15.5 times less than in the United States 

and 4.5 – than in Japan. In the period between 2007 and 2018, there were 218 published 

documents, or 1.2 times more than in the US and 4.7 – than in Japan, indicating an incredible 

growth in scientific activities on Stirling engines in China over the last 12 years. Figure 13 

depicts the publishing trends of scientific and patent documents over time in China. Figure 14 

shows the document affiliation for the two analyzed periods. Research activities at Naval 

Academy of Engineering focused on the theoretical analysis of quantum Stirling engines and 

their application for the refrigeration systems [35]. This direction was interesting because 

traditional models, even those that accounted for finite-time constraints, had not studied the 

working fluid as a quantum fluid, like He, Ne, D2, with the operation of the engine abided by 

laws of quantum mechanics. Chinese Academy of Sciences performed design modeling and 

did early experimental work for thermoacoustic Stirling engines [36] that it continued to 

develop after 2006 [37] along with solar heat receivers and heat exchangers [38]. 
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Fig. 13. Publishing activity for scientific papers and patent documents for the search term “Stirling engine” 
based on data from Scopus and Cipher for a period between 1980 and 2018 in China. Absolute numbers are 

normalized by the maximum number of documents per year. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 14. Document affiliations in China by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 58 document 
affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 398 document affiliations. 
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a) 
 

b) 

Fig. 15. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by top publishing organizations in China: a) 
1966-2006, 11 analyzed documents from 26 total b) 2007-2018, 109 analyzed documents from 218 total. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 16. Granted patent families in Japan: a) distribution of 413 active granted patent families by 
organization, active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in Japan over the 

last decade. 
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IV DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows two distinct peaks in scientific publications for Scopus data. The first 

peak was during the 1980s. The second peak had started growing around 2002 and was at the 

top in 2018. The trend for patent applications was peaking during the 1980s similarly to that 

year research work; however, the second wave started in 2000 and was five years ahead the 

scientific publishing until around 2015 reducing to one year gap in 2018. These two peaks both 

in scientific and patent literature must represent two noticeable phases in the development of 

knowledge for Stirling engines. It is interesting to understand their reasons and implications 

for the choice of alternative design configurations.  

IV.1 PHASE I, 1980-1990 

IV.1.1 SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE 

Figure 1 shows that Web of Science does not track the publishing peak during Phase I, 

indicating that the peak consisted from documents from unknown publishing sources that were 

not referenced among reputable journals. In addition, Scopus references 895 documents for 

Phase I, out of which 794 documents have undefined country origin. This provides a similar 

indication about the quality of published research. Only 259 (29%) of those documents were 

published in peer-reviewed journals, books or editorials. The rest were conference papers. 

Examples of these conference proceedings could be seen in Fig. 3a. Therefore, Phase I 

represent a period of conference discussions, generating ideas, and perhaps finding 

collaborators. This period may be described, informally, as being characterized by “exploratory 

technological chatter”. This is a fledgling phase of knowledge about Stirling engines mostly 

without systematic studies of the technology.  

A reader may ask, why Phase I occurred during the 1980s and not some other time? A 

likely explanation could be found below in Figure 17. Increased scientific interest could result 
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from crude oil price surge in early 1980s. These observations indicate that the published results 

during 1980s were strongly influenced by oil prices and the search for alternative prime mover 

technology. This hypothesis is also confirmed by the research affiliated with NASA Glenn 

Research Center during the 1980s related to Stirling engine for automotive application [46], 

[47] and Mechanical Technologies that developed several configurations of the automotive 

Stirling engine in collaboration with the US Department of Energy (Section III.1.1).  Along 

with the oil crisis, there could be environmental concerns that contributed to the increase of 

scientific inquiry. A four year lag in scientific publications could be explained by the time 

needed to solicit research funding, conduct studies, and undergo through a publication review 

process.  However, given that the majority of published scientific work at the time was 

conference papers, a four year lag seems a long time to react on surging oil prices. 

 

Fig. 17. Scientific (Scopus) and patent (Cipher) publishing and the crude oil price [48], normalized by the 
corresponding maximum annual value.  
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patent applications were different during the period between 1960 and 2006. In addition, these 

organizations were located in different geographical regions – the United States for scientific 

activities and Japan for patenting. Therefore a mutually beneficial influence between science 

and engineering was unlikely to exist at the time and the domains were developing 

independently from each other. 

To better understand who conducted inventing and patenting activities during Phase I, 

one can look at the structure of organizations that filed patents during this phase (Fig. 18). 

Approximately 60% of inventing activities were performed by three companies: Panasonic, 

Mitsubishi Electronics and Aisin Seiki. All three organizations are Japanese. This shows that 

the engineering knowledge about Stirling engines was centralized geographically among three 

companies. This is also confirmed by a relatively small portion of other organizations that filed 

patents during Phase I and a very small portion of private owners that understandably did not 

have access to public knowledge at that time to make inventions. 

 
Fig. 18. Patent family applications by organizations in Cipher 
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during Phase II were published in peer-reviewed journals, books or editorials – a striking 

difference from Phase I with 29% or 259 peer-reviewed papers. Figure 3b confirms this 

conclusion and depicts examples of publishing journals. In addition, the content of scientific 

research for examples of the United States (Fig. 8a) and Japan (Fig. 11a) indicate that Phase II 

was primarily concerned with application studies of engine indicating deep and systematic 

understanding of the core technology. 

Phase II indicates that more organizations from different countries participated in 

research activities. For example, Fig. 2a shows that before 2007, the share of other countries in 

the document affiliation was 15% and during the last twelve years this portion grew to 41% 

(Fig. 2b). The share of other organizations in document affiliation grew from 65% to 75% (Fig. 

5). These findings show that during Phase II more countries and organizations engaged in 

scientific activities about Stirling engines that also confirms the maturing knowledge about the 

technology. Otherwise, other countries would not have access to publications and would not 

be able to quickly achieve a noticeable level of research progress. China represents a good 

example of quick development of research activities in this domain from 26 documents before 

2007 to 218 documents in 2018 (Section III.1.3) with the content focus on fundamental and to 

a much lesser extent on applications questions. 

IV.2.2 PATENT APPLICATIONS 

Phase II represents a broad scope and large volume of inventing activities by a 

significant number of organizations and private owners in different geographies with now 

available access to public knowledge about Stirling engines. Figure 6 shows that the share of 

other organizations in filed patent family applications grew from 42% to 62% and the share of 

private owners  from 12% to 25%. This is also noticeable in Figure 18. China, as a prominent 

example of growth of patent applications (Fig. 14) and granted patents (Fig. 4a) during Phase 

II, may give a clue about the technology content of inventions. Most analyzed patent documents 
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are utility models and do not protect a proprietary design of Stirling engines, but rather focus 

on the design of application systems where the engine is a core integral component. This 

observation indicates that the growth of patenting activities during Phase II is mostly concerned 

with Stirling engine applications. This is also confirmed by the patenting of Microgen Engine 

(see III.1.1) and later patents of Sunpower (III.1.1) and Estir Co. Ltd. (see III.1.2). Most 

companies licensed proprietary engine designs from other companies with proprietary designs, 

for example from Sunpower. On the other hand, Japanese companies including Toyota, Sharp, 

Isuzu and Honda have obtained patents for proprietary designs of Stirling engines even during 

Phase II, showing that this period did not only include inventions for applications, but also 

original engine designs. It is important to notice here, that Japan historically was the most 

advanced region in Stirling engine development, including Phase I. We can conclude that 

although Phase II was mainly about application inventions, knowledge intensive geographical 

regions kept designing original Stirling engines. 

Another interesting observation is that patent applications are approximately 5 years 

ahead of scientific publishing during the major part of Phase II (Fig. 1). This is a fascinating 

result, because it means that patenting was developing independently from scientific research 

and could even be a cause for research activities about Stirling engines and not vice versa as it 

is commonly thought.  

IV.3 PHASE I AND II FOR SELECTING DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS 

What can the results of Phase I and II teach us about selecting design alternative 

configurations for Stirling engines? A first conclusion that has solid proofs in both phases is 

that Japan is a number one geographic region in terms of proprietary designs for Stirling 

engines. The country defined Phase I in terms of invention activities and was the main 

contributor of original engine designs during Phase II. A second conclusion is that Phase I is a 
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good source of knowledge about fundamental questions, especially research conducted in 

the US, and Phase II  about application designs of Stirling engines. This is confirmed by the 

content of both scientific and patent documents. However, countries that started growing the 

knowledge capacity about Stirling engines during Phase II, like China, have a significant 

number of fundamental results obtained during Phase II that may be compared with results of 

earlier research during Phase I.  

IV. 4 APPLICABILITY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND INVENTIONS 

Although 39% of all patents to date have been granted in China (Fig. 5a), only 22% of 

patent expenses were made in this Asian country (Fig. 5a), which in addition has had a 

relatively young contribution to the scientific knowledge accumulated in academic publications 

(Fig. 13) noticeable only during the last twelve years. As mentioned previously, in-depth 

analysis of scientific research and patent publications shows that the country is only gaining 

capacity in systematic understanding of Stirling engines (Fig. 15) and is protecting inventions 

primarily in the design of application systems based on Stirling engines using utility model 

patents. These facts show that China is a territory with a very competitive patent landscape, 

where patents rather have a symbolic value with a fledgling scientific background than are 

well-researched high-quality protection. The opposite situation can be observed in Japan, 

which has a share of 25% in patent expenditure, approximately the same amount as China, but 

has had 2.7 times less granted patents. Japan demonstrates a more mature research background 

with patents considered as commercial investments. The United States, on the other hand, has 

a very strong research background (Fig 2). Yet, for such extensive research work, the country 

obtained only 11% share in granted patents. This implies that the United States organizations 

are more focused on publicly funded research for specific applications of Stirling engines than 

their commercialization. This is also confirmed by the US research activities during the last 
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twelve years about system integration of nuclear fission power systems for space exploration. 

The difference between Japan and United States is that the former focuses on commercializing 

Stirling engines primarily for the transportation sector and latter focuses on governmentally 

funded long-term aerospace or military initiatives. Therefore, the design configurations 

selected by Japanese organizations should better reflect the requirements for commercial 

integration of Stirling engines, while the design configurations selected by the United States 

organizations are better for the specific requirements of space explorations and military 

activities. 

IV. 5 INFLUENCE OF PUBLICLY AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE 

We have established that the US has a very prominent role in the generation of public 

knowledge about Stirling engines. One consequence of this is high influence of the US research 

activities on other countries and organizations. These countries and organizations have 

significantly increased their share in scientific and inventive activities (Fig.5 and 6). The 

question is what knowledge base were these organizations using as reference for their 

activities? Most likely it was research published by the US organizations. The research on free-

piston engines is a landmark of the US space oriented organizations (free-piston 12.5 kW, 55 

W Stirling engines, dynamics and control). This research was primarily focused on Stirling 

engines designed for space and military applications. This is confirmed by Figure 5a, which 

shows that before 2007, at least 24% of global research in Stirling engines was performed by 

organizations related to space exploration (NASA and Sunpower) or in partnerships with them 

(University of Calgary and Cleveland University). The hypothesis that this knowledge could 

significantly influence other countries is confirmed by the fact that the share of free-piston 

related research (including linear generators) by Chinese organizations increased from 0% to 

22% over the last twelve years. In addition, a detailed analysis of Chinese patent literature 
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indicates that many patent documents use free-piston Stirling engine as an integral component 

for inventions. In contrast, Japanese paten activities show that free-piston engine configuration 

is not a leading engine design, and apart from Isuzu, Japanese companies selected engine 

designs with a kinematic drive, indicating that this design is better suited for on-Earth 

commercial applications. Therefore, without careful selection, organizations that implemented 

the available knowledge as a reference for their activities may have integrated design choices 

and used research data that is less applicable for on-Earth commercial requirements.   

IV.6 SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING DOMAINS FOR STIRLING ENGINES 

It is natural to expect that some results of scientific activities would be transferred to 

commercial organizations and implemented in commercial systems. There are different 

channels of this transfer. The scientists may be hired by companies. Technical employees in 

the companies may read the scientific publications. The universities may license the research 

to companies in the form of patents. It is difficult to use the available data to evaluate the first 

two channels of knowledge transfer, but it is possible to comment on the technology licensing. 

From Figures 5 and 6 we can see that apart from one organization (Sunpower), the list of top 

patenting organizations does not include organizations from the list of leading scientific 

organization. This observation shows that universities and research laboratories do not transfer 

its knowledge to companies through patents, otherwise we would see some of scientific 

organizations in the list of top patent owners. The existence of this technology transfer channel 

is nevertheless confirmed by Sunpower that is present in both scientific and patenting 

organizations and was known for licensing its technologies to organizations in US, Europe, 

Japan and China. However, this is only one example; and therefore, is more an exception than 

a rule. These findings also indicate that companies develop and patent original technology, 

otherwise they would not be able to obtain patents on knowledge that had been previously 
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disclosed in scientific publishing. In addition, as discussed previously, Figure 1 shows that 

patenting was 5 years ahead of scientific research during the major part of the last twelve years 

showing its independence. These findings show that knowledge bases of scientific publishing 

and patents are two distinct domains of technical knowledge about Stirling engines. When 

analyzing design alternatives for Stirling engines, one should explore both domains to find 

original design solutions. 

IV.7 THE EXAMPLE OF CHINA: SHOULD WE CARE, OR IT IS EASIER TO DISREGARD? 

The rapid growth of scientific activities in China (Fig. 13) could indicate a new 

discovery in the field. It could also be attributed to the growth of unoriginal research and utility 

model patents, which are not examined until litigated. It could be also the combination of both, 

in which case there is a need to pay attention because there could be important discovery hidden 

beyond excessive generation of papers and petty patents. The available data suggest the third 

kind of situation. The strong publication growth started not until 2010, the time where a 

significant body of knowledge has been already generated in papers and patents by United 

States and Japan (Fig. 2). It would be easier to use this research and patents to produce research 

and utility models in China, indicating towards the first scenario. This is confirmed by the 

structure of the main publication topics after 2007 (Fig. 15b) with somewhat less original 

research on free-piston engines and linear generators that most likely were borrowed from 

United States and Japan. In depth analysis of the patent records of leading patenting Chinese 

organizations also suggests a dominating presences of utility model patents. On the other hand, 

the structure of the main publication topics during the period before 2007 (Fig. 15a) shows 

original research topics comparing to research focus in United States and Japan, and some of 

this research topics, for example themoacousting engines, were carried after 2007 (Fig. 15b) 

indicating original results and confirming the first scenario. These observations show that 
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research and patent activities in China has had original work but also mimicked to some degree 

knowledge generated in United States and Japan. This differentiation of original and mimicked 

research and patents helps to identify unique design configurations. 

IV.8 FINAL REMARKS ON SELECTING DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

From this discussion, it is obvious that in order to identify and compare different design 

configurations for the development of commercial Stirling engines, the selective literature 

review may not be sufficient. To identify original and well tested design alternatives, it is 

important to: know the development phases of technology to differentiate between fundamental 

and applied results; understand the intended applications of different organizations; minimize 

the influence of design alternatives that are common in literature; be aware in what technical 

domain – scientific or engineering – the original design alternatives could be found; and be 

capable to disentangle the plethora of scientific and patent documents produced by different 

countries. 

One interesting technical observation that can be derived from analysis of scientific and 

patent literature example is the proliferation of design alternatives for the kinematic 

configurations of the designed engines. These configurations can be broadly classified in three 

types – alpha, beta, gamma. These names are given to different arrangements of working spaces 

inside the engine that significantly affect the mechanical realization of the prime mover (Fig. 

19). 

For the alpha-type engine, the compression and expansion spaces are located in two 

different cylinders, which are connected by a passage with the regenerator. For the beta-type 

engine, the compression and expansion spaces are located in the same cylinder at the opposite 

ends, which are separated by a displacer piston. The compression space at one end of the 

cylinder is connected with the expansion space at the other end of the cylinder through an  
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Fig. 19. Schematic views of different kinematic configurations of Stirling engines: alpha, beta and gamma 

types. 

external passage with regenerator material. For the gamma-type engine, the compression is 

organized in a separate cylinder. The expansion cylinder is connected with the compression 

cylinder by an external passage. The regeneration is organized similar to the beta-type 

configuration. Apart from these architectural configurations, each engine design may have 

different volume of working spaces defined by bore and stroke, and varying temperatures of 

heating and cooling. 

Research and commercial organizations employed different configurations depending 

on requirements to power, efficiency, available space, vibration tolerance and end-user 

application. However, surprisingly enough, literature does not offer a convincing performance 

comparison for these configurations. Therefore, the system level analysis can be performed to 

mathematically model and compare the performance of these three configurations. Typical 

system-level performance characteristics identified in literature for Stirling engines is power, 

efficiency and cost. Basic design variables include hot and cold temperatures, and the engine 

volume, which can be defined by bore and stroke. These four design parameters can be used 

for controlled comparison of the objective configurations. The next section discuss in details 

the design method developed to compare alternative configurations for ECT and offers 

additional insights in a preferable engine configuration. 
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IV.9 DOWNSIZING THE SPACE OF DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

This chapter was concerned with the concept design stage. It is now essential to discuss 

how to evaluate and downsize design alternatives identified and selected during the concept 

stage. For the demonstration example, I selected alternatives for kinematic configurations – 

alpha, beta and gamma-type discussed in the previous section. This procedure is carried out 

typically at the system-level design stage. The proposed method to solve this design problem 

is called tradespace exploration for Stirling engines [49], which was developed during my MSc 

studies. Therefore, this design method is not presented in a separate chapter as a novel 

contribution to this Ph.D. thesis. However, the application of this method as an integral part of 

the novel technological pathway is new. As such, I believe it is vital to comment in more detail 

on the manner of this integration into the proposed design methodology. 

The process of generating concept designs is essential as it provides several design 

configurations of the energy conversion technology (ECT). For the example of the Stirling 

engine, these alternative configurations include three engine architectures: alpha, beta, and 

gamma. One of critical notions of this design method is the subscription to a philosophical idea 

that it is crucial to enumerate all possible design solutions from the onset, before focusing on 

single-point design. This idea is different from a typical design process by expert designers 

[50], who would typically narrow the design space from the beginning of the design process 

because of their knowledge and design experience. The enumeration of all possible concepts 

from the onset helps to explore different design alternatives, yet it requires a design tool that 

allows downsizing these alternatives based on selected system performance metrics, figures of 

system merit. The proposed design method was developed for the Stirling engine by adapting 

the tradespace concept from the field of systems engineering [51]. This method includes the 

design of the system model that integrates several sub-models. First sub-model describes 

engine internal technical relations between the design parameters (engine bore, stroke, heating, 
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and cooling temperature) and the system metrics (power and heat efficiency). These relations 

are based on analytical equations derived from experimental results in literature; they are 

different for an alpha, beta, and gamma configurations. The second sub-model describes the 

interaction of the engine with external heat baths (hot and cold) with the help of general heat 

transfer relations. The third sub-model is the economic model that builds a relationship between 

input design parameters and engine equipment cost. The integration of these three sub-models 

with an input a set of design parameters helps to evaluate power, efficiency, and cost of the 

engine for an alpha, beta, and gamma configurations. Figure 20 shows the system model, and 

Figures 21, 22 and 23 show the results of this method. 

 
Fig. 20. The sequence of steps to evaluate conceptual designs using tradespace exploration.  

Adapted from [49]. 

In Fig. 21, each color represents a particular type of engine architecture (alpha, beta, 

and gamma, Fig. 19), and each point of similar color is a different design based on varying 

input design parameters. 

The range of design parameters was the same for three architecture types; therefore, we 

consider that the comparison of design architectures was carried out under similar conditions. 

The objective of the design process could be to maximize power, efficiency, or minimize the 

engine cost. For the Cost-Power trade-off (Fig. 21, a), for the same cost, the alpha-configuration 

is preferable because it maximizes power output. For the Cost-Efficiency trade-off (Fig. 21, b), 
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Fig. 21. Engine architecture tradespace, (a) Cost-Power trade-off; (b) Cost-Efficiency trade-off; (c) Power-
Efficiency trade-off. Reprinted from [49]. 

for the same cost, the beta-configuration is preferable because it maximizes the engine 

efficiency. For the Power-Efficiency trade-off (Fig. 21, c) for the same efficiency, the alpha-

configuration is preferable because it maximizes power output, yet it will be more expensive 

than the beta-type alternative. One can analyze the effect of design parameter values – bore, 

stroke, hot temperature, and cold temperature – on the system metrics. For this analysis, I 

selected the alpha-configuration because it offers a higher power output at a similar cost and 

similar efficiency comparing to other types. 

 

Fig.22. Architectures of the alpha-type engine colored by different design parameters: (a) bore, (b) stroke, (c) 
hot space temperature, (d) cold space temperature. Reprinted from [49]. 
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To minimize the cost of the engine and maximize power, Fig. 22a demonstrates that 

most preferable bore values are between 0.06 and 0.08 m. Lower bore values than 0.06 m offer 

lower cost due to reduced sizing of bulk engine design, but also lower power because the 

working volumes are also reduced. Conversely, higher bore values than 0.08 m maximize the 

power but result in a higher engine cost. The effect of the stroke value (Fig. 22b) is more 

complex than for the borehole diameter. In general, higher stroke values are preferable to 

maximize power. With the increase of stroke, the working volume increases. However, the area 

highlighted with the red line shows the design space where different stroke values from 0.04 

to 0.08 m could offer more design alternatives with similar power and cost characteristics. In 

other words, a system designer has more alternative design options, when he selects the engine 

stroke. Similar conclusions can be made for the hot space temperature (Fig. 22c). The increase 

in temperature leads to more expensive heat exchanger materials and design. However, the 

highlighted area allows selecting temperatures from 800 K to 900 K with similar cost and 

power values. The maximization of power through the change of cold space temperature (Fig. 

22d) shows that the lower the temperature, the higher the power and lower the engine cost. At 

first glance, this result seems surprising. Designing a heat exchanger that can maintain room 

temperatures (293K) or even lower temperatures (273K) should be more expensive than for 

higher temperatures like for example for 348 K. However, the increase of temperature of the 

cold space proportionally increases the amount of rejected heat during the isothermal 

compression in the Stirling engine. A higher amount of rejected heat implies larger heat 

exchange areas, which results in more substantial engine costs. Figure 23 helps to understand 

better the effect of design parameters on the alpha-type engine cost. Bore and stroke 

demonstrate a linear effect, and temperatures – an exponential effect. 
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Fig. 23. Main effects of (a) bore; (b) stroke; (c) hot temperature, (d) cold temperature (from left to right) on the 
alpha-type engine cost. Reprinted from [49]. 

During the development of the real Stirling machine, our team selected the alpha 

configuration as an alternative with high potential for scaling power and expanding the 

technology for different low and high power commercial applications. One of the drawbacks 

of this decision is lower efficiency of the alpha-type, as shown in Figure 21b. This diminishing 

of efficiency can be explained by the arrangement of working volumes: the beta-type has more 

efficient usage of space, when compression and expansion volumes are connected in the same 

cylinder; and the alpha-type has bigger dead volume and lower volumetric efficiency. 

Nevertheless, in a trade-off between efficiency and power, a decision to select higher power 

was made since it offered more market alternative to scale the system. Alpha configuration was 

one of system-level requirements for the detail design stage. 

A similar design methodology can be applied to other ECT to downsize the space of 

design concepts. The boxes in Figure 20 help to describe this sequence of actions. First, there 

should be introduced some categorization of design concepts. Second, there should be selected 

a set of system-level conflicting design parameters that would cause system metrics (in this 

case, power, efficiency, cost) to change in a conflicting manner. These input design parameters 

are integrated into a system model with physical relations and cost equations to evaluate 

different design concepts and their equipment costs. The resulting space of system 

configurations is downsized using market requirements and visual results similar to those in 

Figure 20. 
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IV.10 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

 Developed a method of analysis for scientific and patent literature with the use of big 

data technologies and bibliometric information; 

 Identified a historically accurate account of scientific and patenting activities for 

Stirling engine over the last 58 years; 

 Identified statistically significant distribution of research topics about Stirling engines; 

 Developed a theoretical framework that defines factors – apart from technical – that 

need to be taken into consideration when making design choices at the concept stage 

for commercial development of Stirling engines and other energy conversion 

technologies. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

 Japan is the number one geographic region in terms of proprietary designs for Stirling 

engines; 

 The time period before 2007 is a good source of knowledge about fundamental 

questions, especially research conducted in the United States, and after 2007  about 

application designs of Stirling engines; 

 Design configurations selected by Japanese organizations better reflect the 

requirements for commercial Stirling engines, while the design configurations selected 

by the United States organizations are better for Stirling engines in space explorations 

and military activities; 

 China has had original work but also mimicked to some degree knowledge generated 

in United States and Japan. This differentiation of original and mimicked research and 

patents helps to identify unique design configurations; 
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 Information about Stirling engines in scientific publishing and patents are two distinct 

domains of technical knowledge about Stirling engines. When analyzing design 

alternatives for Stirling engines, one should explore both domains to find original 

design solutions; 

 The controlled comparison between alpha, beta and gamma configurations was selected 

for the system level design stage with the objective to compare engine power, 

efficiency, and cost while controlling bore, stroke, hot and cold temperatures; 

 The process of downsizing the number of design concepts and derived design 

configurations can be completed using the tradespace exploration approach, which 

enumerates predefined design architectures in the space of conflicting system design 

metrics and helps to select design alternatives that better satisfy market requirements; 

 The alpha configuration was selected as one of system-level requirements for the detail 

design stage, based on the results of applying tradespace exploration to compare alpha, 

beta and gamma configurations. 
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CHAPTER III 

GAME THEORY IN DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 

he multi-disciplinary nature of energy-conversion systems requires a group of 

disciplinary designers working on the detail design of a single system. Unlike the 

conceptual and system design stages, the detail design stage is decentralized from the 

organizational point of view. Each designer is qualified in his discipline and applies relevant 

design techniques; therefore developing design guidance for each discipline is not the objective 

of this chapter. However, the interplay between the disciplinary designers, the communication 

strategies, and the organization of a multi-disciplinary design team are challenging aspects of 

the detail design process with great potential for improvement. In Section I.6.3 of Chapter I, I 

already mentioned that given finite time and resources in the commercial development, the 

interplay among designers becomes a decisive factor in a multi-disciplinary design process of 

energy conversion systems. The previous chapter supplied one of key system-level requirement 

for the detail design stage – the development of the alpha-type Stirling engine. This chapter 

conducts the analysis of the detail design process that focuses on the development of energy 

conversion system based on the alpha-type Stirling engine. The main objective of this analysis 

is to understand how collaboration of designers affect the outcome of the detail design stage 

and offer some practical recommendation of organizing the detail design process. The chapter 

proposes a design method that helps to account for and mitigate the negative influence of this 

collaboration interplay on design process outcomes. The chapter employs results of the 

tradespace exploration model described in Section IV.1.9 and extends this model with new 

algorithms drawn from game theory. The principles of this design optimization method could 

be applied in the analysis of the detail design process of other energy conversion technologies 

(ECT). Their design would involve disciplinary engineers. The problems related to their 

interaction, which are discussed in the following section, would be still relevant. 

T 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Over the past two decades, most research in the design optimization of complex 

engineering systems [1] has emphasized the use of multi-objective optimization [2]-[7], 

tradespace exploration [8]-[10] and other enhancing methods in decision theory [11]-[18] in 

order to obtain globally optimal designs. The existing body of literature suggests that a general 

problem formulation of global optimization inherently assumes a centralized design team with 

perfect information exchange, full control of design variables, and transparent mechanism for 

finding the consensus. However, these inherent assumptions seem to contradict to the real 

design process structure, thus possibly rendering the outcomes of conventional optimization 

models inaccurate. 

The structure of real design processes seems to differ from the one commonly assumed 

by system engineers in global optimization models due to several factors. Real design of 

complex engineering systems in different economic sectors, such as energy, urban 

environment, aviation, or transportation, requires the involvement of several discipline design 

teams [19], [20] that frequently work for different organizations. Development projects 

typically are organized in consortia of multiple entities such as large system integrators, small 

and medium enterprises, research institutions and universities. Previous research identified 

several problems related to the cooperation of design teams in multidisciplinary design 

processes: conflicting outcomes due to design decisions interactions [21]-[23], biased or 

limited informational exchange due to intentional biases or bounded designers’ rationality [24], 

[25], communication barriers [26], [27], and the protection of sensible design information [28]. 

A systematic understanding of how these factors affect the result of global design optimization 

is still lacking. This problem may lead to unrealistic stakeholder expectations, impractical 

technical requirements, and poor decision-making based on inaccurate optimization modeling 

results. Drawing upon this gap in scholarship, the present work proposes a new methodology 
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using game theory [29] for a potentially more accurate formulation of a general design 

optimization problem. 

Notations 

m-CHP Micro combined heat and power plant 

if  Objective function i of an engineering system 

hd  Design variable h of an engineering system 

d  Vector of design variables 

D  Feasible region of design variables 

s  Vector of objective functions 

S  Feasible space of objective functions 

N  Number of discipline designers that design an engineering system 

vd  Vector of design variables controlled by a discipline designer v 

vd  Vector of design variables controlled by discipline designers, except the designer v 

1u , 2u   Generic design variables 

1G , 2G   Generic objective functions of a system 

P Power output in kW for a m-CHP, objective function 

A Dimensionless affordability of heat exchangers for a m-CHP, objective function 

b Stirling engine bore size in m for a m-CHP, design variable 

s Stirling engine stroke size in m for a m-CHP, design variable 

hT  Stirling engine heating temperature in K for a m-CHP, design variable 

cT  Stirling engine cooling temperature in K for a m-CHP, design variable 

Indexes  

i, j, p Index of an objective function 

t Total number of objective functions 

h, b Index of a design variable 

m Total number of design variables 

opt Optimal vector of objective functions 

PO Pareto-optimal vector of design variables 

v Index of a discipline designer 

NE Nash equilibrium vector of design variables 

l, s Index that denotes a combination of design variable values 

n Total number of combinations of design variable values (system architectures) 
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I.1 RELATED WORK 

Game theory is widely used to study economic, social, political and biological 

phenomena [29]. To date, the application of game theory in engineering design has received 

scant attention in the research literature. Vincent [30] first proposed the application of game 

theory in design research. He introduced the notion of multi-objective optimization for a design 

process decentralized between several discipline designers. Since then, the application of game 

theory in the design of complex engineering systems has been receiving growing interest. Xiao 

et al. [31] considered working design environment, where designers are in isolation due to 

organizational barriers, time schedules and geographical constraints. The authors proposed a 

framework to solve multi-objective multidisciplinary design problems using non-cooperative 

game theory. The work discussed the solution algorithm and applied the framework to the two-

team design of a thin-walled pressure vessel. Several other works studied real-world design 

examples in non-cooperative game settings. Holmberg et al. [32] and Désidéri et al. [33] 

discussed examples of applying game theory to find robust structural designs through the 

search of Nash equilibria among two competitive disciplines. Della Vecchia et al. [34] made a 

step further and discussed the non-cooperative design of an airplane wing by three design 

teams. Han and Nehorai [35] extended the design setting from non-cooperative to cooperative 

two-team design. Most recently, Vermillion and Malak [36] suggested an analytical approach 

to incentivize collaboration in the design process in game-theoretic settings. Sha [37] analyzed 

how irrational behavior of designers affected outcomes and underlined the need to inform 

existing theoretical design models with real-world behavior of designers. Lewis and Mistree 

[38] directed their attention to the underlying assumption of conventional global optimization 

techniques and explored different design collaboration modes using game theory. Xiao et al. 

[39] have made an initial effort to analyze the effect of design decision freedom by allowing 

designers to select unconstrained design decision choices. Interesting insights into sequential 
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game theoretic design were obtained in the work of Bhatia et al. [40]. Such scholarly work has 

gradually extended the possibilities of game theory in design optimization. 

However, the generalizability of the published research on this problem remains 

problematic due to several reasons. Much of the research studies until now have not studied in 

detail the organizational contradiction between the centralized global optimization design 

models and the decentralized nature of real design processes. Most of the studies focused on 

applying game theory in design optimization as an alternative approach to global multi-

objective optimization, without an attempt to unify both global and local optimum perspectives 

of discipline designers. Additionally, the studies focused on the search of Nash equilibria under 

a different set of assumptions but did not evaluate the applicability of general game theory 

assumptions to the design process as such critically. Furthermore, the effect of different design 

authority among discipline designers on the system design outcome is not understood in 

literature. To address these gaps, we can invoke some well-studied formulations from game 

theory and global optimization and apply them in the context of a design process. 

I.2 NORMAL-FORM GAME FORMULATION OF A DESIGN PROCESS 

A normal-form game has been widely applied in economics, politics and biology [29]. 

It can be instructive to apply the same representation to a general design process with two 

designers to evaluate potential outcomes (Fig. 1). Each designer faces two fundamental 

decisions: a system-global or a discipline-local optimum design. In Fig. 1, design outcomes 

reflect a structure of the game referred to as the Prisoner’s Dilemma [29]. In this instance, 

designers have an incentive to commit to the global optimum, but each designer, in addition, 

has an incentive for a “free-ride” and may deviate to a local optimum. Other typical game 

structures can be considered, such as Bach and Stravinsky, Stag Hunt, Hawk-Dove, depending 

on the design settings [29].  
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Fig. 1. Design game formulation with outcomes similar to the Prisoner’s Dilemma. 

To model and evaluate the outcomes of decisions in such a formulation of a design 

process, a mathematical link between the decisions and outcomes needs to be established first. 

Many works have analyzed the mathematical formulation of multi-objective problems. We can 

use them to provide a similar multi-objective definition of an engineering system. 

I.3 DEFINITION OF ENGINEERING SYSTEM 

Suppose that in the general case there exists a multi-objective engineering system, 

which is defined by a set of conflicting objective functions if  , where if R  and 2,...,i t , 

iN . The index i  is higher than one because we are interested in a multi-objective engineering 

system. The total number t  and the type of objective functions is defined by a system engineer 

and may include for example system’s cost, weight, or fuel consumption. The goal of the 

system engineer is to minimize simultaneously and find a compromise between the values of 

all objective functions. 

Suppose further that every objective function if  that defines an engineering system 

depends on a set of design variables hd  with hN , which is expounded by the vector of design 

variables  1 2, ,...,
T

m= d d dd  that belongs to the nonempty feasible region D  R  with the 

total number of variables m. The feasible region of design variables D  and the form of  if d  

are also defined by the system engineer. Thus, an engineering system is defined by a vector s  

that is an image of the design variable vector d  and can be denoted as 
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        1 2, ,...,
T

t= f f fs f d d d d . Additionally, an image of feasible design variables into 

the space of an engineering system is called a feasible space of objective functions  S D f

. The feasible system space contains all possible configurations of an engineering system 

subject to the constrained region D . After the formulation of the engineering system under 

design optimization, the system engineer selects the design optimization problem formulation. 

Conventionally, the system engineer assumes full control of all objective functions and design 

variables. 

I.4 CONVENTIONAL OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR A MULTIDISCIPLINE ENGINEERING 

SYSTEM 

In a general case, the goal of the system engineer is to obtain an optimal system design, 

which is defined by the system design vector opts . Given the multiple objective functions, the 

problem of obtaining opts  is typically related to multi-objective optimization methods, 

tradespace exploration and alternative heuristics approaches. The choice of the method is 

defined by several factors, such as the knowledge of the system engineer on relevant if , the 

feasible region D , the form of each  if d  and in a more general case the form of  f d .  

In the multi-criteria analysis, the optimal system design opts  is commonly referred to as 

the Pareto-optimal solution. More specifically, opts  is regarded as optimal when none of the 

objective functions can be improved without deteriorating of at least one of them. The vector 

of design variables PO Rd  is called Pareto-optimal if there does not exist another vector, 

Rd  such that    i i POf fd d  for all 2,...,i t  and    j j POf fd d  for at least one index 

j . Additionally, there exists a notion of a decision-maker to identify a preferred system design 

among all obtained Pareto-optimal design alternatives. To obtain the set of opts , the system 
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engineer formulates an optimization problem for multi-objective system design in a 

conventional form, which can be summarized as follows: 
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I.5 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RESEARCH QUESTION 

Expression (1) is predicated on the underlying assumption that all discipline designers 

who would have participated in the design process, would choose to commit to a global 

optimum design outcome. Without this assumption, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 

minimize all if  simultaneously while controlling all design decisions at the same time. Most, 

if not all, global optimization methods inherently assume that designers always commit to the 

{Global, Global} (Fig.1) optimum solution. 

However, this formulation of design optimization is incomplete. Real world design 

typically is conducted by several discipline designers, possibly working for different 

organizations with different local objectives. Each of them controls some design decisions and 

the related objective functions. Due to these reasons and due to problems of design team 

cooperation in multidisciplinary design processes discussed in Section I.A designers may also 

choose to commit to {Global, Local}, {Local, Global}, or {Local, Local} optimum solutions 

(Fig. 1). The mathematical framework that unifies all possible design outcomes is still missing. 

Such a framework would provide a complete formulation of a design problem that takes into 

account designers decision-making. It would also allow the analysis of previously discussed 

problems of design team cooperation in multidisciplinary design processes. Furthermore, the 

framework would generalize the application of game theory in design optimization. As a result, 
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it would minimize unrealistic stakeholder expectations, impractical technical requirements, and 

poor decision-making based on inaccurate optimization modeling results. Therefore, this study 

is exploring the answer to the question of how, and to which extent, do the design process 

outcomes with multiple designers diverge from ideal design outcomes characterized by Pareto 

optimum design solutions (Expression 1)? 

This work provides a novel contribution to the field of study by, first, critically 

evaluating the contradiction between the formulation of a global optimization problem with an 

inherently assumed centralized design team and the decentralized structure of a real design 

process. Second, it unifies in a novel design optimization approach both possibilities for 

multidisciplinary teams to commit to system-global and discipline-local optimum design 

solutions. Third, it evaluates critically key assumptions of game theory and their applicability 

to design optimization. Fourth, it studies the implications of varying design authority between 

discipline designers using a numerical case study. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section II introduces the novel 

optimization framework and describes the system model for the Stirling micro power plant, 

which is the object of the case study. Section III shows the results of the case study, which are 

discussed in Section IV. Section V concludes on the most relevant findings of this study. 

II FRAMEWORK  

II.1 NOVEL APPROACH FOR THE OPTIMAL DESIGN IN A MULTIDISCIPLINE SYSTEM 

Suppose that N  discipline designers design an engineering system. Each discipline 

designer v controls design variables  1 2, ,...,
Tv v v v

bd d dd , v d d . Note that index b is 

different from index m defined in section I.D because m defines the total number of design 

variables and b defines variables allocated to a designer v. Strictly speaking, vector vd  may 
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contain any v
hd , not necessarily those (from 1 to b) indicated above. The vector vd  controls 

the design variables by other discipline designers. In a general case, the selection of value for 

a design variable by a discipline designer is dependent on selected design variable values 

(design decisions) of other discipline designers such that  v
vD D d . Each discipline 

designer is allocated with objective functions that she is responsible for, such that 

        1 2, ,...,
T

v v v v v v v v v v v v v
p= f f f   s f d ,d d ,d d ,d d ,d  and v s s . Indexes 1 to p 

denote one possible allocation of objective functions to a designer v. The goal of each discipline 

designer v is to choose such vd  that minimizes vector vs , given the design decisions vd  of 

other discipline designers. For any vd , the solution set to this minimization problem is denoted 

 v v
NES d . The solutions are known as equilibrium points, the existence of which is proven by 

the Nash theorem [41]. The equilibrium point is interpreted here as an engineering system 

design, for which each discipline designer has nothing to gain regarding his vs  by selecting 

design decision other than v
NEd . The problem of finding an equilibrium point is equivalent to 

the search of vector v
NEd  such that for every discipline designer v,  v v v

NE NES d d . This 

framework can be summarized as: 
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In this approach, the system solution is obtained from the perspective of each discipline 

designer. This formulation considers all possibilities for general design decisions  global or 

local optima  in the design process structure (Fig. 1) and represents a typical design 

optimization problem more realistically. A system engineer can use the design optimization 
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formulation (Expression 2) and therefore account for the commitment to different design 

choices, either global or local (Fig. 1). Depending on design variables, objective functions and 

design authority allocation, the optimal design solution can be Pareto-optimal, but not 

necessarily so. 

II.2 ANALYSIS OF GAME THEORETIC ASSUMPTIONS 

Osborne [29] discusses key assumptions entailed in game theoretic representations. The 

application of these assumptions to a design process is analyzed in the paragraphs 1 to 6: 

II.2.1 THE DESIGN PROCESS IS A STRATEGIC GAME 

According to this assumption, a number of players participate in a design process, and 

each player has a set of actions and preferences over this set of actions. This assumption is 

valid as N  discipline designers represent players. Each designer has a set of design decisions 

vd , which is the set of actions. Each designer has preferences over the set of decisions that are 

described by the minimization strategy of allocated objective functions  v v v
if

d ,d . 

II.2.2 DESIGNERS PURSUE WELL-DEFINED EXOGENOUS OBJECTIVES 

This assumption is adequate for the design process, because each discipline designer v 

is typically allocated with a well-defined objective engineering system function v
if , which she 

attempts to minimize. 

II.2.3 DESIGNERS ARE RATIONAL 

According to this assumption, a designer v  chooses the best design decision, for the 

allocated system objective function  v v v
if

d ,d , among all design decisions available to him 

and to other designers v . The validity of this assumption is predicated on whether or not the 

objective system function if  mirrors the designer objective function v
if . The designer may 

have alternative subjective preferences, like those analyzed by Sha [37], that he minimizes in 
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parallel with the objective system function, such that v
i if f . Here we assume that the system 

objective function accurately reflects the objective function of the designer and these functions 

are effectively the same. In future work, the designer’s objective function could be formulated 

as a combination of the engineering system objective function and the subjective preferences, 

including incentives of the designer. 

II.2.4 PERFECT INFORMATION ABOUT THE DESIGN PROCESS  

Each designer has complete information about the rules of the design process and 

knows other’s designers objective functions. Also, each designer is aware that other designers 

have complete information about the design process and can form a belief about action choices 

of other designers and derives from this belief the knowledge of what design decisions vd  

other discipline designers will choose [29]. Each designer may not be fully cognizant what 

specific decisions the other designers would choose in a given design process, but her 

experience and previous involvement in design processes lead her to believe of other designers’ 

actions. These assumptions may be valid if N  discipline designers are considered to be design 

experts in their discipline with strong experience of participation in design process. This 

assumption could be a valid condition for industry design processes. 

II.2.5 NO COOPERATION BETWEEN DESIGN TEAMS 

In the case of absent cooperation, design teams are not willing to make compromises 

that could erode their v
if . Although, this situation may happen in real design, in this study we 

assume that a non-cooperative design is a limit state that describes a perfect decentralization of 

a design process and could be used to compare design outcomes with different cooperation 

protocols or with design outcomes of the opposite limit state – a perfect centralization with 

Pareto-optimal solutions. 

II.2.6 TIME IS ABSENT FROM THE MODEL 

The designers make their decisions once and for all and they make them 
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simultaneously. No designer is informed, when he chooses his design decision, about the 

decision of other designers. This is a strong assumption, but it allows studying the design 

process as a strategic game and abstract from complications that arise when a designer is 

allowed to change his decisions as events unfold in repeated games. 

The discussed assumptions may not be valid in more complex design process models. 

However, in this study, they represent a limit state of perfectly decentralized design, which can 

be compared with a more complicated formulation of design processes using game theory and 

which is the subject of future work. 

II.3 NASH FRONT 

Vincent [30] provided an initial analysis of locations for Pareto-optimal set and Nash 

equilibrium in the feasible region D  for a two-designer optimization process with two generic 

design cost functions  1 1 2,G u u  and  2 1 2,G u u  allocated to each designer correspondingly, 

where designer 1 controls design variable 1u  and designer 2  2u  (Fig. 2).  

  
Fig. 2. Analysis of locations for Pareto front and 
Nash equilibrium design outcomes for the design 
variables coordinates. Adapted from Vincent [30]. 

Fig. 3. Non-dominated Pareto front, dominated Nash 
front and the region between perfect centralization 
and perfect decentralization of design processes. 

However, this analysis used rational reaction sets in the coordinate systems of design 

variables and did not study how the location of Nash equilibria would change if the control of 

design variables or design authority was reassigned between design teams. Therefore, it is 
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difficult to evaluate practically how Nash equilibrium affects the design outcomes 

characterized through objective functions, and the effect of design authority allocation is not 

known. The notion of the Nash front (Fig. 3) is introduced in this work to cover this gap. The 

Nash front is considered in the coordinate system of objective functions  1 1 2, ,... nG u u u  and 

 2 1 2, ,... nG u u u  and is a set that consists of Nash equilibria. Such equilibria are the result of a 

modeled design process using the proposed game theoretic approach with all possible 

allocations of design authority between designers (for examples of allocations see Section 

II.4.4). Specifically, a different design authority characterizes a different number and type of 

design variables that designers control during a discipline optimization process, which results 

in different Nash equilibria. The combination of these equilibrium points forms the Nash front. 

In this formulation, the Nash front so derived using the classical assumptions of game 

theory (Sections II.1 and II.2) finds the boundary of design solutions that appear assuming 

perfect decentralization. In other words, Nash front represents a set of solutions obtained when 

there is no simultaneous control of all objective functions; they are allocated for local 

optimization to discipline designers. In addition, there is no centralized control of all design 

decisions; they are controlled by responsible designers, to which these decisions were 

allocated. The Pareto frontier – global or local – identifies the design solutions assuming perfect 

centralization. Such solutions are optimal among all possible or neighboring solutions 

correspondingly and obtained by optimizing all objective functions simultaneously and by 

controlling all design decisions in a selected feasible design space. All solutions in between the 

two fronts correspond to those that result with changing assumptions on the game theory 

setting. This result is therefore useful as it finds the bounds of all possible solutions between 

the two asymptotic conditions we identify. The work of Lewis and Mistree [38] provided some 

examples of different game theory settings for non-cooperative, approximate cooperation, 

leader-follower, and full cooperation designs. Given the optimization strategy defined for each 
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designer by Expression (2), we may expect a different location of the Nash front relatively to 

the Pareto front, depending on the number of decision variables in design problem. The next 

section applies the formulated methodology to evaluate a numerical design optimization of an 

energy system. 

II.4 CASE STUDY OF A STIRLING M-CHP PLANT 

The present numerical case study approach was adopted to provide a rounded, detailed 

illustration of the difference in results for a conventional design optimization problem [2] and 

the novel approach proposed in this chapter. 

II.4.1 SYSTEM MODEL OF MICRO-CHP 

The Stirling micro combined heat and power plant (m-CHP) is an emerging multi-fuel 

technology that is based on the Stirling engine and generates electricity and heat at the same 

time to improve energy conversion efficiency [42]. 

Two conflicting system metrics ( 2t  ) were assumed in the m-CHP system model: 

electric power output P in kW and the dimensionless affordability metric of heat exchangers 

A. In Fig. 4, the blue-dashed area in the lower part represents the boundaries of the mechanical 

system in the m-CHP, which was related to P. The red-dashed area in the upper part was the 

thermal system, which includes heat exchanger of the m-CHP and was related to A. The power 

output metric P was allocated to the mechanical design team. The affordability of heat 

exchangers A is a normalized metric opposite to the cost of heat exchangers. The metric was 

allocated to the thermal design team, so that 2N  . The affordability metric – as opposed to 

the cost metric – was selected for simplicity of understanding to have both system metrics 

maximized by discipline teams. The limitation of the case study to two system metrics and two 

design teams helped to avoid resourceful calculations and to keep the results at a 

comprehensible level of complexity. However, there are certain drawbacks associated with this 

approach: the results could be generalized only for a case of system optimization with two 
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design teams; it is difficult to validate the results of this analysis, because, in real conditions, 

the design of multi-objective engineering systems would entail high costs of obtaining 

empirical data for validation. These limitations could be addressed in future research. 

 

Fig. 4. Stirling m-CHP. Red dashed line is the boundaries of the thermal system, blue dashed line is the 
boundaries of the mechanical system [9]. 

For simplicity of demonstration, the m-CHP system had four design variables ( 4n  ): 

b  was the Stirling engine bore size (bore) in meter, s  was the engine stroke size (stroke) in 

meter, hT  was the engine heating temperature in K, and cT  was the engine cooling temperature 

in K. The system model defined the relationship between design variables and system metrics 

using corresponding objective functions, such that  1 , , ,h cP f b s T T  and  2 , , ,h cA f b s T T . 

To formulate these system objective functions, the fundamental analytical equations for the 

Stirling engine were used [43] with the application of cost functions [44] and heat transfer 

parametric functions [45] for heat exchangers in Stirling engines. The modelling equations and 

model validation are in the Appendix to this chapter. 
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II.4.2 GENERAL APPROACH 

The present section discusses calculation steps that were conducted in order to compare 

numerical calculation results of the conventional optimization problem formulation  

(Expression 1) and results of the novel game-theoretic formulation (Expression 2). The chapter 

applied the tradespace exploration approach as an example of the conventional design 

optimization problem to find Pareto-optimal set for m-CHP system design. However, a 

different approach could also be used, for example, multi-objective optimization, and it is the 

subject of future work. In parallel, a novel game-theoretic framework was applied. This process 

 named in this work gamespace exploration similar to tradespace exploration  is shown in 

Fig. 5 and unfolded in five steps: 1) Enumeration of architectures, 2) Calculation of metrics 

(objective functions), 3) Allocation of metrics to gamespace matrix, 4) Tradespace calculation, 

and 5) Integration of Pareto set and Nash equilibria. 

II.4.3 ARCHITECTURES AND THE FEASIBLE SPACE OF M-CHP DESIGN VARIABLES 

The enumeration of architectures (Step 1) consisted of the enumeration of possible 

combinations of system design variable values. In Fig. 5, the indexes  1;n  define the number 

of combinations (system architectures) for design variable values. For the discussion of 

enumeration techniques in tradespace exploration, a reader may refer to [10]. In this chapter, a 

full-factorial enumeration was assumed for two different value ranges of design variables 

(Table 1): for 16 m-CHP architectures and 49,200 m-CHP architectures, which are hereafter 

referred to Case 1 and Case 2 correspondingly. In real system design, the architecture 

enumeration is subject to physical or technological constraints [46], knowledge about the 

system [47], technical standards [48], or existing engineering cultural practices [49]. This 

chapter assumed exhaustive full factorial enumeration and no enumeration constraints, without 

loss of generality.  
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Fig. 5. Gamespace exploration method and its integration with tradespace exploration. 

Table 1 shows the ranges of design variable values that were used in Case 1 and Case 

2. The ranges were defined by the lowest and the highest value of design variables and by their 

value increment. The Cases represent two instances with different feasible spaces of design 

variables D  R . In Case 1 with 16 m-CHP architectures, there was one increment type of a 

design parameter. For example, for hT  the lowest temperature used in the model was 600K and 

the highest temperature 1005K with the increment of 405K. By applying the full factorial 

design, the four design variables with two values each resulted in 16 design variable 

configurations or 16 m-CHP system architectures. For 49,200 m-CHP architectures, the 

temperature limits remained similar to Case 1, but the increment was 10K. This resulted in 

many design values and a high number of system architectures. Both, Case 1 and Case 2, as 

well as intermediate cases or cases with alternative ways of defining feasible spaces of design 

variables D  may occur in a real system design. 
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Table 1. Range of Design Variable Values for Two Calculations Cases 
Design 

parameter 

16 architectures 

Case 1 

49 200 architectures 

Case 2 

hT  , K 600 and 1005 600 to 1005 with increment of 10 

cT  , K 301 and 400 301 to 400 with increment of 9 

b , m 0.03 and 0.3 0.03 to 0.3 with increment of 0.03 

s , m 0.02 and 0.11 0.02 to 0.11 with increment of 0.01 

II.4.4 METRICS AND THE FEASIBLE SPACE OF THE M-CHP ENGINEERING SYSTEM  

The calculation of metrics (Step 2) characterized all enumerated architectures under 

system-level metrics P and A using the corresponding objective functions 1f  and 2f . In a 

general case, depending on the design of interest, these metrics could be, for instance, proxy 

metrics of performance, cost, or risk. This step defined the feasible space S  of the m-CHP 

plant. 

Step 3 was the allocation of metrics to the gamespace matrix. The calculated metric 

values were arranged in the matrix as if they were conceived as results of designers’ decisions 

in a normal-form game. In Fig. 5, metric outcomes  1 , , ,l l l hl clP f b s T T  were allocated to 

design team 1 with design decisions in rows, and metric outcomes  2 , , ,l l l hl clA f b s T T  were 

allocated to design team 2 with design decisions in columns, where  1;l n . We named the 

matrix with calculated metric values that represents a normal-form game formulation  the 

gamespace matrix. The matrix can be interpreted as follows: on each design decision of Team 

1, which are known from the perfect information assumption II.2.4, Team 2 has a set of 

alternatives, which it can select against each decision of Team 1, to maximize its metric. For 

example, in spacecraft design, a power system team can decide the number of solar arrays and 

the battery capacity to provide the required spacecraft power supply and to minimize their 

power subsystem cost. Knowing possible alternatives for the number of solar arrays and the 

battery capacity, the spacecraft structure team will select esign decisions to maximize the 
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structural reliability of the spacecraft. However, the assumption II.2.5 for the absent 

cooperation suggests that, although the teams can communicate, they have no intention to 

compromise and select decisions that would deteriorate their metric. This may be seen as a 

game-theoretic representation of a limit case in engineering tradeoff discussions and 

negotiations such as those encountered in conceptual design studies. 

Table 2. Allocation of design variables 

Allocation 
number 

Mechanical team Thermal team 

1  ,b s   ,h cT T  

2  s   , ,h cb T T  

3  b   , ,h cs T T  

4  , , hb s T   сT  

5  , , сb s T   hT  

II.4.5 REALLOCATION OF DESIGN AUTHORITY  

The design variables were allocated to the design teams in different combinations in 

order to analyze different Nash equilibria and to study the implications of the design authority 

reallocation (Table 2). Different Nash equilibria that resulted from the reallocation of design 

variables formed a set of Nash equilibrium system designs, which is the Nash front that was  

introduced in Section II.3. For the case of 16 m-CHP architectures and according to Table 2, 

in point 1, the mechanical team had authority over two design variables [ , ]b s  with two discrete 

values resulting in four design decisions: 0.03m, 0.02mb s  , 0.3m, 0.11m , 

 0.03m, 0.11m  and  0.3m, 0.02m . The thermal design team by analogy owned [ , ]h cT T  with 

two numerical values for each and also had four design decisions  600K, 301Kh cT T  , 

 1005K, 400K ,  600K, 400K  and  1005K, 301K . As a result, sixteen m-CHP designs 

were possible, subject to design decisions of mechanical and thermal teams. For other 

allocation of design variables in Table 2, design teams had a different distribution of possible 

design decisions. The allocation of design variables in Table 2 was applied for both Case 1 and 
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Case 2. Tradespace calculation (Step 4) allowed building a tradespace of all possible design 

architectures for Case I and Case 2. Finally, in Step 5, based on the tradespace and gamespace 

matrix and using Expression 1 and Expression 2, all Pareto-optimal and all Nash equilibrium 

architectures were identified and integrated into the same plot for the analysis of results. 

III RESULTS 

Fig. 6 and 7 depict the space of 16 and 49,200 m-CHP architectures correspondingly, 

which were calculated using the system model and the approach described in Fig. 5. The Nash 

equilibria architectures were numbered and highlighted with red. Each number was related to 

a specific allocation of design variables to design teams (Table 2). For Case 2 and Type 1 

allocation of design variables (Table 2), Fig. 7 also depicts the absolute difference of $8200 in 

the affordability of heat exchangers A for a fixed power output 18 kWP   between a global 

optimum m-CHP architecture and the Nash equilibrium m-CHP architecture. For five different 

allocations of design variables (Table 2) in the proposed design optimization formulation, the 

average projected increase of the system capital cost was 22% for fixed power outputs 

comparing to Pareto-optimal design solutions of the conventional design optimization 

approach. Similarly, the average reduction of the system power output at fixed affordability for 

Nash equilibrium solutions amounted to 16%. Table 3 shows how the Nash equilibrium values 

for objective functions change, depending on the allocation of design variables and on the 

number of m-CHP architectures. Table 4 shows a gamespace matrix defined in Step 3 of the 

general approach for the m-CHP design optimization with two design teams and the allocation 

of design variables according to Type 1 in Table 2. 
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Fig. 6. Tradespace of 16 m-CHP architectures, Case 1. Fig. 7. Tradespace of 49,200 m-CHP architectures, 

Case 2. 
 

Table 3. Metric values in Nash front 

Allocation  
number 

16 architectures 
Case 1 

49,200 architectures 
Case 2 

P  , kW A  P  , kW A  

1 14.3 0.15 18.2 0.15 
2 2.9 0.85 15.7 0.19 
3 11.8 0.18 15.1 0.18 
4 14.3 0.15 19.3 0.14 
5 23.0 0.05 17.4 0.14 

 

Table 4. Gamespace matrix for 16 micro-CHP architectures 

 Design decisions of the thermal team [heating temperature, cooling temperature], K 
Heating temperature, K 600 600 1000 1000 
Cooling temperature, K 300 400 300 400 
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Bore, m Stroke, m 
0.8a, 1b Pc 1.3, 0.31 0.4, 0.85 0.9, 0.27 

0.03 0.02 

0.3 0.02 11.8, 0.18 P 18.7, 0.05 P 7.1, 0.16 15.1, 0.05 

0.03 0.1 2.9, 0.85 P 4.7, 0.28 1.7, 0.73 3.7, 0.24 

0.3 0.1 14.3, 0.15 P, NEd 23.0, 0.05 P 8.6, 0.13 18.4, 0.04 

aLeft metric – power output (kW); bRight metric – affordability of heat exchanger;  cP – Pareto-front 
architectures; dNE – Nash equilibrium architecture. 
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IV DISCUSSION 

IV.1 GAME THEORY IN DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 

The central question of this study was to analyze how, and to which extent, do the 

design process outcomes with multiple designers diverge from ideal design outcomes 

characterized by Pareto optimum design solutions (Expression 1)? Our analysis identified 

several factors that explain the mechanism of such divergence. The first factor is a different 

definition of an optimal design. Expression 2  on the contrary to the centralized and 

monopolistic approach of finding Pareto-optimal solution in Expression 1  suggests the 

optimization approach from the view of discipline designers, where each of them attempts to 

optimize her local objective taking into account possible design decisions of other designers. 

This approach explains the possibility to obtain design solutions that are different from Pareto-

optimal solutions. This result also suggests a more practical recommendation. Before the start 

of the detail design process, in a joint meeting between disciplinary designers, each expert 

should describe his objective function, controlled design decisions and the strategy to maximize 

the objective function. This discussion will surface conflicts between design parameters and 

help to plan a joint strategy of maximizing conflicting objectives. The implication of this 

discussion can be a reduced difference between the design outcome and the Pareto-optimal 

target. There are several other factors define the extent, to which these solutions diverge. 

One of them is the assumption of a non-cooperative design process. In this case, each 

designer is interested only in the maximization of her metric. This strict specification of the 

optimization procedure may limit the innovation potential of design optimization based on 

game theory. Because of this strict specification, a discipline designer does not accept even a 

negligible penalty to her metric, which is caused by selecting a design decision that can 

significantly improve metrics of other designers and bring the system design closer to the 
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Pareto-optimal solution. This assumption is a limit case that defines a worst-case scenario, and 

the results obtained for the case study incorporate this assumption. Xiao et al. [39] proposed 

an approach to model the unconstrained choice of design decisions. For practical means, this 

result imply that the design process policy should motivate designers to maximize their own 

objective function, but receive higher incentive from penalizing their own function if it can 

lead to a larger gain for the objective function of other discipline experts.  

Another factor is the feasible region of design variables. Case 1 and Case 2 describe 

two different feasible spaces of design variables. A different number of design decision 

alternatives for a similar optimization problem ceteris paribus result in a different divergence 

between the Pareto optimal and Nash equilibrium designs (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The increase in 

the number of possible design alternatives for each designer provides an opportunity to further 

maximize the objective function of a designer according to the local optimization strategy 

defined for each designer in Expression 2. The resulting reaction sets may define a Nash front 

that coincides with the Pareto front (as in Fig. 6) or be distant from it (Fig. 7). Therefore, the 

design decision region affects the degree of divergence between the Nash front and the Pareto 

front. Before the commencement of the design process, it is important to run the gamespace 

simulation with a different number of design decision alternatives to understand how this 

variable affect the divergence from the Pareto-front. If the divergence increases, the designers 

should have lesser options for design parameter values. 

One more factor is the reallocation of the design authority between discipline designers. 

By controlling different sets of design decisions, discipline designers obtain different 

optimization results using a local optimization technique (Expression 2). Fig. 7 shows five 

different equilibrium points for five different allocations of design variables. The collection of 

Nash equilibrium points for different design authority allocation – the Nash front – helps to 

visually (Fig. 7) demonstrate the degree of divergence, subject to the local optimization 
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approach (Expression 2), the cooperation degree and the feasible region of design variables. 

The reallocation of design authority (Table 2) causes different Nash equilibrium solutions. For 

the allocation of Type 2 and 3, where the thermal team controls three out of four design 

variables, the affordability A (thermal team’s objective function) of the Nash equilibrium 

designs for both 16 and 49,200 architectures has the highest values, and the power output P 

(mechanical team’s objective function) has the lowest values. The opposite is true for the 

allocation Types 4 and 5 for 16 architectures and for Type 4 for 49,200 architectures, where 

the mechanical team controls three out of four design variables and obtains the highest values 

of power output, whereas the thermal team obtains the lowest values of affordability. This 

result suggests a disproportional influence of design teams with dominating design authority 

on system design outcomes. Also, this result may partially explain why real design projects 

frequently do not meet the original technical requirements [50]-[52]: there is an inadequate 

analysis of the authority allocation effect on design outcomes. None of the research works 

known to authors investigated the impact of the design authority allocation on design outcomes, 

which makes it a fruitful subject for further investigations. For practical purposes, this result 

imply that if possible the design authority should be distributed between designers equally. 

A practical limitation of the obtained results is the two-team design process 

configuration. Although Expression 2 generalizes the game theoretic design optimization 

approach for N design teams, more studies are needed to validate the game theoretic approach. 

Only one study [34] known to authors have attempted to analyze the outcomes numerically for 

the design process with three design teams. Furthermore, even if future work obtained solutions 

for N design teams, the results would still be related to the benefits of individual disciplines. 

Most real-world design processes undergo the emergence of clusters or social groups of design 

teams from different disciplines. The effect of these clusters on design outcomes could also be 

evaluated in future work. Recently Bu et al. [53] have paved the way for understanding the 
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emergence of social groups using a game theoretic approach. 

The obtained Nash front represents a different paradigm of design optimization that, 

unlike a conventional approach, assumes a decentralized control of objective functions and 

design decisions whereas reproducing a more realistic structure of multidisciplinary system 

design. A significant difference in system capital cost and in power output for the Nash front 

comparing to the Pareto front that amounted to 22% and 16% further suggests the need to 

implement this approach in design optimization. Other studies that analyzed different two-team 

design cases and provided alternative data to derive the difference between metric values for 

Pareto solutions and Nash solutions are scarce. Vincent [30] analyzed the two-team design for 

two different cases of generic design cost functions. The discrepancy between Pareto and Nash 

solutions amounted to 49% and 38% in the first case and 71% and 84% in the second case. 

Della Vecchia et al. [34] obtained a set of Nash equilibria by applying a principle of repeated 

games with a fixed authority allocation for two-team wing design. For the worst-case design, 

which better characterizes a non-cooperative design, the average discrepancies amounted to 

11% and 16% for the wing drag coefficient and specific wing weight as objective functions 

correspondingly. Lewis and Mistree [38] analyzed a two-team design of an aircraft. The 

average difference for six metric values of design goals between the non-cooperative case and 

the case of full cooperation amounted to 13%. Literature results indicate that the discrepancies 

between the global optimum design and Nash equilibrium design have significant values 

ranging from 11% to 84%. Although the referenced studies are scant and have different 

methodologies, they warrant further investigation of this question. 

Given a broad application of game theory in different fields of science, including 

economics, it is also interesting to surface some criticism that game theory has received in this 

field and discuss how the criticism applies to the solutions in design optimization. For the 

reference, I use a recent review of Guerrien on the current state of game theory [54] and focus 
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on two main criticism points: Nash equilibrium is not self-evident for rational players, 

otherwise they would play it every time; and game theory cannot describe any type of player’s 

behavior. These points can suggest that Nash equilibrium is not an appropriate concept for the 

definition of an optimal design outcome in a decentralized design process settings.  

The result of the decentralized design process is a consensus of design decisions made 

by disciplinary engineers. The game-theoretic formulation of the decentralized design 

optimization problem (Eq. 2, lines 1 and 2) does not limit the outcome of the optimization to 

Nash equilibrium only. Other equilibrium formulations are possible. In author’s point of view, 

in the first approximation it is reasonable to assume that in a decentralized design process a 

consensus that encourages every discipline designer to maximize his own objective function 

(within the constraints applied by a similar optimization strategy of other discipline designers) 

can be called “an optimum”. This consensus is also a general definition of the Nash 

equilibrium, and the formulation of the optimization problem assumes so (Eq. 2, lines 4 and 5). 

This definition helps finding optimal outcomes for the decentralized architecture of the design 

process, similar to Pareto-optimal solutions with the centralized design process. The 

assumptions embedded in the search for Nash equilibrium – such as no cooperation and perfect 

information – does simplify its notion and render the result as somewhat idealized. As 

mentioned in Section II.3, it is an asymptotic case. If one wishes that the result of optimization 

with decentralized designers coincided with absolute optimum (Pareto solution), it is necessary 

to adjust the definition of objective functions for designers with incentives for Pareto-optimal 

outcomes, assumptions about cooperation, and available information. These tasks would not 

only optimize technical aspects of the system, but would also optimize the design process 

aspects related to the interaction between disciplinary designers. These design process aspects 

could be implemented as requirements – along with technical requirements to system metrics 

and design parameters – during the detail design stage. With these preliminary comments, two 
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criticism points raised in literature against Nash optimization are discussed below.  

Many studies implicitly assumed that the Nash equilibrium is an obvious way to play. 

In other words, it is not self-evident for rational players how to reach the Nash equilibrium. 

This criticism can be also applied to the design process. There, the designers may not have the 

necessary information that they would use to adjust their behavior and reach an equilibrium 

outcome. In this case, the designers may not play the design game that would result in a Nash 

solution because it is not obvious for them how to find Nash design. However, this criticism 

point does not make Nash equilibrium less important or less optimal, even if it is not evident 

for players how to achieve it. The task of a system engineer that performs Nash optimization 

before the detail design is to develop procedural recommendations for the design process that 

would help discipline experts reach the consensus, preferably as close to the Pareto-optimal 

solution as possible. Another criticism point is attributed to the assumption of game theory that 

any behavior can be explained mathematically. In design optimization, this assumption also 

means that any act of rational designers in a design process can be explained with mathematical 

modeling. Section II.2.3 provides initial comments on the problem of formulating the objective 

function for each designer. Indeed, expressing the objective function, which mirrors the 

preference of discipline designers, is a challenge that requires careful evaluation, especially 

because the designers use these objective functions to reach a consensus in the form of Nash 

equilibrium. 

These considerations suggest that the employment of Nash equilibrium in design 

optimization as an optimum outcome is a reasonable concept and not a problem as such. The 

challenge is in careful modelling of objective functions, cooperation process, and availability 

of information to converge the outcomes of Nash optimization as close to the Pareto solution 

as possible.  

The last aspect of the results that is interesting to comment is the values of design 
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parameters for Pareto-optimal and Nash front solutions. In Fig. 7, the Nash front is located 

between power outputs 15 kW and 20 kW. The Pareto-optimal values of the stroke for this 

range are constant and equal  independent to the design architecture  to the maximum 

available stroke value 0.11 m. The bore values increase from 0.12 m to 0.2 m for higher values 

of power output and lower affordability. The hot and cold temperatures are unchanged and 

equal to the minimum available values of 600 K and 301 K, respectively. The affordability 

takes the highest value for given bore and stroke when hot and cold temperatures are the lowest. 

The cost of the heater depends on the area of the heat exchange and the value of hot temperature 

(Eq. 34, Appendix). The area of the heat exchanger also depends on the magnitude of hot 

temperature: the higher the hot temperature, the larger the heat flow from the heat source. More 

substantial heat flow requires a bigger surface of the heater to accept the heat flow and avoid 

overheating. Also, the higher the hot temperature, the larger the exponential component in the 

cost equation that characterizes the more expensive materials resistant to temperature. 

Therefore, a lower cost of the heater can be achieved at lower hot temperatures. The cost 

equation for the cooler (Eq. 37, Appendix) contains only the dependence on the surface area. 

Higher cooling temperature implies higher rejected heat flow and a larger cooler area, which 

increases its cost. If the cooler temperature is lower, then the cost of the cooler is lower as well. 

Therefore, the designs with the most affordable heat exchangers are the designs with the lowest 

hot and cold temperatures. The source of power maximization when temperatures are minimal 

is the increase of the system working volume, which can be achieved through the increase of 

bore and stroke. For the Pareto-optimal designs, the stroke takes a maximum available value 

of 0.11 m, and the bore increases from 0.12 m to 0.2 m with increasing power output from 15 

kW to 20 kW and the reducing affordability of heat exchanger from 0.19 to 0.14. Due to sub-

optimality of Nash front solutions, the values of design parameters in the game settings would 

be selected against the discussed above logic to maximize the system power and affordability 
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of heat exchangers. Based on the example discussed above, the strategy for the selection of hot 

and cold temperatures is minimization and for the bore and stroke – maximization. These 

strategies can be communicated to design teams before the commencement of the detail design 

process as an additional measure to minimize the difference between real and intended Pareto-

optimal system metrics. 

IV.2 DESIGN OF ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

The examples of alternative studies referenced in Section IV.1 prove that the question 

of interplay between disciplinary designers is not limited to Stirling systems. It is obvious, that 

the methodology and results of this chapter could be applied in the commercial development 

of other energy conversion systems.  

IV.3 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

 Developed a formal approach to apply game theory in the process of engineering design 

to account for the influence of disciplinary designers on results of detail design 

outcomes; 

 Developed the notion of Nash front as an alternative concept to the Pareto front, which 

accounts for the influence of design authority reallocation in a multidisciplinary design 

process; 

 Calculated the difference between Pareto-efficient solutions and Nash-efficient 

solutions for a two-team design process for the Stirling machine; 

 Proposed an algorithm to apply the game theoretic framework to the design of other 

energy conversion systems apart from Stirling machines. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

 One of problematic questions in choosing between alternative design decisions during 

the detail design stage is how to reach a design consensus between disciplinary experts 

in a design process of a multi-disciplinary system. This chapter offered a method to 

reduce negative implications of this problem for the system design outcome; 

 This chapter proposed a unified approach for the multi-objective design optimization 

using game theory for collaborative design at a detail design stage. This approach 

accounts for situations when discipline designers may choose to commit to either global 

or discipline-local optimum solutions. This design methodology applies game theoretic 

concepts to inform and improve multi-objective design optimization and collaborative 

design process;  

 A general mathematical formulation of the approach was proposed for N discipline 

designers. The notion of Nash front was introduced as a set of design solutions 

consisting of Nash equilibria derived based on different design authority allocation 

between discipline designers; 

 A case study of the Stirling engine-based m-CHP design optimization was studied with 

the application of the novel approach for design with two discipline teams. Five 

different cases of the design authority allocation to teams were studied. The average 

difference in m-CHP capital cost and power output between Pareto-optimal solutions 

and Nash front solutions was 22% and 16% correspondingly;  

 This chapter provides the formulation of the limit case of a design optimization 

problem, where strict assumptions on the game theory setting were assumed, such as 

the absence of cooperation and non-repeated design process. It was intended that these 

assumptions define boundary conditions, thus identifying the asymptotic limit bounds 

(the Nash front and the Pareto front) of all possible design solutions;  
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 Future work will entail the exploration of extended approaches where cooperating 

designers’ coalitions, as well as repeated-game design processes, are considered. 

Relaxing the assumptions on the game theoretical formulation will lead to designs that 

closely correspond to realistic design settings. Non-quantifiable parameters such as 

regulatory constraints, hidden agendas, and other organizational considerations will 

still affect the outcomes of the design process. By moving beyond the simple global 

optimization approach, the authors believe new insights will be developed in design 

processes in many engineering domains; 

 Several practical recommendations can be proposed for detail design stages in future 

based on findings in this chapter. The implication of these recommendations can be a 

reduced difference between the real design outcome and the Pareto-optimal target: 

a) In a joint meeting between disciplinary designers, each expert should describe 

his objective function, controlled design decisions and the strategy to maximize 

the objective function. This discussion would surface conflicts between design 

parameters and help to plan a joint strategy for maximizing conflicting 

objectives; 

b) The design process policy should motivate designers to maximize their own 

objective function, but receive higher incentive for penalizing their own 

function if it can lead to a larger gain for the objective function of other 

discipline experts; 

c) Before the commencement of the design process, it is important to run the 

gamespace simulation for the system model with a different number of design 

decision alternatives to understand how this variable would affect the 

divergence from the Pareto-front. If the divergence increases, the designers 

should have lesser options for design parameter values; 
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d) The design authority should be distributed between designers equally. 

 The developed design methodology can be applied to manage the detail design stage 

for commercial development of other energy conversion systems, apart from Stirling 

machines. 
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APPENDIX 

MICRO-CHP SYSTEM MODEL EQUATIONS AND VALIDATION 

This Appendix reports the equations for the system model of a micro heat and power 

plant based on the Stirling engine and results of the model validation.  

A1. THERMODYNAMIC SUB-MODEL 

The equations were adapted from Martini [43]. Swept volume in expansion space LV  

and in compression space KV , 3m : 

2

L 4

b
V s

 
   (3) 

K LV V
 

(4) 

Instantaneous hot volume H  and instantaneous cold volume C , 3m : 

 L
D1 sin

2

V
H H       (5) 

 K
D1 sin

2

V
C C         (6) 

Where  0;2   is the shaft crank angle, DH  is a dead volume in the hot volume,   

is a phase angle, and DC  is a dead volume in the cold volume. 

Total gas volume V , 3m : 

DV H C R    (7) 

Where DR  is a regenerator (dead) volume. 

Using temperatures of the hot and cold spaces, hT  and cT  correspondingly in K, the 

formula for the regenerator temperature rT , K reads: 

 r h c 2T T T   (8) 
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Number of cycles per second f , Hz: 

sf N n  (9) 

Where N  is a number of revolutions per second and sn  is a number of revolutions per 

stroke. 

Mean effective pressure mp  , Pa: 

 r r
m Lp P f B V    (10) 

Where rP  and rB  is a power output and performance parameter (Beal number) for a 

reference micro-CHP Stirling engine. 

Engine gas inventory M , moles: 
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R T T


 


 (11) 

Where mV  is a mean volume and R  is a gas constant for the working gas. 

Instantaneous working gas pressure p , Pa: 

h c r

M R
p

H T C T R T




 
 (12) 

Cycle work W (calculated for  p f V as the area inside the closed curve), J: 

min max

max minexpansion compression

V V

V V

W pdV pdV
   

    
   
   (13) 

Swept volume ration K : 

K LK V V  (14) 

Total dead volume DV , 3m : 

D D DV H R C    (15) 

Schmidt’s work equation parameters: 
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Schmidt’s equation for cycle work SW , J: 
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Where maxp  is the maximum instantaneous pressure in the cycle. 

Meijer parameters MS  and LMD : 
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Schmidt’s equation for cycle work with Meijer parameter SMW , J: 
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Finkelstein’ equation for cycle work FW , J: 
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 (21) 

Cycle work W , J: 

 S SM F, , ,W median W W W W  (22) 

Heat input inW , J: 

 max
in h v h r

min

ln
V

W MRT MC T T
V

 
   

 
 (23) 

Where maxV  and minV  are maximum and minimum instantaneous volumes, and vC  

isochoric heat capacity of the working gas. 
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Power output P (adjusted to match the power output of the reference engine [9]), W: 

f
P W

a
   (24) 

Where a  is the reference engine correction parameter. The value of parameter a  is 

derived after the validation of the model (Table A2) to minimize the error and match the power 

output of the reference engine. 

A2. HEAT EXCHANGER SUB-MODEL 

Piston speed pu , 1m s  

p 2
f

u s
a

    (25) 

Heat transfer coefficient for heater h , 1 1J kg K    [45]:  

0.42 0.58 0.58 0.19
h p m h0.042 b u p T        (26) 

Heat transfer coefficient for cooler c , 1 1J kg K    [45]:  

0.47 0.53 0.53 0.11
c p m c0.0236 b u p T        (27) 

Power input to the cycle inP , W: 

in in

f
P W

a
   (28) 

Wetted surface area of the heater w
hA , 2m : 

 
w in
h

h h c

P
A

T T


 
 (29) 

Amount of heat rejected from the cycle outW , J: 

max
out c

min

ln
V

W MRT
V

 
  

 
 (30) 

Power rejected from the cycle outP : 

out out

f
P W

a
   (31) 
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Wetted surface area of the cooler w
cA , 2m : 

 
w out
c

c h c

P
A

T T


 
 (32) 

Wetted surface area in the regenerator w
rA , 2m [55]: 

w 2 3
r L735.239A V   (33) 

A3. SYSTEM COST SUB-MODEL 

Equations were adapted from the work of Garcia et al. [55]. 

Bulk engine cost eC , $: 

0.2 0.2

r r rL m
e e L mr r

L m

V p
C C V p

V p

    
        
     

 (34) 

Where r
eC , r

LV , r
mp  are bulk cost, swept volume and mean pressure for the reference 

engine correspondingly.  

Heater cost hC , $: 

 r r
h2 h h

0.5w
r wr h

h h1 h wr
h

1
1 e

2

C T TA
C C A

A

                
 (35) 

Where r
h1C , wr

hA  and r
hT  are heater cost, heater wetted area and heating temperature for 

the reference system, r
h2C  is the cost parameter in 1$ K  for the reference system. 

Regenerator cost rC , $: 

 r r
r2 r r

0.6w
r wr r

r r1 r wr
r

1
1 e

2

C T TA
C C A

A

                
 (36) 

Where r
r1C , wr

rA  and r
rT  are regenerator cost, wetted area and temperature for the 

reference system correspondingly, r
r2C  is the cost parameter in 1$ K  for the reference system. 

Cooler cost cC , $: 
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0.4w
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 (37) 

Where r
rC  and wr

cA  are cooler cost and wetted area for the reference system 

correspondingly. 

Dimensionless heat exchangers affordability metric A : 

 
h r c

1
maxA A

C C C


 
 (38) 

Where  max A  is the highest affordability among all evaluated system architectures. 

Table 5. Constant parameters of the system model. 

Parameter Unit Value 
DH  3m  663.4 10  

  rad 1.571 

DC  3m  636.9 10  

DR  3m  668.7 10  
N  rps  25 

sn  rps , “s” – stroke 1 

rP  W 7500 
rB  - 0.01715 

R  1 1J g-mol K    8.314 

vC  1 1J K mol    12.471 

a  - 2.675 
r
eC  1 3$ Pa m    4.99 
r

LV  3m  6194.55 10  
r
mp  Pa 69.5 10  
r
h1C  2$ m  50480 
wr
hA  2m  0.14 
r

hT  K 898 
r
h2C  1$ K  0.02 
r
r1C , 2$ m  2329 
wr
rA  2m  2.47 
r

rT  K 600 
r
r2C  1$ K  0.02 
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A4. VALIDATION 

Table 6. Model validation using the parameters of the Stirling engine V161. Adapted from [9]. 

Parameter Unit Model 
Reference case, Stirling 

V161 

Error, % 

Swept volume cm3 194.66 194.55 <1% 

Maximum pressure MPa 15.03 15.00 <1% 

Mean pressure MPa 9.26 9.5 3% 

Nominal electric output kW 7.73 7.50 3% 

Electrical efficiency % 21.3 24.0 13% 

Engine capital cost $ 23 354 (100%) 21 400 (100%) 8% 

Engine bulk cost (share 

%) 
$ 9 179 (39.3%) 7 884 (36.8%) 

14% 

Heater cost $ 7 126 (30.5%) 6 089 (28.5%) 15% 

Regenerator cost $ 4 112 (17.6%) 4 916 (23.0%) 20% 

Cooler cost $ 2 937 (12.6%) 2 509 (11.7%) 15% 
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CHAPTER IV 

BIBLIOMETRIC STUDY OF STIRLING 

REFRIGERATORS 

fter the detailed design was complete, and the components of the experimental 

system manufactured, the next step was the assembly and initial testing. I 

discussed in Section I.5 of Chapter I, how the break-in process for the mechanical drive of the 

Stirling machine led to the observation of the refrigeration effect. This stage of the project was 

crucial for the technological pathway proposed in this thesis. If this project were developed in 

the framework of scientific or engineering development to obtain the operational Stirling 

engine, then most likely, after the break-in tests, the activities would focus on achieving 

expected engine performance. However, we did not keep the focus on the engine application. 

Our project was commercial and was primarily concerned with developing a system with a 

high market value within allocated time and resources. Several engineering challenges still had 

to be solved to operate the designed Stirling machine as the engine. They included the 

optimization of the piston-cylinder seal and the system to transfer heat to the engine from the 

external source. After the observation of the refrigeration effect, in parallel with the initial tests, 

we started the evaluation of the refrigeration application. Higher market potential and finite 

project nature motivated and indeed led to the reorientation of the development focus towards 

the refrigeration system. To formulate the development strategy for the test and refinement 

stage, it was important to perform a similar analysis of the technical literature for the 

refrigeration application using big data approach. 

 

 

 

A 
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I INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

The present chapter applies the methodology developed in Chapter II and reports on 

the results of analyzing scientific and patent literature using the big data approach. From the 

development point of view, it is essential to understand the scientific and patent landscape for 

Stirling refrigerators to improve the existing design of the Stirling refrigerator and find a 

technical niche, where the designed Stirling machine can be used. Typically, scientific and 

engineering literature treats the domain of refrigerators or heat pumps based on the Stirling 

cycle differently from its sibling area of Stirling engines. Why it happens is a fascinating 

question. From the one hand, the system operates a similar thermodynamic cycle. This point 

was clarified in Section I.2 of Chapter I. However, due to different operational conditions, the 

technical requirements to materials, heat exchangers and mechanical structure are different. 

This difference leads to a different optimal design. The general approach and limitations of the 

present method of study are discussed in detail in Section II of Chapter II. In this chapter, I use 

a different combination of search terms that reflects varying terminology in the field: “Stirling 

AND ( refrigerator OR cooler OR cryocooler OR "heat pump") AND NOT "Stirling engine"”. 

For the country analysis of Stirling refrigerators, I focused three countries – United States, 

Japan and China. Although the literature as such forms a different research field, the 

geographical regions that are leading in the development of the Stirling refrigerators are similar 

to those that advance in the field of Stirling engines. 

II RESULTS 

According to Scopus, during the period between 1960 and 2006 in the world was 

published 692 scientific documents about Stirling refrigerators. In the period between 2007 and 

2018 the same number was 699 documents. This means that the last twelve years generated 
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50% of scientific knowledge about Stirling refrigerators referenced in Scopus over the last 58 

years. Figure 1 depicts the publishing trends of scientific and patent documents over that time. 

 
Fig. 1. Publishing activity for scientific papers and patent documents for the search term “Stirling refrigerator 
[etc.]” based on data from Scopus, Web of Science and Cipher for a period between 1960 and 2018. Absolute 

numbers are normalized by the maximum number of documents per year. 

Figure 2 shows the affiliation of countries with published research for the two analyzed 

periods. 

a) b) 

Fig. 2. Document affiliations by country in Scopus with identifiable countries of origin: a) 1960-2006, total 
614 document affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 815 document affiliations. 

Figure 3 demonstrates in what sources the scientific research about Stirling engines was 

published. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 3. Documents by source in Scopus with identifiable sources: a) 1960-2006, total 518 documents; b) 
2007-2018 total 611 documents 

Figure 4 shows the geographic distribution for the cumulative number of granted 

patents and patent expenditure since 2000.  

a) b) 

Fig. 4. Geograthic distribution data in Cipher in 2018, cummulative since 2000 for: a) 399 granted patents and 
b) $13 million in patent expendature. 

Figure 5 helps to look into the structure of organizations affiliated with 692 scientific 

documents published before 2007 and 699 documents for the period between 2007 and 2018.  
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a) b) 

Fig. 5. Document affiliations by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 741 document affiliations; b) 2007-
2018, total 1132 document affiliations. 

Figure 6 shows patent family applications by organization for the period between 1980 

and 2006 and the period from 2007 to 2018. 

a) 
b) 

Fig. 6. Patent family applications by organization in Cipher: a) total 714 families, 1980-2006; b) 2007-2018, 
total 371 families. 
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II.1 UNITED STATES 

According to Scopus, during the period between 1960 and 2006 in the United States were 

published 220 scientific documents with identifiable country of origin about Stirling engines. 

In the period between 2007 and 2018 the same number was 158 documents. Figure 7 shows 

the document affiliation for the two time periods. 

a) b) 

Fig. 7 Document affiliations in United States by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 353 document 
affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 393 document affiliations. 
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Collins cycle [7]. Los Alamos National Laboratory make advancements in two types of 

refrigerators – superfluid Stirling refrigerators [8] and pulse tube acoustic refrigerators [9], with 

some other studies to improve different elements of refrigerators. Research at NASA Goddard 

Space Flight Center focused mainly on studying the operation of Stirling cryocoolers as cooling 

devices for aerospace electronic instruments. This work described specific designs, system 

characteristics and compatibility of Stirling cryocoolers with different types of aerospace 

instruments, for example with the X-Ray spectrometer [10], the High Energy Solar 

Spectroscopic Imager [11], or the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer [12]. Similar to NASA 

Goddard, Ball Aerospace primarily reported about the results of applying Stirling cryocooler 

for sensor electronics, such as the Germanium gamma-ray detector [13]. Several papers 

discussed the design and performance of the hybrid system to reach 4 K, which consists of 

Stirling and Joule-Thomson cryocoolers [14]. Raytheon focused on different aspects of Stirling 

cryocooler, including hybrid systems [15], entropy analysis in cryocoolers [16], and active 

temperature control [17].  

After 2006, Raytheon put a strong focus on the properties of regenerators [18], the 

operation of hybrid systems [19] and the improvements of pulse tube cryocoolers [20]. 

University of Wisconsin Madison systematically studied the pulse tube cryocoolers [21] and 

the application of cryocoolers in electronic instruments [22]. NASA Goddard exclusively 

reported the results of operating Stirling cryocoolers within orbital instrument systems, 

including The Astro-H Soft X-ray Spectrometer [23], the Thermal Infrared Sensor [24] and 

Single photon HgCdTe avalanche photodiode [25]. Georgia Institute of Technology focused 

on research related to regenerators [26], development of a miniature Stirling cryocooler for a 

satellite [27] and pulse tube cryocoolers [28]. Figure 8 shows the distribution of research topics 

in the sample of documents published by leading organizations in each corresponding time 

period. 
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a)  

 
b) 

Fig. 8. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by top publishing organizations in United 
States: a) 1966-2006, 70 analyzed documents from 220 total b) 2007-2018, 53 analyzed documents from 158 

total. 

Figure 8b shows that the Stirling cryocooler has reached maturity for space electronics 

applications. Figure 9 analyzes the ownership structure of active granted patent families in 

2018 and indicates organizations that defined the growth in granted patent families over the 

last decade. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 9. Granted patent families in United States: a) distribution of 89 active granted patent families by 
organization, active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in US over the last 

two decades. 
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patented the digital control and the regenerator material. Earlier patents of Twinbird in US 

included designs for the cold container cooled by the Stirling refrigerator [30], the coolant loop 

that removes cold from the container and the design of heat-exchanging external fins. In 2010 

the company patented together with Global Cooling an original Stirling refrigerator design with 

the free-piston beta configuration [31]. Global Cooling protected an original design for a 

cabinet-type refrigeration system owned jointly with The Coca-Cola Company [32], the 

balancing system and has developed the free-piston gamma configuration with improved 

stability, efficiency and control [33]. Recent patents of Sumitomo Heavy Industries protected 

inventions for two types of Stirling refrigerators – the pulse tube [34] and beta-type [35].  

II.2 JAPAN 

According to Scopus, during the period between 1960 and 2006 in Japan were 

published 70 scientific documents with identifiable country of origin about Stirling 

refrigerators, 3.1 times less than in United States. In the period between 2007 and 2018 the 

same number was 90 documents, or 1.7 times less than in US. Figure 10 shows the document 

affiliation for the two time periods. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 10. Document affiliations in Japan by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 167 document 
affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 328 document affiliations. 
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Before 2007, Sumimoto Heavy Industries reported primarily the system integration 

studies for Stirling cryocoolers for aerospace instruments [36], some studies discussed hybrid 

systems [37] a two-stage [38] and a single stage [39] mechanical cryocoolers. Sumimoto co-

authored most of their published papers with Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency and 

University of Tsukuba with the focus on applying Stirling refrigerators for cooling aerospace 

instruments. Nagoya University covered several research questions, including the design of 

thermoacoustic coolers [40] and regenerator materials [41]. Mitsubishi Electric worked on the 

development of a reliable Stirling cryocooler [42], tested a free-piston design of the 

Vuilleurmier cooler [43] and reported results of operating Stirling cryocoolers as elements of 

space instrument electronics [44]. 

After 2006, JAXA reported abundant results on the operation of cryosystems for 

cooling aerospace instruments [45], [46] a few studies focused on the reliability of cryocoolers 

[47], and some on conceptual designs of new cryogenic systems for space applications [48]. It 

is worth noting that the presented results focus almost exclusively on space Stirling 

refrigerators and do not discuss on-Earth applications. Univeristy of Tsukuba primarily studied 

the application of Stirling coolers for CO2 capturing [49]. A few studies focused on food 

processing [50] and cooling space instruments [51]. Sumimoto co-authored many papers with 

JAXA, but the company also studied the application of Stirling coolers to high temperature 

superconductors [52]. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 11. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by top publishing organizations in Japan: a) 
1966-2006, 38 analyzed documents from 70 total b) 2007-2018, 54 analyzed documents from 90 total. 

Figure 12 analyzes the ownership structure of active granted patent families in 2018 

and indicates organizations that defined the growth in granted patent families over the last 18 

years. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 12. Granted patent families in Japan: a) distribution of 102 active granted patent families by organization, 
active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in Japan over the last decade. 
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same patent portfolio in Japan as in the US. Raytheon has protected different inventions related 

to the split-Stirling system for aerospace electronics, such as the system with moving piston 

and cylinder [57], the combination of the Stirling refrigerator and the pulse tube cooler [58], 

and other improvements related to the motor, suspension system, and thermal interface. 

II.3 CHINA 

Between 1960 and 2006 in China were published 53 scientific documents with 

identifiable country of origin about Stirling refrigerators, which is 4.1 times less than United 

States and 1.3 times – than Japan. In the period between 2007 and 2018 the same number was 

209 documents, or 1.3 times more than in US and 2.3 times – than in Japan, indicating a 

noticeable growth in scientific activities about Stirling refrigerators in China over the last 12 

years. Figure 13 depicts the publishing trends of scientific and patent documents over time in 

China. 

Fig. 13. Publishing activity for scientific papers and patent documents for the search term “Stirling 
refrigerator [etc.]” based on data from Scopus and Cipher for a period between 1980 and 2018 in China. 

Absolute numbers are normalized by the maximum number of documents per year. 

Figure 14 shows the document affiliation for the two analyzed time periods. Before 2007, 

Chinese Academy of Science studied several topics, including the application of cryocoolers 
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a) b) 

Fig. 14. Document affiliations in China by organization in Scopus: a) 1960-2006, total 101 document 
affiliations; b) 2007-2018, total 460 document affiliations. 
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a) 
 

b) 

Fig. 15. Distribution of research topics in scientific documents by top publishing organizations in China: a) 
1966-2006, 36 analyzed documents from 53 total b) 2007-2018, 158 analyzed documents from 209 total. 
 

 
a) b) 

Fig. 16. Granted patent families in Japan: a) distribution of 195 active granted patent families by organization, 
active in 2018 b) Organizations that defined growth in granted patent families in Japan over the last decade. 
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Physics and Chemistry protected a variety of duplex Stirling systems (coupled engine and 

refrigerator) [85], some hybrid cyocoolers [86] and rotary alpha arrangement coolers [87]. 

China Stirling Engine Mfg. Ltd has patented the cold container with Stirling free-piston cooler 

[88], the configuration for cooling truck containers [89], and for the moving belt food freezing 

[90]. Zhejiang University focused on protecting a proprietary pulse tube refrigerator [91] with 

related components and the hybrid cryocooling system [92]. 

III DISCUSSION 

III.1 MATURITY OF THE DOMAIN 

The results show that the domain of Stirling refrigerators is not well studied and have 

a limited number of design alternatives. This is supported by the fact that the total number of 

scientific documents published to date is 1391 (Fig. 1), which is 2.4 times less than for the 

domain of Stirling engines. The total number of patent applications to date is 1031 (Fig. 1), 3.1 

times less than for Stirling engines. In addition, among ten top publishing sources 40% of 

scientific research over the last twelve years was still published in conference proceedings (Fig. 

3b), a startling difference comparing to 5% for the Stirling engines. Another evidence of a 

young status of Stirling refrigerators comes from statistics about active patent families in 2018 

and total patent expenditure. Figure 4 shows that currently there are 399 granted patent families 

or 2.5 less than for Stirling engines, and since there has been $13 million spent on patent 

protection since 2000 or 2.6 times less than for Stirling engines. In addition, Figure 1 indicates 

that although scientific publishing and patenting increased over time, the trends do not follow 

similar patterns and do not clearly lead one another. This behavior also shows that the 

knowledge base for Stirling refrigerators is developing non-systematically. Another evidence 

comes from the analysis of the ownership structure of patent family applications by 

organization over time. Figure 17 shows that there were periods when more than 50% of patent 
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applications were defined by a small group of organizations (Fig. 17a and 17c) and periods 

where the patenting activities were performed by many different organizations and private 

individuals (Fig. 17b and 17d). It is interesting to note that those periods were consecutively 

following each other and that each lasted approximately ten years. Last two years in Fig. 17d 

even suggest that a new cycle of patenting activities is about to begin where more than 50% of 

patenting activities would be defined by a small number of top-publishing Chinese 

organizations. This cycle behavior in patenting, unlike for Stirling engines, shows that Stirling 

refrigeration technology evolves and have more participation of private individuals and 

organizations over time, yet this participation is not enough for the field to start systematic 

development of the technology distributed geographically and among different organizations 

and private individuals.  

a) 
 

b) 

c) d) 

Fig. 17. Share of patent family applications by organisations for four time periods based on data from Cipher: 
a) 1980-1989, b)1989-1999, c) 1999-2007, d) 2007-2018. 
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Another interesting observation can be noted from the distribution of research topics in 

countries that published more than 50% of scientific research (Fig. 2) – US, Japan and China. 

US and Japan almost exclusively published results of perfecting aerospace electronics 

cryocoolers. China mainly focused on perfecting pulse tube coolers with its application to high-

temperature superconductors and space. It is clear that this sub-fields of the Stirling 

refrigerators domain are strong and well-researched. However, it is important to note where 

these research activities did not focus on, and this is on-Earth high cooling capacity 

applications. This gap was partially covered by patent literature with patents protecting Stirling 

refrigerators for vehicle air-conditioning and cooling of transported goods, natural gas 

liquefaction and cabinet refrigerators. However, these examples are spares, and research and 

patenting activities are still inadequate. This is one more evidence that the domain of Stirling 

refrigerators is relatively young and still needs much research and inventing for the civil sector 

and commercial applications. 

How does this result affect the selection of design alternatives? It shows that the 

alternatives for commercial applications are not well researched and patented. On the one hand, 

this limits the design arsenal of the technology developer, but on the other hand it makes room 

for novel design configurations. The conclusion that the high cooling capacity systems (50 W 

to 5000 W) are sparsely studied in scientific and patent literature was translated into the 

requirement for the testing and refinement stage to maximize cooling power of the 

experimental Stirling refrigerator system. The area of high capacity Stirling refrigerators is 

commercially promising with applications in gas liquefaction, biomedical storage and high-

performance electronics cooling. 
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III.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE AND PATENT LITERATURE 

Among research institutions that conducted noticeable scientific research and patenting 

at the same time are Technical Institute of Physics and Chemistry and Zhejiang University (Fig. 

5 and 6). Both organizations are from China. The former protected a variety of duplex Stirling 

systems, and the latter patented a proprietary pulse tube refrigerator and hybrid cryocooling 

systems. These organizations may have a strategy to license these general inventions. Besides 

these two organizations, University of Shanghai for Science and Technology was very active 

in patenting its inventions (Fig. 6), but has had a limited scientific publishing noticeable only 

at the country level (Fig. 14). The scope of patents is diverse – a pulse tube refrigerator and 

several inventions for different application areas – which may indicate an intent to license these 

inventions. Apart from these examples, other research institutions were not noticeable in both 

scientific and patenting activities. Similarly to the domain of Stirling engines, this result shows 

that patenting and science for Stirling refrigerators are two independent domains with original 

research and engineering knowledge. Both domains may contain valuable alternatives for 

design decisions. 

III.3 APPLICABILITY OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND INVENTIONS 

Scientific activities in US and Japan were conducted and financed by the governmental 

agencies for aerospace applications (Fig. 8 and 11) with cryocoolers having from several Watts 

to several dozens of Watts for cooling temperatures from 4 K to 80 K. Since China started 

active research only in 2005 (Fig. 13), it took time before the key research organizations in the 

country could reach a critical level of technololgy readiness. Most research organizations in 

China focused on the pulse tube cryocooler. In the upcoming years China is also expected to 

focus on the application studies of this technology. In the scientific domain most likely it will 

be aerospace instruments because the emergence of this topic in the research activities is 
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already evident (Fig. 15b). The analysis of patent literature shows that the increase of patent 

applications in China, which started about ten years after the increase in scientific activities 

(Fig 13), could be describe by gradual implementation of pulse tube refrigerators in inventions. 

These is evident from patents of CETC Research Institute No. 38, University of Shanghai for 

Science and Technology and Zhejiang University that include inventions related to pulse tube 

cryocoolers.  

Chinese research was motivated by the knowledge created in US and China. Therefore, 

even the selection of the pulse tube cryocoolers as a core technology is the result of this 

influence. This type of cryocoolers demonstrates low vibration characteristics and high 

reliability due to absent moving parts – requirements that are critical for space equipment. 

However, the integration of this technology into on-Earth commercial applications in some 

instances [52] proved to be less advantageous due to lower efficiency and scalability – critical 

requirements for civil applications. Figures 8, 11, and 15 conclusively prove that there was 

inadequate focus on high cooling capacity Stirling refrigerators for on-Earth commercial 

applications. There are example of these studies and patenting [76], [93]. Yet they are still 

inadequate to make an informed decisions about alternative design configurations for 

commercial Stirling refrigerators.  

III.4 FINAL REMARKS ON SELECTING DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

The main finding related to the state of art in the domain of Stirling refrigerators is that 

it is much younger than the domain of Stirling engines. This was conclusively shown based on 

the amount of scientific and patent activity, patent expenditure and the evolution of these two 

subfields of knowledge over time. Some topics in Stirling refrigerators are very mature and 

include cryocoolers for aerospace instruments and pulse tube coolers. Nevertheless, this 

knowledge is very specific and is inadequate for commercial development of Stirling 
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refrigerators for the civil sector. Therefore, one should be aware of the limited condition of this 

domain when evaluating existing design configurations of Stirling refrigerators. Similar to 

Stirling engines, both scientific literature and patent documents for Stirling refrigerators may 

contain insightful and original information about design alternatives. However, it is important 

to remember that the existing research was focused on space cryocoolers and influenced design 

decisions in scientific and patent literature accordingly. The selection of design alternative 

needs to be done with caution and understanding of inherent requirements embedded in the 

original design configurations of Stirling refrigerators. 

III.5 DESIGN OF ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

The results reported in this chapter demonstrate the possibility of using the big data 

bibliometric method for the analysis of other energy conversion technologies. Even though the 

focus of the design was changed to another application area, the technique helped to quickly 

analyze existing scientific and patent knowledge, providing informative results and focus on 

relevant systematic studies reported in the literature. The development process of other ECT is 

not protected from a similar change of application area due to complex interplay of engineering 

and commercial process components. As mentioned in the first paragraph of Chapter I, the 

technological pathway focuses on the “technology push” developments; as such, it is typical 

for this type of projects to explore different applications. Therefore, the proposed in this chapter 

methodology can serve a quick and informative tool for literature analysis at the conceptual 

stage of other ECT.  

III.6 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

 Identified a historically accurate account of scientific and patenting activities for 

Stirling refrigerators over the last 58 years; 
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 Identified statistically significant distribution of research topics about Stirling 

refrigerators; 

 Developed a theoretical framework that defines factors that need to be taken into 

account when making design choices at the concept stage for commercial development 

of Stirling refrigerators and other energy conversion technologies. 

IV CONCLUSIONS 

 Stirling refrigerators is a relatively young domain of knowledge and contains 

approximately 2.5 less scientific and patenting documents than the domain of Stirling 

engines. It is also much less protected in terms of granted patent families and patent 

expenditure; 

 Most research activities focus on the application of Stirling refrigerators for cooling 

aerospace electronics. There is inadequate coverage of high cooling capacity Stirling 

refrigerators and qualification studies for its civil applications; 

 US, Japan and China were very active in studying rotary, free-piston and pulse tube 

cryocoolers for aerospace applications and in much fewer instances for high-

temperature superconductor devices. The studies related to kinematic Stirling 

refrigerators are very limited; 

 Patenting activities focused on designs of free-piston and pulse tube Stirling 

refrigerators and system designs of refrigeration cabinets. There are rare examples of 

patents protecting the operation of Stirling refrigerators as components of vehicle air-

conditioning systems, truck container refrigeration, food-processing belts, and natural 

gas liquefaction systems; 
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 Based on the analysis of literature sources, the focus of testing and refinement stage 

was put on developing a high cooling capacity Stirling refrigerator because several on-

Earth commercial applications were identified that required high cooling capacity, such 

as natural gas liquefaction, biomedical storage, and cooling high-performance 

computers. 
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CHAPTER V 

SEALING IN STIRLING REFRIGERATORS 

he existing scientific and engineering literature, which I analyzed in Chapter IV, 

define the state of art for technical characteristics of Stirling refrigerators. This 

knowledge helped to set the strategy for desired operation of the developed Stirling machine, 

which is the maximization of the cooling capacity. The piston-cylinder seal for the Stirling 

refrigerator is one of the most essential components to improve performance due to two 

reasons: it provides the required compression in the cycle and sustains high level of cooling 

capacity, and it defines reliability of the commercial system. This element operates under 

challenging conditions. The piston-cylinder seal experiences pressure gradients over the gap 

and has high surface speeds. These parameters change more than nine times per second due to 

typical shaft frequencies from 9 Hz to 25 Hz. The analytical modelling of this component is 

difficult because the operation of the seal or other critical system components is a complex 

combination of factors from mechanics, fluid dynamics and tribology. An alternative approach 

to analyze different design alternatives for the seal is to perform experimental optimization. 

This design problem at the stage of testing and refinement can be generalized for other energy 

conversion technologies (ECT). Different ECT have design components critical for their 

performance. The components that operate under most stressful and difficult to model 

conditions require experimental optimization because the fidelity of analytical or numerical 

optimization is likely to be low. This chapter demonstrates how the experimental optimization 

of a critical component in an ECT can significantly improve its performance. More specifically, 

this chapter shows the application of this design approach using the example of the piston-

cylinder sealing optimization in a real Stirling refrigerator. 

 

T 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Cascade vapor-compression refrigeration, cascade VCR or CVCR [1] has been widely 

used in chemical [2], biological [3], and pharmaceutical [4] industries to produce many value-

added products. The cooling temperatures are found between −30ºC and −150ºC with cooling 

loads of several hundred watts. Empirical studies recently showed significant improvement of 

coefficient of performance or COP (Fig. 1), as well as cost and environmental benefits of 

Stirling refrigerators (SR) [3], [5]-[7].  

Nomenclature 

ap  Pa  Absolute atmospheric pressure 

R  1 1J kg K    Specific gas constant 

rT  C  Room temperature 

cp  Pa  Absolute air compressor temperature 

q  3 1m s  Seal volumetric leakage rate 

pu  1m s  Piston speed 

cvV  3m  Leakage control volume 

  s  Time to empty the leakage control volume 

cvq  1ml s  Control volume leakage rate 

cv  3kg m   Air density in control volume 

  3kg m  Average density in the seal gap 

a,hp   Pa   Seal gauge pressure for air/helium 

   m   Radial seal gap 

a,h   Pa s  Gas dynamic viscosity for air/helium 

D   m  Piston diameter 
L   m  Piston length 
   m  Piston eccentricity 

a,hu  
1m s  Average flow speed in the sealing gap for air/helium 

ed  m  Equivalent diameter for the sealing gap 

s,k  N m  Mean value of the static/kinetic friction moment 

  N m  Standard deviation of the static friction moment 

sCV    - Coefficient of variation for the static friction moment 

l   m  Length of friction lever 

PCPF  N  Average break-away force of the piston-cylinder pair (PCP) 

totF  N  Total break-away force both for the mechanical drive and mounted PCP 

mF  N  Break-away force both for the mechanical drive with dismounted PCP 

fW  W Friction losses in PCP during operation 

cT  C  Stirling refrigerator (cooling) temperature 

hT  C  Stirling refrigerator hot side (radiator) temperature 

a,e,bT  C  Measured temperatures: ambient, electrical heater plate, shaft bearing 
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p  Pa Charge pressure of the Stirling refrigerator 

cm  1l min  Radiator cooling water flow rate 

cQ  W  Stirling refrigerator cooling capacity 

 idealW  W Ideal power input to the Stirling refrigerator 

1,2p  Pa Refrigerant gas pressure at the beginning/end of compression 

f  Hz Shaft frequency 

3 4m   kg Average mass of refrigerant gas during the expansion 

2m  kg Gas mass after the compression with gas leakage 

3,4m  kg Gas mass before/after the expansion with gas leakage 

3,4p  Pa Gas pressure before/after the expansion with gas leakage 

3  3kg m  Gas density before the expansion with the leakage 

  s Duration of the compression and the expansion processes 

c,em  kg Average mass of leaked gas in the compression/expansion 

c,eq  3 1m s  Average volumetric leakage rate in the compression/expansion 

g
c,e  3kg m  Leakage density in the compression/expansion 

 eq
hQ  W Heating load 

dcU  V DC voltage of electrical heater 

dcI  A DC current of electrical heater 

eqt  min Thermal equilibrium time in thermal chamber 

t  min Duration of experiment with the Stirling refrigerator 

SRs are 35% to 95% more energy efficient than VCR for cooling temperatures below 

0 °C and with cooling loads from 20 W to 200 W. The energy efficiency increase for low 

temperature refrigerators is relevant, because their absolute energy consumption is about 17 

times higher than for typical domestic refrigerators [5]. Furthermore, in her analysis, Legett [3] 

demonstrates how the 30% replacement of conventional low temperature refrigerators in U.S. 

with 25% more efficient systems could result in potential cost savings of $12.5 millions a year.   

 

Fig. 1. Empirical comparison of COP values for vapor-compression refrigerators (blue) and Stirling 
refrigerators (orange). 
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Analytical and empirical studies [8]-[10] provide additional evidence that SR is more 

efficient than CVCR for temperatures between −30ºC and −150ºC at cooling loads of several 

hundred watts. This is possible due to the heat regeneration process which is absent in VCR. 

Simplicity, energy efficiency, and environmental friendliness make the experimental study of 

SRs timely from the scientific and technological viewpoints. Previous studies [11]-[16] have 

inadequately addressed the experimental analysis of separate SR elements and their influence 

on reliability, cooling capacity and COP values. We aim to partially bridge that gap in this 

chapter. We concentrate on the experimental evaluation of the sealing mechanism in piston-

cylinder pair (PCP) of SRs, because this element carries complex functionality that affects 

reliability, efficiency, cooling capacity and cost of SR, thus influencing commercial 

dissemination of this emerging refrigeration technology. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Sections I.1 and I.2 provide a detailed discussion 

of four different sealing designs in Stirling machines [11], [17]. In Section II, I present the 

methodology to study the PCP in a SR experimentally, addressing in particular the problems 

caused by leakage. We analyze and discuss our experimental data in Section III, and end the 

chapter with concluding remarks. 

I.1 SEALING IN STIRLING MACHINES 

The sealing between piston and cylinder is a universal and crucial element in SMs. 

There are currently four technical solutions (see Fig. 2) implemented separately or in 

combination for the SM PCP: Lubricated piston rings (a) [18]-[20], dry-friction piston rings 

(b) [21]-[23], gas bearings (c) [24]-[26], and labyrinth seals (d) [27]-[29]. 

I.2 HIGH-TOLERANCE SEAL  

There is much uncertainty about optimal design choice for PCP seals. Oil-based piston 

rings, labyrinth sealing and dry friction piston rings have been designed for seals of internal 
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combustion engines and air compressors working in conditions of high-pressure gradients, up 

to 33 MPa. Common designs of SMs do not have large pressure gradients over the sealing 

because high pressures are created by the gas pressure charge within the SM housing. 

Therefore, the condition to have a developed ring or labyrinth sealing structure may not be 

relevant. The gas bearing seal has a complicated gas channel structure that makes it a relatively 

expensive bearing and sealing solution, while little is discussed in scientific literature about its 

sealing performance. Searching for an optimal seal design for SM, we evaluate an alternative 

approach to piston sealing, which we called “high-tolerance seal”, and includes high-pressure 

resistance gap with increased sealing length and small gap between mating surfaces. Fig. 2 

depicts key elements of reviewed (a–d) and proposed for analysis (e) seals, and Table 1 

summarizes the various types of piston sealing with the advantages and disadvantages that we 

identify from the literature. 

 
Fig. 2. Illustrative representation of piston-cylinder seal types in Stirling machines: a) Lubricated piston rings, 
b) dry-friction piston rings c) gas bearing, d) labyrinth seals, and e) analyzed in this work high-tolerance seal. 

II METHODOLOGY 

The object of this study, a high-tolerance PCP (Fig. 2 (e)), is analyzed with three 

measurement methods to characterize its performance. They include: variation of pressure 

difference over the seal to evaluate the change of the leakage rate, measurement of the static 

friction force that is required to overcome the cohesion in the pair, and actual operation of the 

pair within the SR [30] ( Fig. 3) to measure the change of refrigeration temperature. This 
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multifaceted approach helps to characterize PCP leakage sealing, contact efficiency, and 

sustaining low operational temperatures. Earlier findings [11]-[16] used alternative methods 

relevant for the performance evaluation of the entire SR. The proposed methodology permits 

the evaluation of one specific element of the refrigerator  the PCP.  

Table 1 summarizes types of piston sealing with implied from the literature advantages 

and disadvantages. 

Table 1. Types of piston-cylinder sealing solutions with advantages and disadvantages. 

Seal type Sealing effect Advantages Disadvantages 
Oil-based 
piston rings 

(Fig. 2, a) 

Tight contact between 
rings and cylinder with 
hydrodynamic lubrication 

 Known and cheap  High friction losses 
 Wear in 100 to 6000 hours 

Dry friction 
piston rings 

(Fig. 2, b) 

Tight self-lubricated 
contact between rings and 
cylinder 

 Cheap 
 No oil lubricants 
 Operating life from 

4000 to 24000 hours 

 Friction losses 
 Intensified wear due to 

contacts with condensed water 
and oil films 

Gas bearing  

(Fig. 2, c) 

Pressurized gas create the 
gas film in gap that blocks 
the leakage 

 No friction losses 
 No lubrication 
 Sealing by internal gas 
 No wear limit 

 Expensive design 
 Precise centering 
 Pumping losses 

Labyrinth  

(Fig. 2, d) 

Generation of gas vortices 
in piston or cylinder 
grooves with increased 
pressure resistance 

 No friction losses 
 No lubrication 
 Sealing by internal gas 
 No wear limit 

 Precise centering  
 Internal leakages 
 Low volumetric efficiency 

High-
tolerance 

(Fig. 2, e) 

Increased pressure 
resistance through 
reduced gap and extended 
piston contact length 

 Simple design and 
manufacturing 

 Reduced friction losses 
 Little or no lubricants 
 No wear limit 

 Larger dimensions 
 Precise centering and gap 

manufacturing 

II.1 PISTON-CYLINDER PAIR IN STIRLING REFRIGERATORS 

A PCP is the combination of the piston (2) and the cylinder (11) that are separated by 

the sealing gap (10). PCPs for the compression volume (3) and for the expansion volume (7) 

are similar in design in this work; therefore, the term PCP is used for both elements. The piston 

in the PCP has diameter of 48 mm, length of 60 mm, and is manufactured of gray cast iron. 

The cylinder is manufactured of steel AISI 420S. The machining of PCP was conducted by an 

external manufacturer using conventional turning and grinding methods under human control 
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with no computer numerical control. The average sealing gap between piston and cylinder 

claimed by the manufacturer is 10 μm. The PCP has reduced side forces because the pistons in 

the improved Ross-yoke mechanism (1) move in parallel to the cylinder walls [31]. The Ross-

yoke mechanism type is a kinematic configuration of the refrigerator mechanical drive that 

transforms shaft rotation into the reciprocal movement of pistons without extorting significant 

force on cylinder walls. Such parallel piston movements allows generalizing results of this 

analysis both for kinematic and free-piston SMs with minimal side forces. The maximum 

misalignment between piston and cylinder of the designed Ross-yoke kinematic mechanism is 

1 mm. 

 
Fig. 3. Internal structure of the in-house Stirling refrigerator [29]: 1 kinematic drive of Ross-yoke type; 2 

compression piston; 3 compression space; 4 water-cooled radiator; 5 regenerator; 6 heat exchanger; 7 expansion 
space; 8 displacer; 9 expansion piston; 10 piston-cylinder sealing gap; 11 compression cylinder; 12 cooling 

jacket. 

II.2 SEALING TYPES  

To protect the piston surface from the direct contact with the cylinder surface and 

ensure gap sealing at a relatively low shaft frequency (9.1 Hz), we studied the PCP performance 

with the application of two different types of seals, namely the high-tolerance PCP with the 

lubricant NLGI 3 consistency classification number (hereafter Seal 1) and the high-tolerance 

PCP with the lubricant NLGI 2 (Seal 2). The application of lubricants in this work is justified 

by two factors: first, comparing to other NLGI numbers, lubricants with NLGI 2 and NLGI 3, 
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after covering piston and cylinder surfaces, remained on the surfaces without dripping while, 

second, provided surface protection with relatively lower friction due to lower viscosity.  

II.3 VARYING PRESSURE CONDITIONS  

During the operation of the SR (Fig. 3), the PCP experiences varying gauge pressure 

over the sealing gap with estimated values from 0 to 1 MPa. The higher the gauge pressure, the 

higher gas leakage rate. To model this process, the PCP was dismounted from the SR (Fig. 3) 

and tested in a separate test bench (Fig. 4). No lubricant was applied to the PCP in this treatment 

to validate the 10 μm claimed by the manufacturer gap and to model a worst-case scenario for 

the leakage rate, characterized by a significant lubricant oil bleed [32] due to high operational 

dynamic and static loading or by the gradual loss of the lubricant due to dynamic forces and 

pressure gradients in the gap. In Fig. 4, the compressor (1) generated different pressures, 

controlled by the manometer (2). The cylinder with plugs (4) hermetically encompassed the 

piston (3). The pressure was applied from one side of the cylinder in the direction (7)-(4). The 

other side was connected to the control volume (5), which was filled with water under 

atmospheric pressure. The gas leakage pressed the water out of the controlled volume until it 

was emptied. We controlled the air pressure on one end with the manometer (2) and kept it 

constant in the control volume (5) on the other end at the atmospheric pressure. 

II.3.1 GAS LEAKAGE MEASUREMENT  

The time   to empty the control volume (5) (Fig. 4) was measured for different 

compressor pressures cp . The required pressure level was measured with a manometer (2) 

(accuracy class 1.5). After opening the valve (7), the time was measured with a digital 

chronometer to empty the control volume 3 3
cv 5.2 10 mV   . The measurements were 

conducted for compressor pressures of 0.19 MPa, 0.28 MPa, 0.38 MPa, 0.47 MPa, and 0.58 

MPa. The air temperature in the gap was assumed to be equal to room temperature r 20 CT    
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after thermal equilibrium between the test bench and environment. During measurements the 

pair was not in operation. In the long term, the wear of pair would lead to increased leakage 

loss [33]. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for measurements of gas leakage: 1 compressor receiver; 2 manometer; 3 piston; 4 
cylinder with plugs; 5 control volume; 6 hydraulic locking; 7 valve. 

II.3.2 SEALING GAP LEAKAGE CALCULATION  

The volumetric leakage rate for the control volume cv cvq V    was not equal to the 

seal volumetric leakage rate q due to difference in gas densities. Using the continuity equation, 

we find: 

cv
cvq q




   (1) 

where the average air density in the sealing gap    was calculated using the ideal gas model 

 rp RT   and the average seal pressure  c a 2p p p   . The compressor pressure cp  

was acting on the seal from the front side, and the atmospheric pressure ap   from the opposite 

side and was assumed to be 101.325 kPa. Similarly, we calculated the average air density in 

the control volume cv  , using the ideal gas model and the absolute atmospheric pressure. In a 

general case, the seal volumetric leakage rate q  depends on the piston eccentricity   relative 

to the cylinder [34]. During the measurements of air leakage rate and the refrigerator operation, 

the piston inside the cylinder could be found between two limit positions, concentric and 

eccentric to the cylinder axis. Ensuring a uniform gap is a complex problem due to small 

imperfections of manufactured mating surfaces, the hydrodynamic forces created by a lubricant 

or a gas in the sealing gap, and the side forces generated by the mechanical drive. Therefore, 
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we assumed that the gap during the operation could be at times either uniform (co-axial PCP) 

or non-uniform (eccentric PCP). For a laminar flow, the volumetric leakage rate q  in a 

concentric cylindrical gap    is related to the gap pressure gradient p  for both limit positions 

[35], [36]: 

3 2

2

3
1

12 2 2
pup

q D
L

 
 

   
      

  
 (2) 

and we see that compared to the concentric state (eccentricity 0  ), the volumetric leakage 

rate q  with    may increase 2.5 times when the piston is placed in contact with the 

cylinder. Eq. (2) also indicates that the reduction of leakage mass flow rate when piston is 

moving is proportional p0.5 Du   . For each measured compressor pressure, the piston speed 

pu  was 0 (see Section II.3) and the gap calculated for two limit states. The average was used 

to validate the value of the radial sealing gap of 10 μm claimed by the manufacturer. 

II.3.3 SIMILARITY CONDITION  

The similarity condition for the air and helium flow in the gap was calculated because 

it was necessary to ensure that the experimental data obtained from an air-based pair (see 

Section II.3.1) could be used to characterize the operation of a helium-based pair. The 

thermodynamic and thermoelastic properties of air and helium under similar temperatures and 

pressures could be quite different. Furthermore, although the pressure gradient over the seal is 

similar for the air pair and the operational helium pair; the latter operates under the average 

ambient helium pressure 2.5 MPa, while the former was tested with ambient pressures several 

times lower. Different ambient pressures result in different gas densities in the gap. To be 

confident that the gas leakage measured with air pair would be similar to the helium leakage, 

we employed the similarity condition, which is represented by dimensionless groups of 

Reynolds and Euler numbers, Eqs. (3) and (4) respectively [37]: 
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where the dynamic viscosity values are those at room temperature: 5
a 1.82 10 Pa s     for 

air, and 5
h 1.96 10 Pa s     for helium. The operational helium PCP was cooled using tap 

water at temperature 17°C. Average densities were calculated for the atmospheric temperature 

after the gap for the air PCP and for 2.5 MPa after the gap for the helium PCP. The velocities 

au  and hu  were calculated using Eq. (2) and the value of the gap cross-section area. The 

characteristic size d e was taken to be equal to two average seal gaps   derived from Eq. (2). 

The dependence of Euler number and Reynolds number on gauge pressure is discussed below 

in the Results section. The range of gauge pressures was identified where the difference 

between Re and Eu numbers for air and helium was less than 25%. We assumed the similarity 

for this pressure range. The similarity gauge pressure range was used to approximate the 

dependence of the leakage rate from the gauge pressure in the entire range from 0 to 1 MPa. 

The maximum gauge pressure of 1 MPa was selected based on the ideal compression ratio of 

1.4 for the SR with the charge pressure 2.5 MPa. Under the assumption that the pressure after 

the gap remains constant 2.5 MPa, the maximum gas pressure in the end of the compression 

cycle was 3.5 MPa. 

II.4 EFFECTS OF GAS LEAKAGE ON IDEAL COOLING CAPACITY 

The ideal cooling capacity (ideal)
cQ  for the SR (Fig. 3) was used as a reference value to 

evaluate the effect of measured leakages [38]: 

(ideal) 3 4
c c c

4 3

ln ln
p V

Q mfRT mfRT
p V

  
    

   
 (5) 
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The operational parameters of the SR are: 30.571 10 kgm   , 9.1 Hzf  , 

1 12077 J kg KR     ,  c 96 C 177 KT    , and 4 3 1.4V V  , so we obtain ideal
c 647 WQ   for 

the ideal refrigerator cooling capacity. However, it should be reduced, because the refrigerant 

gas leaks from the compression space (Fig. 3, 3) to the kinematic drive space (1). Leaks cause 

the reduction of effective gas mass m in Eq. (5) that carries heat from a cold bath and the 

limitation of the expansion effect defined by leakage-reduced pressure 3p  Further, the leakage 

of gas from the drive space to the expansion space ( Figs. 3 and 7 ) limits the expansion effect 

by increasing 4p  . The effect of these negative factors on cT  is more complicated and could be 

precisely evaluated in future work. To account for the change in gas mass and pressure due to 

leaks, we use: 

ideal 34
c 3 4

3 4

ln lnc c

pV
Q mfRT m fRT

V p

   
       

  (6) 

where  3 4 3 4 2m m m     is the mass of the refrigerant gas during the expansion and for 

simplicity we assumed it to be equal to the arithmetic average of the gas masses before and 

after the expansion. Using Eqs. (5) and (6) and the ideal gas model we obtain::  

3 4
ideal

4 3c 3 4
ideal
c 4

3

ln

1

ln

m V

m VQ m

Q m V

V



 
    

 
 
 


 (7) 

where 3 3
3 0.1 10 mV    being the total refrigerator volume before the expansion and 

3 3
3 0.14 10 mV   being the total refrigerator volume after the expansion. Expressions for 3m  

and 4m read: 

3 cm m m    (8) 

4 3 em m m    (9) 
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with cm  and em being the average masses of leaked gas during the compression and 

expansion correspondingly, each with duration  1 2 0.055 sf    for the shaft frequency

9.1 Hzf  . Our approaches to calculate cm  and em  are similar and based on the estimation 

of the average volumetric leakage for the measured (see Fig. 5) dependence of q  from ap . 

During the operation the gauge pressure over the seal changes from 0 MPa to 1 MPa. We use 

area averaging of the extrapolated quadratic function  aq p to estimate the average 

volumetric gas leakage. We consecutively estimate the average masses of leaked gas by 

knowing . 

II.5 BREAK-AWAY FORCE  

The break-away force is the force required to overcome the adhesion of the PCP and to 

start piston sliding [39]. We measured the break-away force for the non-running refrigerator 

due to technical difficulties associated with measuring friction losses during the operation of 

the refrigerator. The break-away force was obtained for Seal 1. We selected Seal 1 with NLGI 3 

because it has higher viscosity and, as a result, higher break-away force than Seal 2 with 

NLGI 2. In other words, Seal 1 characterizes a worst-case scenario. First, we measured the total 

break-away force totF  for both the mechanical drive and the mounted PCP and second  the 

break-away force mF  for the mechanical drive without the PCP. The difference between the 

two values characterized the PCP break-away force PCP tot mF F F  . For each type of 

measurements, the break-away force was measured at different shaft angles, every 60°, using 

a digital weight scale with accuracy class 1.5, calibrated before the measurements. The lever 

was connected to the shaft flywheel. The weight scale was connected to the lever and pulled 

smoothly by a hand at the angle of 90°. The force applied to the lever through the weight scale 

overcame the static friction to start the flywheel rotation. The maximum force value was 
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recorded as a break-away force. The distribution of this force was assumed to be normal [40]. 

For each angle the total number of measurements of the break-away force 50N   was 

conducted to obtain a coefficient of variation below 0.3CV    , which indicated the 

measurement outcome with acceptable accuracy [41]. The arithmetic average of the values for 

the break-away force PCPF  at each angle was used to calculate friction losses.  

II.6 STATIC FRICTION MOMENT AND FRICTION LOSSES  

To obtain the friction losses, the link between static and kinetic friction should be 

described first. Static friction coefficient s  for the analyzed dry surfaces ranges from 0.3 [42] 

to 0.4 [43] and for lubricated surfaces is found around 0.21 [42]. Kinetic friction coefficient 

k  for dry surfaces ranges from 0.15 to 0.19 [42]-[44] and for lubricated surfaces ranges from 

0.05 to 0.15 [42], [44]. Therefore, the average ratio of kinetic and static coefficients for dry 

surfaces is  k s d
0.17 0.35 0.49     and for lubricated surfaces is

 k s l
0.1 0.21 0.48    . Using the ratio between the two friction coefficients, the first-order 

estimation of friction losses during the operation reads: 

k
f PCP

s

2W lf F



  (10) 

where l represents the length of the lever. To relate the friction losses to the refrigerator ideal 

power input  idealW , we calculated the ratio ˙  ideal
fW W  with: 

   ideal 2

1

lnh c

p
W mfR T T

p

 
   

 
 (11) 

We find  ideal 415 WW  . It is important to mention that under some conditions, the friction 

loss may reduce with the operating time because of the break-in and self-lapping wear 

processes between mating surfaces [33].  
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II.7 STIRLING REFRIGERATOR OPERATION  

The third type of the PCP treatment was the operation of the PCP with Seals 1 and 2 

within an actual SR, which we designed and built. This procedure involved the operation of 

the SR test rig.  

II.7.1 TEST RIG PRINCIPAL DIAGRAM  

The principal diagram and the external view of the SR test rig was depicted in Fig. 8, 

Chapter I.  

II.7.2 TEST METHODOLOGY  

To evaluate the performance of two lubricated PCP seals, the measurement of the 

cooling temperature was conducted under three different conditions. Condition 1 was with 

newly applied lubricants during three test runs, where each test was separated by at least four 

calendar days. This type of measurement demonstrated the lowest refrigeration temperature 

achievable with different seals, and indicated how different lubricants in seals resist dynamic 

and static loading. Condition 2 included the measurement of the cooling temperature for the 

PCP with Seal 1 for two different levels of the heating load inside of the thermally isolated 

thermal chamber, 0 and 30 W. With this approach, I evaluated the impact of increased heating 

load on the sealing performance. For Condition 3, the refrigerator temperature was measured 

during prolonged time periods for Seal 1 and Seal 2 to observe the temperature fluctuations 

caused by the performance of the seals. A small clearance and the friction between piston and 

cylinder could cause the production of metal powder, which could pollute the working fluid 

and affect the results of the measurement. However, the presence of the lubricant between the 

mating surfaces causes the absorption of possible powder, which minimizes the contamination 

of the working fluid by the metal powder.  

The refrigerator’s cooling temperature cT  was measured directly using a Chromel-

Alumel thermocouple at the surface of the expansion cylinder. Additionally, three other 
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temperatures were measured and monitored during the experiment in the refrigeration chamber. 

Fig. 8, Chapter I depicts temperature measurement thermocouples: T1 measured the cooling 

temperature cT  on the surface of the expansion cylinder; T2 and T3 measured the ambient 

temperatures T a,t and T a,b in the thermal chamber at the top and at the bottom of the chamber 

correspondingly; T4 was located to measure the surface temperature of the electrical heater 

plate eT . Temperature of the cooling water hT  was measured before and after each experiment 

with T5. Other operational parameters of the SR were measured to be maintained at a constant 

level. They included, the charge pressure p , the shaft frequency f , and the cooling water flow 

rate cm  . 

II.8 HEATING LOAD 

Eq. (12) describes how the heating load was measured during the experiment. The 

approach was similar to the one presented in [15]. Here I determine the heating load  eq
hQ  

generated by the electrical heater in the thermal chamber at equilibrium time eqt , from the 

values of direct current and voltage in the electrical heating circuit, Fig. 8, Chapter I, positions 

(1)–(3), (7), and (8). I selected two types of heating loads 0 W and 30 W because they best 

represent the operational cooling conditions in the chamber with a reduced effect of radiative 

heat transfer from the heater surface. Equation for heating load reads:  

 eq
h dc dcQ U I   12 

Table 2, Chapter I summarizes measured parameters in the test rig with information 

about their accuracy. The measured refrigerator temperature was plotted against the times axis 

to evaluate the performance of seals.  
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III RESULTS 

III.1 GAS LEAKAGE AND SEALING GAP VALIDATION 

Table 2 shows raw measurement data for the leakage rate in the control volume. Using 

Eq. (1), the volumetric leakage rate is obtained in the sealing gap of the PCP depicted in Fig. 

5. These results were used to validate the real size of the sealing gap that is required to sustain 

the measured leakage rates. The average leakage rate for the ideal gauge pressure range, from 

0 to 1 MPa, was found to be 6 3 1
c 18.6 10 m sq      and corresponds to the gauge pressure 0.63 

MPa. For the reduced compression pressure 2 3.47 MPap  , 6 3 1
c 16.8 10 m sq     . Table 3 

shows the values of gas parameters in order to calculate the ideal cooling capacity loss. Using 

Eq. (7) we find that  ideal
c 2.2%Q   . The average calculated gap using Eq. (2) for the 

concentric and eccentric PCP positions among ten calculated values was equal 11.6 μm. Fig. 6 

depict Reynolds (a) and Euler (b) numbers for the air and helium PCPs. The dimensionless 

numbers were calculated for two limit PCP positions  concentric and eccentric  with the 

validated 11.6 μm gap. The results indicate that experimental measurements of the air PCP 

could model the operation of the helium PCP in the gauge pressure range of 0.3 MPa and 0.6 

MPa, where the geometric and the dynamic similarity is satisfied; see Eqs. (3) and (4) . Based 

on the analysis of similarity conditions, Fig. 5 depicts linear and quadratic extrapolations of 

the leakage rate for measurements obtained between 0.3 and 0.6 MPa gauge pressure. Eq. (2) 

is the adapted Darcy–Weisbach equation for the flow in a concentric gap, where the leakage 

rate is linearly dependent from the gauge pressure. Therefore, a linear interpolation was 

applied. On the other hand, the empirical measurements of the leakage rate suggest that the 

dependence is closer to a quadratic form, thus the corresponding quadratic interpolation was 

also used. The resulting expected range of leakage rate for the helium PCP with the gauge 

pressures reaching 1 MPa can be expected between 6 3 127 10 m s    and 6 3 146 10 m s   . 
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Fig. 5. Measured leakage rate for dry (no lubricant) PCP from varying pressure gradient. Dotted and dashed 

lines are the quadratic and linear extrapolations correspondingly for experimental points. 

Table 2. Measurements of leakage rate in the control volume. 

 a MPap   s   1
cv ml sq   

0.09 795 6.54 
0.18 552 9.42 
0.28 374 13.9 
0.37 228 22.8 
0.48 132 39.4 

Table 3. Results of calculating gas leakage parameters based on the measurements of the leakage rate. 

Parameter Value 
 kgm  30.583 10  

 3 1m scm   616.8 10  

 3 1
e m sm   616.8 10  

 g 3
c kg m   4.65  

 g 3
e kg m   3.63  

 s  0.055  

 c kgm  64.3 10  

 e kgm  63.4 10  

 3 kgm  45.79 10  

 4 kgm  45.82 10  

 3 4 kgm   45.80 10  

 2 Pap  63.47 10  

 3 Pap  62.11 10  

 4 Pap  61.53 10  
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III.2 FRICTION LOSSES  

The measured and adjusted after calibration average static friction force of the shaft 

with dismounted PCP was 2.92 N with a standard deviation of 0.39 N. The value for the 

mechanical drive with the shaft and the mounted NLGI 3 lubricated PCP was 6.92 N with a 

standard deviation of 0.22 N. Subtracting these values, we found that the static friction force 

of the lubricated PCP, PCPF , without the shaft friction, was 3.99 N with a standard deviation of 

0.29 N. Using Eq. (11) , the value of ratio for dynamic and kinetic friction coefficients, a lever 

length 0.31 ml  , and an operational frequency of the lubricated PCP 9.1 Hzf   the friction 

losses for the lubricated PCP only, is equal to 33.9 ±2.5 W. The estimated friction losses for 

the shaft and lubricated PCP was 58.9 ±1.9 W and for the shaft only, was 25 ±3.1 W. Given 

that the ideal power input to the cycle is 415 W, the percentage of friction losses in the PCP 

only is equal to 8.1%, and of total friction losses is 14.1%. 

 
Fig. 6. Calculated Reynolds (a) and Euler (b) Numbers for concentric and eccentric PCP with air and helium 
as working medium. Absolute pressure after the gap for air PCP is 101.3 kPa and for helium PCP is 2.5 MPa. 

III.3 REFRIGERATOR OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE  

For Condition 1, the NLGI 2 lubricant demonstrated better performance in two 

categories: the lowest refrigerator’s temperature, and the highest resistance to the dynamic 

loading during operation and static loading during between-tests calendar time. The 
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implementation of NLGI 2 resulted in the lowest refrigerator temperature −125ºC and the 

increase of the refrigerator temperature 0.5°C per day, comparing to the NLGI 3 with the 

similar values of −105ºC and 3.6°C per day. The results of the SR operation at Condition 2 

also show that an increased heating load insignificantly affects the performance of the high-

tolerance NLGI 3 lubricated PCP. The fitting curves for the heating load 0 W and 30 W are 

almost parallel, which implies that the increase of heating load in a given range does not play 

a significant effect on the performance of the PCP. Fig. 7 depicts results for Condition 3. The 

results show how the operational temperature of the refrigerator changes during operation for: 

the PCP with the NLGI 2 lubricant and 10 cumulative hours in operation; the PCP with NLGI 

3 and 15 cumulative hours of operation; and the PCP with the NLGI 2 and 19 cumulative hours 

of refrigerator operation. The refrigerator temperature changed on two levels: micro-changes 

within the time scale below 15 min and macro-changes  above 15 min. Micro-changes of the 

refrigerator temperature vary from 1 °C to 14 °C. These temperature fluctuations indicated 

immediate changes in the lubricated PCP that most likely happened in the structure of the 

lubricant under dynamic loading of moving mating surfaces and changing gauge and static 

pressures. Macro-changes are related to the temperature change over a longer period of time, 

for example for NLGI 2, 19 refrigerator hours, where the refrigerator temperature has increased 

from −96°C to −52°C within 135 min with a fresh lubricant. Although Fig. 8 alone is not 

enough to characterize performance of seals, it indicates a possible reason for the macro-

changes of the refrigerator temperature. Both the expansion (a) and compression (b) pistons 

wore out significant areas of their surfaces (highlighted with white) under the side forces from 

the Ross-yoke mechanism. As a result, the gap between mating surfaces increased and enabled 

higher leakage rates and reduced compression. Further, the circumferential increase of the gap 

at the upper and the lower areas of the piston surface likely could cause a pressure gradient 
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inside the gap that had squeezed the lubricant out during the operation (Fig. 9), thus further 

reducing the sealing capability of the lubricant. 

 
Fig. 7. Refrigerator temperature during operation for different lubricant and after different cumulative 

operation time of the refrigerator: “10 refrigerator hours” means that before this test the total cumulative 
operation of the PCP was 10 h. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Expansion (a) and compression (b) piston with worn-out areas on the surface (white). 

 
Fig. 9. Displacer surface covered with NLGI 2 (a) and NLGI 3 (b) lubricant (black), which was squeezed out 

from the gap during operation. 
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IV DISCUSSION 

IV.1 PISTON-CYLINDER SEALING IN STIRLING REFRIGERATORS 

This study sought to understand experimentally fundamental processes that affect the 

high-tolerance configuration of the sealing mechanism. The results show that a high-tolerance 

lubricated (grease, NLGI 2) piston-cylinder pair made of gray cast iron (piston) and AISI 420s 

steel (cylinder) has an operating life of 15 working hours when operated at 9.1 Hz frequency 

in an alpha Stirling refrigerator with the Ross-yoke drive with 1 mm maximum misalignment 

between piston and cylinder axes. Our results also show that in order to implement a high-

tolerance PCP successfully in SRs, several practical questions need to be addressed: the 

selection or development of advanced lubricant materials that can withstand dynamic and static 

loading during the refrigerator operation; the selection of materials for piston and cylinder 

mating surfaces that can withstand lateral forces of the Ross-yoke mechanical drive; the 

manufacturing of Ross-yoke mechanical drive with piston and cylinder axis misalignment less 

than 1 mm, the precise manufacturing to insure a minimal gap   between mating surfaces; 

and the optimal D/L ratio and shaft frequency f to minimize gas leakages in the gap. Study of 

higher shaft frequencies and dry contact between mating surfaces is the subject of future work. 

This chapter focused on the performance of the high-tolerance PCP. However, during 

the experimental optimization of the piston-cylinder pair, a different type of the seal was tested 

– a dry friction seal with piston rings containing 75% PTFE and 25% coke (Fig. 2b). Key 

performance characteristics of the Stirling refrigerator with the PTFE piston rings were 

reported in Chapter I, Table 1 and Fig. 6. In Table 4, I compare two tested PCP types under 

charge pressure of 2.5 MPa and shaft frequency 550 rpm. 

High-tolerance seal has 7.6 times lower friction losses and 1.7 times lower cost, 

compared with the tested dry-friction seal, which shows significant efficiency advantage and 
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considerable cost benefit for the high-tolerance PCP. However, dry-friction seal demonstrated 

outstanding stability of the refrigerator temperature over separate and long test runs, as well as 

considerably lower refrigeration temperature after 19 refrigerator hours (Fig. 11). Two peaks 

Table 4. Comparison of tested high-tolerance seal and dry-friction seal. 

Parameter High-tolerance seal Dry-friction seal 

Seal type 

“Cast iron  polished stainless 

steel with 0.32 μm roughness”, 10 

μm clearance gap with 60 mm 

length, Fig. 2e 

“PTFE piston rings  polished 

stainless steel with 0.32 μm 

roughness”, two rider and two 

expander rings made of 75% 

PTFE and 25% Coke, dry contact, 

Fig. 2b 

Average friction losses fW  , W 34 260 

Temperature increase between 

separate test runs (Condition 1), 

°C per day 

0.5 2 

Micro-changes of the refrigerator 

temperature during a 150 min test 

run after 19 refrigerator hours, °C 

14 <1 

Refrigerator steady-state 

temperature after 19 refrigerator 

hours, °C 

52 165 

Cost of materials and 

manufacturing, $ 
150 250 

in temperature measurements at 30 min and 50 min are attributed to the malfunction of the air 

fan, which was operating in the thermal chamber, and not to the instability on the dry-friction 

PCP. The temperature increase between separate tests of 2°C per day indicates that the 

refrigerator temperature was not increasing but instead decreasing with each new test: there 

was three independent test runs over 24 hours each with consequently achieved temperatures 

143°C, 146°C and 147°C. This reduction of temperature could happen because the surface 

of the cylinder wall was covered during the operation with the layer of carbon, which was 
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present in the structure of piston rings. This layer could improve the sealing performance of 

the PCP. An alternative explanation is the effect of uncontrollable external environment 

 

Fig. 11. Refrigerator temperature during operation with the dry-friction seal after the cumulative operation of 
19 refrigerator hours. 

factors, such as room and cooling temperatures. However, before each test, the room 

temperature was 24°C and the temperatures of the cooling water were 21°C, 20°C, and 21°C 

correspondingly  variations that are unlikely to cause the reduction of refrigerator temperature 

by 4°C between the first and the third tests. The relative improvements in the operation of the 

dry-friction seal indicate a higher compression rate and lower leakage. The exact value of the 

leakage for the dry-friction seal was not measured. The operating life of the dry-friction seal, 

unlike for the high-tolerance seal, extends well beyond 19 refrigerator hours, given the 

observed stability of the refrigerator temperature. The absent lubrication for the dry-friction 

seal prevents possible evaporation of a lubricant and the contamination of internal refrigerator 

channels. Also, the design of flexible expander rings did not pose high manufacturing 

tolerances to the mechanical drive. Despite high friction losses and higher cost, dry-friction 

seal is a reliable sealing design alternative as an intermediate step before a more reliable high-

tolerance seal could be developed. The latter demonstrates exceptional efficiency and lower 

cost and therefore deserves further research studies. This result shows that experimental 

optimization of critical components in the Stirling refrigerator can significantly improve the 

operational performance of the system and use it in larger number of market applications. The 
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operational data for the dry-friction PCP collected during the work reported in this chapter was 

used in the next chapter to validate the physical model of the Stirling refrigerator system for 

scaling for different commercial applications.  

IV.2 DESIGN OF ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

The example of operating a real Stirling refrigerator and experimentally optimizing its 

piston-cylinder seal with successful outcomes shows that this methodology can be applicable 

to other types of ECT. All ECT have a material form, in which some elements affect the 

performance of the system more than other components. Some of these high-priority elements 

also may operate at stressful conditions, where mathematical prediction has low accuracy. For 

such elements, it is important to perform experimental optimization. This approach would 

allow saving time and resources on inaccurate modeling and quickly increase the performance 

of the ECT system to satisfy commercial requirements for more market segments. 

IV.3 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

 Systematized the knowledge about existing designs of piston-cylinder seals with 

advantages and disadvantages; 

 Studied experimentally the performance of a high-tolerance and dry-friction PTFE 

seals for the piston-cylinder pair in a real Stirling refrigerator with the alpha 

configuration of the Ross-yoke mechanical drive; 

 Obtained the performance of the high-tolerance piston cylinder seal with the 10 µm 

gap; 

 Demonstrated how the performance of the Stirling refrigerator can be improved through 

the experimental optimization of the sealing mechanism. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

 The ideal cooling capacity losses due to gas leakage was estimated to be 2.2%. 

However, in the long term, the wear of seals is expected to increase the ideal cooling 

capacity loss;  

 The ratio between measured friction losses in the piston-cylinder pair and the ideal 

power input of the Stirling refrigerator was estimated to be 8.1%. We can expect the 

reduction of friction losses with the operating time because of the break-in and self-

lapping wear processes between mating surfaces; 

 A NLGI 2 lubricant enabled 12% lower refrigerator temperature than a NLGI 3 

lubricant (−125ºC and −105ºC) under similar operational conditions. The NLGI 2 

lubricant also demonstrated seven times higher resistance to dynamic loading during 

operation and static loading during and between test intervals, which caused gradual 

increase of the refrigerator temperature; 

 The increase of electrical heating load from 0 to 30 W has not significantly affected the 

operation of the lubricated PCP; 

 During the operation, the lubricated PCP produced instantaneous temperature 

fluctuations with maximum temperature amplitude 14 °C that indicated unstable 

behavior for both types of studied lubricants in the PCP; 

 The cumulative refrigerator operation with the lubricated cast iron-steel PCP exceeding 

15 h has circumferentially worn out upper and lower regions of pistons and caused the 

44°C increase of refrigerator temperature within 135 min of continuous operation; 

 The operation of the dry friction piston rings instead of the high-tolerance sealing 

demonstrated the lowest cooling temperature down to −165°C without its increase after 

19 hours of cumulative operation; 
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 The operational data for the dry-friction PCP shall be used in the next chapter to validate 

the physical model of the Stirling refrigerator system for scaling for different 

commercial applications. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MODELING HEATING LOAD 

he stage of testing and refinement is followed by the phase of production and 

scale-up. This stage was reached for the developed Stirling machine in the first 

half of 2019 with the lowest refrigeration temperature of 165C (108 K) and the cooling 

capacity of 75 W. A number of requests from the industry created the need to evaluate the 

dimensions and performance characteristics of the system for different operational conditions 

and heating loads. The scaling of technology for different market applications became an 

important factor that motivated the development of the system’s physical model. This chapter 

reports findings from the development of the scaling method for the Stirling refrigerator using 

the analytical modeling and experimental results. The operational data collected during the test 

and refinement stage (Chapter V) was used to validate the objective physical model. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The scaling of the system “Stirling refrigerator – thermal chamber” for different 

commercial applications, such as liquefaction of gasses, refrigeration cabinets, and cryocooling 

is the next important step after the construction of the experimental system. The analysis in 

Chapter IV showed that existing literature is still lacking the understanding of the joint 

operation between the Stirling refrigerator and various heating loads. Therefore, there is a need 

in an analytical model validated by the experimental results that would model this coupling 

and help to save costs in the process of scaling Stirling refrigerator for different commercial 

applications. This model helps to study the effects of different alternative design configurations 

of the Stirling refrigerator and the thermal chamber and optimize the design specifications. This 

chapter aims to build and validate such model for the in-house Stirling refrigerator. 

T
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II METHODOLOGY 

There are two objectives for this study: 

1) The development of a combined numerical model for the system “Stirling 

refrigerator - Thermal chamber” to predict steady state temperature of gas in the thermal 

chamber of a Stirling refrigerator. 

2) Carrying out real experimental tests for the objective system to collect temperature 

data and validate the numerical model. 

The following sections discuss in details the proposed methodology to achieve these 

two goals. 

II.1 OBJECT OF ANALYSIS 

The object of analysis in this chapter is the thermo-mechanical system “Stirling 

refrigerator – Thermal chamber” (hereafter  System), which is shown in Fig. 1a. In the figure, 

atmT is atmospheric temperature (K), RT  is refrigerator temperature (K), st.s
gT  is steady state gas 

temperature in the thermal chamber (hereafter – TC) (K). An electromotor drives the Stirling 

refrigerator (hereafter – SR). The latter converts input mechanical work into cooling capacity 

and cools the gas in the TC. The heat transfer occurs due to forced convection initiated by the 

gas and the air, which is circulated in the chamber by the electrical fan. 

Fig. 1b depicts the thermo-electrical analogy of System. I used this analogy to model 

thermal balance in the chamber. In Fig. 1b, Rq  is cooling capacity of the SR (W), Lq  is the 

sum of all parasite heat leaks from the atmospheric environment (W), atm-gR  is total thermal 

resistance of the system “atmosphere-gas” ( 1K W ) and g-RR  is thermal resistance of the 

system “gas-SR” ( 1K W ). Table 1 lists key operational, geometrical and thermal parameters 

of System used in the analysis. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. Thermal system “Stirling refrigerator – Thermal chamber”: a) principal diagram with key elements  
b) Thermo-electrical analogy. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Stirling refrigerator and the thermal chamber used in the analysis. 

Stirling refrigerator 

Cooling capacity, Rq  50 W 

Refrigeration temperature, RT  123 K 

Radiator temperature, rT  287 K 

Working fluid Helium 
Width × height × depth 262 × 474 × 205 mm 
Charge pressure, p  2.5 MPa 

Shaft frequency 9 Hz 
Surface area of the cold heat exchanger 0.024 2m  

Thermal chamber 
Circulating gas Air 
External width × height ×depth 330 × 250 × 425 mm 
Internal width × height ×depth 225 × 135 × 275 mm 
External surface area 0.724 2m  
Internal surface area 0.259 2m  
Heat conductance of the wall 0.040 1 1W m K    

The objective was to find an expression for the steady state temperature of the gas in 

the chamber as a function of refrigerator control parameters and environment conditions. 
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II.2 STEADY STATE GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE THERMAL CHAMBER  

II.2.1 COOLING CAPACITY OF THE STIRLING REFRIGERATOR 

R
R R

r

T
q S f p

T
     (1) 

In equation (1), which was adapted from the experimental work of Otaka et al.[1], RS  

is design configuration constant ( 3cm ) defined below (2),   is a constant number introduced 

in [1], which according to the authors contains “the effects of phase-difference temperature 

ratio, volume ratio, and dead volume ratio” and hereafter called the Otaka number, f  is 

frequency of the cycle, p  is charge pressure (MPa), RT  is refrigeration temperature (K) and 

rT  is temperature of the refrigerator’s radiator (K). 

 R e

sin
1S V

  



    (2) 

In equation (2), eV  is expansion volume ( 3cm ),   ratio between compression and 

expansion volumes,   is phase difference between the moving compression and expansion 

pistons,   is dead volume ration between the total dead volume and the expansion volume. For 

the purpose of this study the parameter RS  is a constant number (Table 1) due to a fixed design 

of the experimental SR. 

Table 2. Design parameters of the Stirling refrigerator. 

Parameter Value 

Expansion volume, eV , cm3 60 

Volume ratio,   1 
Phase difference,   90 

Dead volume ration,   1.33 

Design configuration constant, RS , cm3 90.2 (calculated) 

Equation (1) and (2) define the relation between the cooling capacity of the Stirling 

refrigerator and its design and control parameters. The advantages of this method is simplicity. 

The drawback is the need to experimentally obtain the constant  . Numerical calculation of 
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this parameter is possible, but difficult, because the Otaka number is an aggregate characteristic 

of the refrigerator performance. It depends on a specific design of the refrigeration system and 

to the author’s knowledge, there are no research studies that offered a method to calculate it 

numerically. The experimental results may however suggest a more general approach to find 

  for any design of the SR using the relation between the temperature ratio in (1) and the ratio 

 s RS f p    , which is called the specific Otaka number  1W  . This parameter is 

independent from design configurations of the Stirling refrigerator characterized by RS , p  and 

f . Therefore, s  describes more fundamental factors in the operation of the SR, which could 

be relevant to different design configurations and not only to the design described in Table 1 

and 2. In the results section we find the relation between s  and R rT T . 

II.2.2 STEADY STATE FOR THE REFRIGERATOR AND THE GAS IN THE THERMAL CHAMBER 

 
g R g R
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In equation (3), gT  is gas average temperature in the thermal chamber (K), g-Rh  is heat 

transfer coefficient between gas and the refrigerator, 2 1W m K   , RA  is area of the 

refrigerator heat exchanger surface ( 2m ). 

II.2.3 STEADY STATE FOR THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE GAS IN THE THERMAL CHAMBER 
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(4) 

In equation (4), total thermal resistance of the system “atmosphere-gas” atm-gR  includes: 

1) thermal resistance of the thermal chamber wall defined by thickness wL (m), heat 

conductance wk ( 1 1W m K   ), and external freezing chamber surface area w1A  ( 2m ) and 2) 
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thermal resistance between the internal freezing chamber wall and the circulating gas in the 

chamber defined by the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and gas w2h  ( 2 1W m K   ) 

and the surface area of the internal freezing chamber wall w2A  ( 2m ).  

II.2.4 STEADY STATE GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE THERMAL CHAMBER 

At the steady state, the gas temperature inside the thermal chamber stops changing 

because the heat flow rate created by heat pumping from the thermal chamber is compensated 

by the parasite heat flow rate from the atmospheric environment.  

R Lq q  (5) 

Using equations (3), (4) and (5) we find gT : 

atm g-R R atm-g
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T R T R
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Using equations (1) and (3) we find RT : 
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Combining (6) and (7) we obtain steady state gas temperature in the thermal chamber
st.s

gT : 

atm g-Rst.s
g

atm-g
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R R
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(8) 

II.3 CALCULATION OF THERMAL RESISTANCES 

To calculate the steady state temperature in Expression (8), one needs to calculate the 

thermal resistances between the gas and the Stirling refrigerator g-RR  and between the 

atmosphere and the gas in the cooling chamber atm-gR . 
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II.3.1 THERMAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN THE GAS AND THE STIRLING REFRIGERATOR 

I first calculate the heat transfer coefficient between gas and the refrigerator g-Rh . The 

cold surface of the Stirling refrigerator is a bank of plain tubes. Therefore, I used a classical 

approach to calculate g-Rh  from Gnielinski et al. [2]. For this calculation, one needs to know 

the geometry of heat exchangers, the table properties of the gas in the thermal chamber and its 

main flow velocity. I measured geometry directly, used the table properties for air, and obtained 

the gas velocity in the chamber experimentally. 

To find the main flow velocity, I conducted three measurements in six different 

locations of the thermal chamber using the CEM DT-318 Flexible thermo-anemometer with 

the accuracy ±3%. The measurements were conducted with an opened thermal chamber to 

access the internal volume with the anemometer. During the operation, the chamber is closed 

and the actual velocity values may differ. However, the measurements were conducted at the 

bottom of the chamber in the main flow of the air flow; therefore, the expected difference 

should not affect the results significantly. 

II.3.2 THERMAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE GAS 

The thermal resistance of the chamber wall has had a varying thickness, and I used the 

average value w 62 mmL  . The wall consisted of different types of isolation materials; 

therefore, the heat conductance of the wall material was averaged by thickness and was equal 

1 1
w 0.04 W m K .k      The external thermal chamber surface area was 2

w1 0.724 mA  . 

To calculate thermal resistance between the internal chamber wall with 2
w2 0.259 mA   

and the gas in the chamber, one needs to calculate the heat transfer coefficient w2h . To do so, 

I used a classical relation to find the Nusselt number: 

4 5 1 3
w2-g w2-g w2-gNu 0.037 Re Pr    (9) 
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II.4 EVALUATION OF MODEL ACCURACY 

To evaluate how accurately the developed model predicts temperatures comparing to 

experimental measurements, I selected three accuracy metrics. These metrics are the coefficient 

of variance, mean biased error, and the coefficient of determination. 

Coefficient of variance (CV) in (10) is the average magnitude of error. It shows the 

average difference between what the model predicted and what was measured in a real 

experiment. This parameter does not account for the sign of those differences (square). It 

penalizes larger errors because of the square. The smaller the CV, the better the prediction. 

 2

1

1
ˆ

1CV 100

n

i ii

i

x x
n

x




 


 (10) 

In Expression (10), CV – the coefficient of variance, n – the number of experimental 

points corrected with the Bessel’s correction ( 1n  instead of n ), ix  – measured parameter 

value, ˆix  – predicted parameter value, and ix  – mean value of the measured parameter. In this 

work, ix  takes values of st.s
gT  and RT . 

Mean biased error (MBE) in (11) characterizes the average magnitude of a systematic 

error. Unlike for CV, similar positive and negative errors in MBE would cancel each other out. 

The smaller the MBE, the lesser systematic errors in the model. 
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 (11) 

Coefficient of determination ( 2R ) in (12) shows how the squared prediction error of 

the proposed model (nominator) is related to the squared prediction error of the model that 

always predicts the mean value of measurements (denominator). It ranges from 0 to 1, where 

0 means the worst fit and 1 means the perfect fit. 
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For acceptable accuracy, CV and MBE should be less than 10% and 2R  is more than 

0.9. 

II.5 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURE 

The goal of real experiments was to measure the steady state temperature in the thermal 

chamber of a real Stirling refrigerator for different charge pressures and shaft frequencies. The 

results of real experiments were used to validate the numerical model for a wide range of 

operational parameters. 

II.5.1 STIRLING REFRIGERATOR TEST RIG 

The principal diagram and the external view of our SR test rig is depicted on Fig. 8, 

Chapter I. The measurement instruments and accuracy are described in Table 2, Chapter I. 

II.5.2 PRELIMINARY TEST  

Three independent tests were carried out at nominal parameters of the Stirling 

refrigerator ― 2.5 MPap  , 550 rpmf   and 1
c 5 l minm    ― to obtain experimentally the 

Otaka number   as the arithmetic average. The constant was used in the Expression (7) to 

predict the steady-state gas temperature at different operational parameters of the Stirling 

engine.  

II.5.3 TEST METHODOLOGY 

The measurements comprised of 13 separate tests at different non-nominal operational 

parameters of the Stirling refrigerator. During each test the SR was operated at different charge 

pressures and shaft frequencies. For charge pressures 0.5 MPa and 1.5 MPa the SR was 

operated at 110 rpm, 220 rpm, 330 rpm, 440 rpm and 550 rpm. For pressure 2.5 MPa the shaft 

frequencies were 110 rpm, 440 rpm and 550 rpm. At frequencies 220 rpm and 330 rpm the 
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electrical motor was overheating due to non-optimal operational points and high compression 

forces required. The objective of each test was to reach the condition in the thermal chamber, 

in which the change of gas temperature was less than 0.5 degree/minute. Although this 

condition does not represent an ideal steady state, it helped to reduce the experiment time and 

find a state where temperature does not change significantly over time. This temperature 

represented a quasi-steady state. Preliminary tests demonstrated that after the quasi-steady state 

is reached, the further temperature change was less than 5 K, an acceptable discrepancy in 

experimental results.  

The quasi-steady state temperature st.s
gT  was measured using two thermocouples. One 

was installed in the upper part of the thermal chamber and the other in the lower part (Fig. 8, 

Ch. I, T3 and T4). The resulting value was the average between two measurements. The 

temperature of the Stirling refrigerator RT  was also measured with two thermocouples (Fig. 8, 

Ch. I, T1 and T2) at the cold heat exchanger (Fig. 1a) and the resulting temperature was an 

arithmetic average.  

III RESULTS 

III.1 PRELIMINARY TESTS 

The gas that moved around the bank of tubes had the average velocity of 1 1m s . 

Around the walls gas had the average velocity of 0.7 1m s . Table 3 shows measurement 

results for the three preliminary tests and calculated thermal resistance between the gas and the 

refrigerator, cooling capacity and the Otaka number. 

Table 3. Measurement and calculation results for three preliminary tests. 

Test 
number 

p , MPa 

measured 
f , Hz 

measured 
rT , K 

measured 

st.s
gT , K 

measured 
RT , K 

measured 

g-RR , 
1K W  

calculated 

Rq , W 

calculated 
  

calculated 

1 2.5 8.9 289 168 123 0.795 56.6 0.059 
2 2.5 8.9 287 169 129 0.797 50.2 0.052 
3 2.5 8.9 287 162 128 0.785 43.3 0.048 
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Although the maximum variations of values for st.s
gT  and RT  is 7 K or 5%, the resulting 

maximum variation in cooling capacity is significant, 13.3W or 30%. Different measured 

temperatures are the result of different initial operating conditions. In Test 1 and 2, the SR was 

in the condition of thermalization with the atmosphere before the launch and it took 40 minutes 

before reaching the quasi-steady state in both tests. However, before Test 3, the SR had worked 

for 45 minutes and the system was in a precooled condition; therefore, the time required to 

reach the quasi-steady state was less than in Test 1 and 2, 15 min. All tests were conducted in 

different days, which also affected the temperature of the cooling water and the thermal state 

of the system. This differences in initial conditions influenced the temperature measurements. 

On the other hand, this variation better represents the operation in real environment and helped 

to calculate more realistic average Otaka number, which from Table 3 was equal to 0.053. 

III.2 EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

Fig. 2 shows how the temperature of gas in the chamber depends from the temperature 

of the Stirling refrigerator. 

  
Fig. 2 Relation between gas and refrigerator 
temperatures measured in the experiment. 

Fig. 3. Otaka number from the charge pressure. 
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The same calculation approach was applied as in 

Table 3 to find   for all the rest measured points and plotted 

it against the charge pressure (Fig. 3). I chose the charge 

pressure as the independent variable for the Otaka number 

because it relates to the input energy, which is necessary to run 

the refrigerator, and should be connected with its performance, 

characterized by  . Fig. 3 shows an interesting result: the 

Otaka number is not constant as it was believed previously in 

[1] and originally assumed in this work. The results indicate 

that with higher charge pressure the performance of the 

Stirling refrigerator, which is characterized in equation (1) by  

 
Fig. 4. Specific Otaka number 

from temperature ratio. 

 , declines. Higher charge pressure allows obtaining lower refrigeration temperatures, and at 

lower temperatures, the performance of the SR typically declines. This can be seen in Fig. 4 
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from Fig. 3 were used to correct the model input Otaka number with values defined by the 

linear fitting. A more accurate study of   as a function of Stirling refrigerator control 

parameters is a subject of future work. 

III.3 MODEL ACCURACY 

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between experimental and calculated temperatures st.s
gT  

and RT  with the assumption of a constant  . For this results, the coefficients of variation are 

12% and 16%, and the coefficients of determination are 0.6 and 0.62 for st.s
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corresponding mean bias errors of 10% and 14%. The assumption about constant   leads 

to inacceptable accuracy of the prediction results. The model showed good accuracy for the 

measurement points, for which we estimated the Otaka numbers in Table 3. Other than this, 

the model calculated temperatures systematically lower than the measured values, on average 

10% and 14% lower for st.s
gT  and RT  correspondingly. Since the only unknown input parameter 

in the model was the Otaka number, these observations indicate that the calculated 0.053   

is lower than the actual value, except for the measured points in Table 3. If the number was 

higher, the systematic negative error would decrease. 

For results in Fig. 4, the Otaka number was a variable and corrected using linear fitting 

line in Fig. 3. The coefficients of variation are 4% and 3%, the mean bias errors of 2% and -

2%, and the coefficients of determination are 0.96 and 0.99 for st.s
gT  and RT  correspondingly. 

These values represent a significant and satisfactory improvement of the model accuracy.  

Fig. 5. Measured and calculated temperatures in the 
thermal chamber with a constant Otaka number. 

Fig. 6. Measured and calculated temperatures in the 
thermal chamber, with a variable Otaka number. 
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IV DISCUSSION 

IV.1 LIMITATIONS 

Although, the results do offer a numerical model validated at different operational 

parameters of the SR, this modeling approach has several limitations. The validation data was 

obtained for the Stirling refrigerator and the thermal chamber with fixed designs and for a 

specific range of operational parameters. Future research work could apply this methodology 

and conduct similar tests for different SRs and chambers with various operational parameters 

to extend the applicability of the proposed model. The thermo-electrical analogy assumes the 

equilibrium conditions in the chamber, but during the real operation of the Stirling refrigerator 

within a finite time the system is always in the non-equilibrium condition, and the notion of 

thermodynamic equilibrium in the thermal chamber is only acceptable with some reservations. 

In addition, some applications require the prediction of the cooling time, and the current model 

does not provide yet the solution to this problem. For future work, an alternative approach to 

model heat flows and temperatures in the studied system for non-equilibrium settings is the 

Onsager formalism [3]. The thermal model at this stage does not account for the presence of 

the cooled objects in the chamber, yet this problem is relevant in order to accurately predict the 

steady state condition and the change of temperature in the chamber over time. In addition, the 

expressions for the resistance between the atmosphere and gas assume an infinite flat wall. This 

is not the case for the thermal chamber with a finite wall of a specific geometrical form. To 

improve the accuracy of the model, the expressions that account for the geometry of heat 

exchanger surfaces could be introduced in future.  

A more careful study of the Otaka number is necessary. At this point, the relation of the 

Otaka number to the operational and design characteristics of the refrigerator at different 

temperatures limits the applicability of the proposed model for system scaling. Nevertheless, it 

is possible to experimentally obtain some dependence of Otaka number from operational 
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parameters and apply the model based on this number for scaling with accurate predictions. 

Such an application was demonstrated by using the results in Fig. 3 to obtain predictions in 

Fig. 6 with sufficient accuracy. In other words, although the Otaka number is not a constant 

parameter as previously expected, it is still possible to obtain accurate performance predictions 

(Fig. 6) and scaling using its dependence from the charge pressure (Fig. 3). Therefore, the 

model in Eq. 1 can be applied for system scaling, however, with some limitations discussed 

above.  

Literature offers other approaches to model the cooling capacity of the Stirling 

refrigerator, which are problematic to apply. One method is to calculate cooling capacity using 

the equation for the ideal isothermal expansion derived from the first principles: 

 R He He R 4 3lnq f m R T V V , where f  is the cycle frequency, Hem  mass of working gas 

(helium), HeR  is the specific gas constant for helium, 3V  and 4V   the volumes of gas before 

and after the expansion. Zhu et al. [4] apply this method with some modifications to the volume 

parameters. The advantage of this equation is its relative simplicity and reliability. Similar to 

Eq. 1, it includes shaft frequency and refrigerator temperature. However, the application of this 

equation may be problematic because of several reasons. It does not include the refrigerator 

charge pressure, and its relation to available parameters is not straightforward; the equation is 

for the ideal isothermal expansion; and real values of Hem  and gas volumes before and after 

the expansion are not known. The introduction of an experimental correction parameter can 

solve this problem. The parameter would account for the differences between ideal and real 

expansion, but this approach would be similar to the Otaka number. Several studies [5] assume 

a polytrophic process to model the Stirling refrigerator for more realistic analysis. Although 

this parametric approach can be informative for numerical studies, obtaining polytropic 

exponents for a real refrigerator would also require experimental measurements. Hachem et al. 

[6] propose a method to calculate cooling capacity using time-dependent differential equations. 
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This method requires complex numerical modeling. Le’an et al. [7] offer an approach to model 

cooling capacity, which includes shaft frequency, average expansion pressure, and design 

parametric relations. This method is the closest to the one offered by Otaka et al. However, the 

parametric equation is more complex and requires knowledge of the average expansion 

pressure. Another approach to estimate cooling capacity is to employ the logarithmic mean 

temperature difference [8]. This method is suitable for a numerical optimization but does not 

offer the relation between cooling capacity and operational parameters of the refrigerator. In 

addition, the accuracy of the discussed methods was sparsely studied using experimental data, 

unlike to the model in Eq. 1. It is difficult to obtain a model that would accurately predict 

cooling capacity without introducing an experimental correction parameter. It might be 

possible to reduce some uncertainty imposed by real system operation, but the complexity of 

such modeling is likely to increase. Besides, providing a model that includes shaft frequency, 

charge pressure, and known design parameters is likely to include experimental correction 

variables. Constrained by these conditions, the model offered by Otaka et al. is a compromise 

between complexity and accuracy.  

IV.2 SPECIFIC OTAKA NUMBER 

An interesting relation between the specific Otaka number and the temperature ratio 

was found in the experiment. The specific Otaka number declines exponentially with reducing 

temperature of the refrigerator. This exponential reduction may be explained by the reduced 

performance of the regenerator. The same specific Otaka number  s RS f p     for a 

given refrigeration temperature (Fig. 4) defines   for different configurations and operational 

characteristics of the Stirling refrigerator as long as the product in the denominator of s  gives 

the same value. These configurations are defined by parameters RS , p  and f .  
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IV.3 FINITE TIME OPERATION OF THE STIRLING REFRIGERATOR 

Section IV.1 discussed challenges in adapting analytical modeling to predict the cooling 

capacity of the Stirling refrigerator. The main problem is to find an accurate model that also 

provides the relation between the operational parameters, such as shaft frequency and charge 

pressure, and cooling capacity. A solution adopted in this chapter is the employment of a model 

with an experimental coefficient (Otaka number). Another approach could be the increase of 

accuracy for models that are based on the first principles of classical thermodynamics. This 

accuracy improvement can be achieved by implementing the methods of finite-time 

thermodynamics (FTT).  

FTT asks an interesting question that classical thermodynamics does not answer, 

specifically how constraints on time and operation rates affect a system’s performance. 

Andresen et al. [9] provide a good demonstration of how these constraints can affect the 

efficiency of ECT. With some adaptation, I describe the essence of this example here. A 

watermill would be grinding the grain slowly if the speed of the water stream was low. In this 

case, the efficiency of the watermill would be relatively high. The friction losses would be 

lower due to low rotational speed. The conversion efficiency of the watermill blades would be 

higher. The slow and homogeneous flow has more water parts that produce useful work and 

have optimal inflow angles that minimize the number of flow vortices. When the watermill 

speed is lower, the irreversible losses will be lower as well, and the efficiency will be higher. 

On the other hand, it is desirable to have a watermill that can grind the grain in a shorter time. 

However, with an increased watermill speed, one should expect higher irreversible losses and 

lower watermill efficiency. The point of this example is that when shorter time or higher rates 

(e.g., rates of grinded grain) are required, the irreversible losses during the conversion process 

increase and the efficiency declines. 
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It would be interesting to analyze whether the constraints from time and rates affect the 

performance of the Stirling refrigerator. The design of efficient Stirling refrigerators with 

minimized irreversible energy losses is an essential objective because high efficiency is an 

indicator of design perfection and lower electricity bills. On the other hand, it is desirable to 

achieve lower refrigeration temperatures or higher cooling capacities for different small 

temperature applications. For the tested system, two strategies were available in the framework 

of finite time operation: the increase of refrigerator shaft speed and the increase of charge 

pressure. Higher shaft speed means more heat pumping cycles are performed in a given time. 

Higher charge pressure means more helium molecules could transport heat from the heating 

load, which increases the rate of pumping heat. In Fig. 9, Chapter I, it is evident that with the 

increase of charge pressure for a given shaft speed, the refrigeration temperature and cooling 

capacity increase. For example, at 550 rpm, at 0.7 MPa the cooling capacity is 49W at 111°C 

and at 2.5 MPa the cooling capacity is 75W at 165°C. However, the highest efficiency (for a 

refrigerator, it is the coefficient of performance) is reached at lower pressure, 0.7 MPa. This 

finding serves for Stirling refrigerators as an experimental confirmation for the FTT idea that 

at higher performance rates, the irreversible losses are higher, and the efficiency is lower. Fig. 

7 shows experimental data for the cooling capacity with changing shaft frequency. This data 

can be useful for the evaluation of the first strategy to increase cooling capacity. To confirm a 

negative effect on performance from a shorter cycle time, the trend lines should have a 

maximum and at some shaft frequency begin to decline after this maximum. This effect is not 

observed in Fig. 7, most likely because the shaft frequency was not high enough. The maximum 

shaft frequency of 550 rpm is not a typical limit for Stirling refrigerators. Values around 1000 

rpm are more common. The designed refrigerator can operate at higher frequencies but has not 

been yet tested. Nevertheless, there is an expectation that the operation at higher frequencies 

would cause an increase in friction losses, creating additional irreversible losses and reducing  
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Fig. 7. Coefficient of performance as a function from shaft 
frequency and charge pressures. 

Fig. 8. Measured cylinder temperature 
with dismounted cold head and heat 

exchangers. 

the COP value. Fig. 8 confirms this expectation and depicts the increase of cylinder temperature 

from friction losses at increasing frequencies. The cold head and heat exchangers were 

removed from the refrigerator, like shown in Fig. 6, Chapter I, to exclude the heating effect 

from gas compression. From Fig. 8, one may conclude that higher frequencies would cause 

higher irreversibility losses, and the coefficient of performance for the refrigerator is likely to 

reduce after 600 rpm. This reduction would also confirm the negative impact of shorter times 

on refrigerator efficiency. Overall, it is clear that the effect of shorter cycle times and higher 

cooling rates negatively affect the performance of the tested Stirling refrigerator. This effect 

could be integrated into the modeling equations for cooling capacity in the future. 

Finite-time modeling of the Stirling refrigerator was previously studied in the literature 

[8]. The methods of this modeling approach were not used in the physical model for the studied 

Stirling refrigerator and can be addressed in future work. Some additional work would be 

necessary to conduct analytical integration between the primary heat transfer equations and 

operational parameters with experimental validation of results. Apart from numerical 

modeling, some elements can be optimized experimentally with the consideration of finite time 

operation.  
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The main design question when considering FTT is how to optimize the elements of 

the refrigerator and the whole system to yield a maximum heat lift per cycle? One example of 

the source for such optimization is the time-path of the pistons. The modern design was 

developed for the sinusoidal motion. The literature indicates that if the piston movement was 

optimized for a maximum cooling power per cycle, a 15% increase in efficiency could be 

achieved [9]. Other sources for minimization of irreversible losses include further optimization 

of the PCP pair, the performance improvement of regenerator, and the reduction of thermal 

resistance for coupling pairs “refrigerator - heat sink” and “refrigerator - heat load”. The 

optimization of PCP was discussed in the previous chapter; the regenerator and the coupling 

between refrigerator and heat sink were not studied in this work and could be a topic of future 

investigations. The coupling between the refrigerator and  the heat load was modeled and 

studied experimentally; therefore, several comments about the degrees of freedom to optimize 

the coupling are made below. 

The thermal resistance g-RR  of the coupling between the refrigerator and heating load 

(Fig. 1b) is the source of irreversible losses during the system operation. If the resistance g-RR  

was lower, a smaller value of st.s
gT could be reached with the same energy input. The physical 

model developed in this chapter helps to evaluate what technical aspects may help to reduce 

thermal resistance g-RR . One option is to increase the speed of circulating air inside the thermal 

chamber, which would intensify forced convection between the gas and the surface of the cold 

head. Another alternative is the arrangement optimization of the cold head pipes. Different 

arrangements result in various heat transfer conditions and heat transfer coefficients. Also, the 

surface of the cold head pipes can be modified: more pipes with smaller diameter could be used 

or the structure of the surface can be adjusted with fins or cavities. The design of the thermal 

chamber significantly affects the coupling with the heat load. Hermetic sealing of the chamber 

from the environment would minimize parasite heat and air leaks. In the tested system in Fig. 
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1, complete sealing of the chamber was absent. As a result, warm room air was sucked in the 

chamber. Air moister and CO2 condensed on the surfaces of cold head pipes. This effect 

increased the resistance of the coupling. The intermediary environment between heat load and 

refrigerator is another source of reducing the resistance. A heat load could be cooled through 

the direct connection to the refrigerator. In this case, a primary mechanism of heat transfer is 

conduction. An alternative approach could be the introduction of an intermediary coolant loop. 

This approach may seem redundant and expensive at first. However, considering a complex 

shape of the cold head surface, the direct connection of the heat load may not always result in 

low thermal resistance. In this case, a second coolant loop can be considered with optimized 

heat exchangers. The analysis of discussed measures to reduce the coupling resistance can be 

the subject of future work. 

IV.4 DESIGN OF ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

Energy conversion technology has the relation between operational parameters of the 

system and the performance characteristics. For the Stirling refrigerator, Eq. 8 describes this 

dependence. Also, there is the interaction of the system with the external environment, which 

can be modeled using, for example, thermal-electrical analogy, as for the case of the Stirling 

refrigerator, Eq. 3 and 4. The integration of the models for the external and internal interactions, 

Eq. 8, offers a relatively simple, yet powerful tool to scale the ECT. This model needs to be 

verified by experimental tests to validate assumption and increase accuracy. The example of 

the Otaka number for the Stirling refrigerator, previously assumed to be a constant value, shows 

the importance of the experimental testing and validation of the physical model. This design 

approach is a useful design tool to scale a selected ECT for desired applications. 
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IV.5 NOVELTY AND CONTRIBUTION 

The present work develops and experimentally validates a numerical model for the 

system “Stirling refrigerator – thermal chamber” to predict temperatures in the thermal 

chamber and refrigerator’s cooling capacity. The work also corrected previously believed 

assumption that the Otaka number is a constant parameter. In addition, the results showed an 

interesting relation between the specific Otaka number and the refrigeration temperature. The 

proposed model can now be applied to study the effect of different design configurations of the 

analyzed refrigeration system, and the main principles of the method can be used in scaling 

other ECT. The novelty of results can be summarized in the following points: 

 Developed and validated experimentally a physical model of the system “Stirling-

refrigerator – thermal chamber” by unifying the thermo-electrical analogy model of the 

thermal chamber and the model for the operation of the Stirling refrigerator. 

 It was found that the Otaka number, previously believed to be a constant parameter, is 

dependent from the temperature of the refrigerator. 

 Demonstrated simple and effective approach to scale ECT using experimentally 

validated physical model. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

 Developed a numerical model for the system “Stirling refrigerator – thermal chamber” 

based on the electro-thermal analogy to predict the steady state Stirling refrigerator 

temperature and gas temperature in the chamber. 

 Conducted a series of 15 tests of the real Stirling refrigerator at mean pressures ranging 

from 0.5 MPa to 2.5 MPa and shaft frequencies ranging from 110 rpm to 550 rpm. 

Collected experimental data for the range of refrigerator temperatures from 272 K to 
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128 K and cooling capacities from 10 W to 53 W. The data was used to validate the 

model. 

 Disproved the previously believed assumption that the Otaka number is a constant 

value. Using experimental results, the Otaka number was proven to be a variable 

parameter dependent on the refrigeration temperature. 

 The coefficient of variance for the results of the validated model compared with the 

experimental results for the temperature of circulating air in the chamber is 4% for the 

refrigerator temperature is 3%. The mean bias error is 2% and 2% correspondingly, 

the coefficient of determination is 0.96 and 0.99 correspondingly for the gas and the 

refrigerator temperatures. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

his work has formulated different design methods for the commercial 

development of Stirling machines and combined them in an overarching design 

methodology. The methods for selecting alternative design decisions at different design stages 

were validated using the example of the development of a commercial Stirling machine. The 

objective of this chapter is to discuss the design methods further and analyze their applicability 

to the development of other energy conversion technologies (ECT). 

I INTRODUCTION 

I.1 BIBLIOMETRIC METHOD TO STUDY PAPERS AND PATENTS  

AT THE CONCEPT STAGE 

The conceptual design stage always includes a literature analysis. The bibliometric 

study of Stirling engines (Chapter II) and refrigerators (Chapter IV) demonstrated a wide 

variety of design decisions embedded in Stirling machines from technical literature. It is 

interesting to note that design configurations from scientific and patent literature very often are 

different from each other. Depending on the geographical region, the time of the development, 

and the commercial or scientific focus of organizations, the choice of design configurations 

were not always alike. One should be aware of these factors when making design choices. 

I.2 TRADESPACE EXPLORATION METHOD AT THE SYSTEM DESIGN STAGE 

Trade studies may significantly influence how we make the design decisions (Chapter 

II, Section IV.9). Their results can clearly show the advantages and disadvantages of different 

machine configurations depending on the intended commercial application. This factor is 

T
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essential because literature showed how many organizations with commercial on-Earth focus 

adapted the machine architectures that were originally developed for space applications. One 

argument for such line of action may be the availability of public knowledge. However, there 

are consequences of adapting configurations for non-intended applications, for example, 

limited scalability of space-intended free-piston systems. 

I.3 APPLICATION OF GAME THEORY AT THE DETAIL DESIGN STAGE 

A critical aspect of Stirling machine development is the influence of disciplinary 

designers and other stakeholders on the final design outcome (Chapter III). This influence was 

analyzed in detail using game theory. Engineering studies rarely focus on explaining how the 

organization of design teams and the design behavior of project participants would affect the 

design outcomes. This is a significant factor in the development process since commercial 

design projects typically constrained in time and budget.  

I.4 EXPERIMENTAL OPTIMIZATION OF CRITICAL COMPONENTS  

AT THE TESTING STAGE 

After selecting the design and managing the design process to the point where there is 

an experimental operating system, the next critical step is to prioritize performance 

characteristics and focus on improving the most important system elements (Chapter V). The 

piston-cylinder sealing is arguably the most vital element in Stirling machines. This work 

showed how gradual experimental improvement of this element allowed reaching satisfactory 

operational performance. 

I.5 EXPERIMENT-BASED MODEL FOR SCALING AT THE SCALE-UP STAGE 

The commercial development requires the scaling and testing of the developed 

experimental system for different customer requirements (Chapter VI). To do so most 
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effectively, the development of a numerical model, which is validated by experimental results, 

is essential for evaluation of different commercial applications. The understanding of factors 

in section I.1-I.5 and implementing proposed design methods help to organize an effective 

research and development process of Stirling machines for commercial usage. 

I.6 ANALYSIS OF THE THESIS STATEMENT 

The results of each chapter showed that indeed the process of selection between 

alternative design decisions at different design stages during the commercial development of 

Stirling machines requires a unique set of design methods, which are crafted, with the 

consideration of the commercial nature of development. These unique design methods form a 

pathway through consequent design stages of the commercial development process, Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The visual representation of the technological pathway to develop commercial Stirling machines 

The chapters of this thesis informed the thesis statement for each development stage, 

and the results suggested that it could be possible to apply the same technological pathway to 

the development process of other energy conversion technologies. For the concluding 

discussion in this chapter, it would be interesting to evaluate further the commercial factors 

that inspired the proposed design methods. I will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
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the methods and extend the discussion on their applicability to the development of other energy 

conversion technologies. 

II METHODOLOGY 

II.1 COMMERCIALIZATION FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT 

The analysis of commercialization factors that influenced the definition of proposed 

design methods will be assessed qualitatively using the framework of Barge-Gil and López [1]. 

The authors analyzed typical characteristics of commercial development projects in 

comparison to scientific projects for several categories, such as purpose, type of knowledge, 

and people management. Some of the factors are further validated by the results of the 

bibliometric analysis in Chapters II and IV. 

II.2 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF DESIGN METHODS 

The analysis of advantages and limitations will be performed using a comparison table, 

where for each design method proposed in the thesis, I will list essential advantages and 

limitations. This qualitative comparison is a simple yet informative approach to assess critically 

the formulated design techniques. 

II.3 APPLICABILITY OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PATHWAY TO OTHER ECT 

To discuss whether the proposed in this thesis overarching design methodology can be 

applied to the development of other energy conversion technologies, I use the table with a list 

of factors that justify and limit the application of methods to other ECTs. This approach is 

simple and instructive. 
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III RESULTS 

III.1 COMMERCIALIZATION FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENT 

According to Fig. 1, several vital factors of commercialization influence the 

development of ECT at each design stage. The requirement for the competitive and novel 

design at the conceptual stage. The fulfilment of market requirements by the system-level 

design at the system design stage. The complex interplay of disciplinary designers under 

limited time and resources at the detail design stage. The requirement to achieve market-level 

performance at the test and refinement stage. And the need to scale technology at the production 

and scale-up stage. 

The framework of Barge-Gil and López suggests that the purpose of the commercial 

development project is “introduction of new or improved process or product.” This statement 

confirms the need for novel design. The concept of product also inherently assumes the 

competitiveness of the developed design. The other aspect of the development project is the 

“link with customers,” which confirms the need to fulfill market requirements. The claim of 

limited time and resources during the detailed development is confirmed by the characteristic 

of “short term” with “pressure to market [that] usually constrains [the project] between six 

months and two years.” Furthermore, the expectation of reaching the market-level performance 

of technology can be implied from the orientation towards customer and development of a new 

product. Results of bibliometric analysis in the patent field, Chapter IV, confirm the need for 

scaling technology for different applications of Stirling refrigerators: commercial organizations 

developed inventions for air-conditioning in cars and trucks, food processing, gas liquefaction, 

and container storage. In summary, the comparison of assumed in the thesis commercial factors 

with the constraints of real science-based product developments (Barge-Gil and López) 

confirms that assumed commercial factors are plausible. For future work, more references to 
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the analysis of real product developments can be established for further confirmation of 

assumed commercial factors. 

III.2 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF DESIGN METHODS 

Table 1 lists the proposed design methods and enumerates their advantages and 

limitations for the ECT development. 

Table 1. Advantages and limitations of proposed design methods. 

Design method Advantages Limitations 

Bibliometric method 
to study papers and 

patents using big data 
approach 

 Results by leading organizations with 
consistent research record; 

 Representative analysis of all existing 
knowledge; 

 Understanding of historic factors; 
 Statistically significant conclusions. 

 Expensive access to databases; 
 Analysis at the level of abstracts; 
 Possible to miss documents with 

significant contributions. 

Tradespace 
exploration 

 Analysis of large number of design 
alternatives; 

 Simple visualization and selection. 

 Complex system model; 
 Accuracy of the system model may 

not be enough; 
 System metrics could be difficult to 

model mathematically. 

Application of game 
theory in design 

optimization 

 The only known methodology to 
account for the decision-making of 
decentralized disciplinary designers; 

 Understanding how the reallocation of 
design authority among designers 
affect the design outcome; 

 Understanding how designers affect the 
design outcome comparing to Pareto-
optimal designs. 

 Modelling a worst-case scenario that 
may represent the design process 
inaccurately; 

 At this moment, only modeling the 
design process with two disciplinary 
designers; 

 Difficult to model complex behavior; 
 Difficult to validate results of 

modeling. 

Experimental 
optimization of 

critical components 

 Can improve the performance of 
elements that otherwise would be too 
inaccurate to optimize analytically or 
numerically; 

 Quick success. 

 Complex design of real experimental 
system; 

 May be labor-intensive and require 
strong management input. 

Experiment-based 
model for scaling 

 Quick evaluation of performance for 
alternative market applications. 

 The need for experimental data at 
different operational conditions; 

 Inaccuracy in prediction if applied for 
operational conditions beyond the 
range of experimental data. 

Advantages and disadvantages in Table 1 could be further confirmed by the analysis of 

the corresponding design literature. This analysis is a subject of future work. 

III.3 APPLICABILITY OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PATHWAY TO OTHER ECT 

Table 2 lists the factors that enable and limit the application of the proposed 

technological pathway to the development process of other energy conversion technologies. 
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Table 2. Factors that enable and limit the application of the technological pathway to other ECT. 

Design method Enable Limit 

Bibliometric method to 
study papers and patents 
using big data approach 

Any ECT has related body of 
scientific and patent publications that 
can be analyzed using literature data 
bases. 

Novel ECT may be poorly 
referenced in scientific and patent 
databases because of native 
language of publishing in countries 
of invention. 

Tradespace exploration 
The modeling of relations between 
design parameters and metrics obey 
universal laws of energy conversion. 

Relating the cost function to the 
operation parameters may not be 
always possible due to scares data. 

Application of game 
theory in design 

optimization 

Game theoretic algorithms are 
universal for any ECT. 

The connection between game 
theoretic algorithms and the system 
model of ECT may be problematic. 

Experimental 
optimization of critical 

components 

ECT at the testing and refinement is 
a material device that has critical 
operational components. 

May be too expensive to build 
experimental system, e.g. fusion 
reactor. 

Experiment-based model 
for scaling 

Any ECT could be modelled and 
experimentally tested. 

The stability of ECT operation at 
different operational conditions can 
be low and the range of obtained 
results too limited. 

For future work, a more detailed study of applicability can be performed. Several 

energy conversion technologies could be selected as case studies and the discussed in Table 2 

factors can be verified against each case study. 

IV DISCUSSION 

IV.1 RELATION TO OTHER SCHOOL OF DESIGN THINKING 

The elements of the proposed technological pathway can be related to other schools of 

thought to better ground the results of this thesis in existing design literature. For 

systematization, I created Table 3 that lists the elements of the technological pathway and 

related schools of design thinking with references. The table starts with the concept of the 

technological pathway as such. It can be characterized by the focus on science-intensive energy 

technologies, the development of which can be attributed best to the technology push concept. 

I commented on the application of this concept in the introductory paragraph of Chapter I. The 

linearity of the technological pathway can be related to different representations of the life-
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cycle models, and the approach by which design activities are conducted during the 

development process can be analyzed using the Waterfall-Vee-Agile models. The Bibliometric 

Table 3. Elements of the novel technological pathway and related schools of design thinking. 

Stages and names of novel design methods Literature 
Technological pathway  Science-intensive technologies [2] 

 Technology push [3] 

 Life-cycle stages [4, p. 3.5] 

 Waterfall-Vee-Agile [5] 

Concept 
Bibliometric method to study papers and patents 

 Knowledge discovery from big data [6] 

 New product development using patents [7] 

 Brainstorming [8] 

 Life-cycle cost against time [4, p. 2.6] 
System design 
Tradespace exploration for Stirling machines 

 Tradespace exploration concept [9] 

 Requirements engineering [4, p. 7.6] 

 Visualization of ideas [10] 
Detail design 
Application of game theory in design 

 Bounded rationality [11] 

 Design process as a game [12] 

 Concurrent engineering [13] 

Testing and refinement 
Experimental optimization of critical components 

 Rapid prototyping [14] 

 Incremental and iterative development [4, p. 3.10] 

 Set-based design [15] 
Scaling 
Experiment-based model for scaling 

 Technology validation (for market applications) and 
scale up [16] 

method to study papers and patents using big data technologies is related to the process of 

knowledge discovery from big data. The focus on patent literature can be related to studies 

about developing new products using patents. The objective of the proposed method was to 

maximize the number of alternative design concepts, which can be considered as a method in 

creative brainstorming. A strong focus on exhaustive analysis of technical literature helps to 

avoid making poor design decisions that would have high life-cycle costs at later design stages. 

The method of analyzing Stirling machines using tradespace exploration can be attributed to 

the field of tradespace exploration in systems engineering. The results also help to develop 

design requirements for later design stages and visualize the results of data-intensive trade 

studies. The application of game theory at the detail design stage helps to resolve the impact of 

human interaction on the design outcomes caused, for example, by bounded rationality of 

experts in real design settings. The method also relates to broader research literature that 
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recommends considering a design process as a game. The design method that intends to 

improve designers’ interaction during detail design could also be related to the field of 

concurrent engineering. The experimental optimization of critical components at the test and 

refinement stage relates to the field of rapid prototyping and incremental and iterative 

development. Experimental optimization with an open end for final application (engine or 

refrigerator) can be related to the concept of the set-based design. The selected approach for 

scaling the Stirling refrigerator using the experimentally-validate physical model relates to the 

field of technology validation and scale-up. By using referenced literature on design thinking, 

the proposed design methods could be further improved in future work. 

IV.2 PENTAGON MODEL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECT 

The results of this work helped to formulate a design process model for the commercial 

development of energy conversion technologies, which I named the Pentagon Model. This 

model provides a simple visual explanation of the formulated technological pathway in this 

thesis. The model is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Pentagon Model for commercial development of energy conversion technologies 
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The main idea behind the Pentagon Model is that during the development process, there 

are forces created by the commercial factors that influence the design process (red arrows). 

Each force acts at one of five design stages. The five stages form five sides of the pentagon. 

The area of the pentagon represents the market value of the system under development. The 

commercial forces act on the pentagon from the outside. There are also forces of design 

methods that counterbalance the commercial pressure from the inside of the pentagon. If there 

are no design methods that can counteract, the pentagon collapses, and there is no market value 

for the development project. The design methods proposed in this dissertation for each design 

stage maintain the integral structure of the pentagon. This simple representation helps to 

memorize the developed design methodology and apply it in future for the commercial 

development of other energy conversion technologies. 

Two approaches for analyzing the interactions between different sides of the pentagon 

in Fig. 2 could be discussed. One approach is considering the interaction between stages as 

sequential. The other approach is assuming the concurrent design process between pentagon 

sides. The sequential interaction assumes that each previous stage pass on requirements and 

input design information to the following design stage. For example, the results of the concept 

study could include information collected using the big data bibliometric analysis about 

alternative design configurations of the ECT. For illustration, it could be alpha, beta, and 

gamma configurations of the Stirling refrigerator. These configurations have to be evaluated 

during the following system-level design stage using the tradespace exploration method to 

identify a preferable configuration, for example, an alpha-type, and optimal design 

characteristics – bore, stroke, refrigeration, and radiator temperatures. These system-level 

requirements are passed on to the following detail design stage. The detailed design should be 

conducted under the recommendations of the game-theoretic analysis to obtain the intended 

Pareto-optimal design. The developed design documentation and recommendations about most 
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critical components – for example, the piston-cylinder sealing – are passed on to the testing 

and refinement stage for the production of the experimental system and to carry out 

experimental optimization. The results of experimental optimization provide data for the 

physical model of the ECT system for scaling. This examples show, how each stage of the 

sequential approach is connected  in the form of design requirements and information flows 

 with the previous and the following design stages. No cross-interaction between the pentagon 

sides was assumed. This sequential approach is well known in the systems engineering 

literature [4, p.3.4] and, more precisely, could be attributed to the Waterfall design process 

model [5]. The time arrow in Fig. 2 indicates that the design process follows sequentially 

around the pentagon from one side to the next. 

The concurrent design process represents another approach to discuss the interactions 

between pentagon sides. The concurrent design process [13] assumes that a design expert 

represents each side of the pentagon. Several disciplinary designers could represent the detail 

design stage. The cross-stage feedback between the experts could result in the selection of 

design alternatives defined by constraints at different sides of the pentagon that would be 

different from those identified during the sequential design process. The concurrent design 

process inside the pentagon could be organized using different design process models, for 

example, the Agile model [5]. In this case, the timeline arrow would not be directed around the 

pentagon, as shown in Fig. 2, but would be facing upwards. This is because in each time 

moment of the design process there are interactions between experts inside the pentagon. With 

time dimension, the pentagon would form a three-dimensional object with changing shape, 

depending on the commercial and design forces acting on the pentagon sides. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

 This thesis developed a novel design methodology for the commercial development of 

energy-conversion technologies, which was tested on a real development process of the 

Stirling machine; 

 A set of novel design methods was developed for each design stage from the concept 

design to the scale-up stage to help selecting alternative design decisions when 

developing a commercial energy conversion system; 

 A visual model is proposed named “Pentagon Model” that combines main findings of 

this thesis and helps to organize the process of commercial development of any energy 

conversion technology. 
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